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The first of a series of

8tu~ies

of social agencies in

Or~gon;_

ej,nied at collecting 811d prasel1t1ng df.i.ta. thloOl.lgh the tH~e cf a socio...·
logical DiOdel, this project ::epreaents (\bt;~g:i.nning efi'ox·t to a,SS~::;1fJ

the social welfare resources of the State .
Chri$tie School, a smal.l nucle.'lted institution, was e:x:audned in
orph~.na.ge to a t;.~er~tmeD.t·.. ori~?nt,ed.
care facility. PBrtic~llar &~t.tent.ion ....l a5 giv(2;l1 to the impact of'
historical events and anl3.~sis of these j.n 'trenrlJ".3 of the j,nBtit~utionI s
'life c:{cle.. IrGpetuB ...~a6 givon t.o the study by the cri.sis of inrpe,.nd.·ing closUJ~e of the school and event51~~~ding to continuance \i8X'e
terUi..9 of it.s evolu.tion from. an

recounted.

I
I

'rhe niodel of institU.tional de"J'elopme~lt created by Joyce 0.,
Hertzler was selected a.fte1~ e.Y.:am:L~'!.tion of a l112ti1ber of other u,odals ..
Data. v!ere .,:;ollected from a number of original sources: and placed in
the general categories of therucdel.. Il'hs J'J.Ot.al was fou-l1d. 'lio be

j

a SIf.aJ.l nucleated institution.
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genera~y

static Fnd lacking in specificity ror the

e~~u1ati.on

of

A number of conclusions l'!ere dra:~fm from the collEH~tion and
analyej.s of the hietol'icaJ. data. Among these 'Y'erf:) the ten.denc;;t for
religion to l"exrain ins-c,itutionaJ.J.y constt:mt while ot.her insi;.itl1t.:~onal
factors seemed to v&ry in light of ld.storical developr110nta.. The
abili ty of Christie School to i'u"V}ct.ion fa:L~'ly, aut0l101110i.LSIJ1" 'l.~1.thin a
generally hierarchical stru.ct.w':'"e of t.he Cathr.>lic Chw"ch lias notod"
The foroe of

il1.oj~vidue.l

p0!"sona]j;ties on the sha.ping ot 'the

inst:i.t.ution Has a.cknowledged and the cC1lmmx.d.cation procods uas
exc1Jl1ined in Light of the school t s s·'t.:ruggle fo!' 0:i'-lstence.

The impa.ct of s6cula:rizat..:tol1 WM noted as \-Iell as the
mov~nent6 on the institution thro~gh

influences of various social
out i toe hist.or.r.

Much origilla1 mat, el-.l al W8.$ collected, recorded and prese.!"ved
by the

proj~ct.

FRONTISPIECE

._---------------~-----

CHRISTIE SCHOOL

FOREWORD

"If you can save one child
think of what you have done.
Think of the contribution it
"makes to the welfare of society."

Archbishop Edward D. Howard, D.D.
March 5, 1965
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CHAPTER I
INTRODucrrION

Envisioned as the first of a series of studies of
social work agencies in Oregon, this particular project
undertook to trace the background} historical development}
cormnuni ty relationships and possible future extension of
Christie School.

At the time this study was initiated

Christie was functioning as a home for-emotionally disturbed girls.
The School in 1964 was facing the crisis of
pressures to go out of existence.

It appeared at the time

that an unusual opportunity existed to study the life cycle
of an institution which was more than a hundred years old
and which was threatened with possible closure.

If it

closed there would be lost forever the personal knowledge
and documents vi tal to anj!" future study.
In the beginning of the study the group decided on
the following

bro~d

hypothesis in order to give scope and

direction to the study.
Hypothesis. The models of institutional
development and large group functioning are
efficient and adequate to describe and predict
the life cycles of Christie School. Subhypotheses will deal with particulars of the
theories.

2

After an initial period of organizing the group and
defining the purpose, scope and limits of the study it was
decided it would be advisable to use a sociological model
in the project.
decision.

There were a number of

reason~

for this

The group' felt a method of classifying the ex-

tensive historical data that were available would be
needed.

The sociological model would provide the frame-

work and the structure for both classifying and analyzing
the historical data.

It was thought a sociological model

would provide a more sophisticated way to accomplish this.
There was some feeling that this project was not strictly
an historical study, but rather a 'combination of a study
in social work, sociology, and history.

The project group

should become involved in the study, understanding, and
application of a sociological model.

It was decided that

by studying and testing a sociological model the group

could then come up with a critical analysis of the given
model and suggest some refinements to the theory of the
model.
After agreeing to utilize a sociological model
the group went through a phase of extensive search for,
study of, and evaluation of various sociological models.
In this process the group discussed the models of the
follow~ng

writers:

Joyce

o.

Hertzler (1), stuart Carter

(3), Charles Horton Coaly (4),
F. Stuart Chapin (5), and R. E. L. Faris (6).

Dodd (2), Gordon Hearn

3

.

After considerable study and analysis the group
c1ded to use the model developed by Joyce O. Hertzler.

d~-

This

model 1s explained in detail,in Hertzler's book,·'Social.
Institutions.

There were a number of factors that led the

project group to make this decision.

i

~'

It was thought the

categories developed by Hertzler were more adaptable to

~

t
I

classifying data that were a combination of historical and

~,

~

i-I

sociological material.

I

In this project the group was in-

'volved in finding, analyzing, and classifying both socio-

t

I::J",

logical and historical material.

~

i

A factor was that this

~

i

model appeared to be more concrete, and to have more defi-

t

if

nite boundaries than the other models.

~

!

i

The group recognized that there were some dis-

{-

!

advantages in using the model developed by Hertzler.

'i

I

1
I,

I
J

In

"

his model Hertzler has
)

s~parated'

it a dependent variable.

out time instead of making

This meant· the model was static,

, and it might be difficult to examine adequately and show

.~.

I
tt.

f
~

t
j

}

f.

the movement and development of the institution.

There

was also a recognition of the fact that there might be a
problem of overlapping and duplication of material.
The group considered using the model developed by

l

Stuart Carter Dodd, but this was rejected because of the

i

feeling that his model was too general, too broad, and

.
'Sc

would not be adaptable for using the historical data that

~

1

wgs involved.

The model developed by Gordon Hearn was con-

sldeted, but this was rejected because it did not allow for

4
the full development and analysis of the historical data.
The advantage of the model developed by Dodd was
that it was

u~eful

as a vehicle for

show~ng

the evolution-

ary development and movement of Christie School over a long
period of time.

The model and theory of Hearn was valuable

in examining and understanding the universal properties of
groups.
Before making a final decision on which model to
use, the group considered using a combination of the three
models of Dodd, Hertzler, and Hearn.
Hertzle~'s

In this combination,

model would be used in a horizontal sense in.

that it would provide a straight-line
ing information.
movement of time.

m~thod

of categoriz-

It would be horizontal in terms of the
Under each one of Hertzler's main cate-

gories the group would use Dodd's theory to show the
development and history in that particular category in
terms of movement of time.

This would b.e examining the in-

formation in a vertical sense.

The group would use the

model developed by Hearn to analyze the information given
under the ·categories of Hertzler's model as it related to
the universal properties of groups.
'. The combination was rejected on

t~e

grounds that

it would not be possible to adequately fit Dodd's model
into the categories given in Hertzler's model.

It was

thought that this method was too cumbersome, too comPlicated, and that the group did not have enough time to
develop and use this system.

5 '.
In this study the group considered social movements
in the context set forth by C. Wendell King.·
social movements as

I~

He·defines

group venture extending beyond a

local community ora single event and involving a systematic effort to inaugurate changes in thought, behavior and
social relationships. "(7)

King notes that a social move-

ment is characterized by three distinguishing features
especially evident in the mature stage of any movement.
These features are as follows:
1.

Their purpose is change, whethep of
relationships, norms, beliefs or all' of
these.

2.

Movements employ organization as a means
of achieving their ~oals.

3.

Movements may be identified by their
geographical scope. They differ from a
factory strike or a local "citizens"
reform movement in extending beyond a
single, community. (7)
.
The type of movement aimed at only a modification

of the social order is described by King as a reform type.

Throughout this work the life cycle of the institution was understood in the Hertzler interpretation as
follows:
1.

The period of incipient organization.
In this initial period, some need,
usually demonstrated in a crisis,
becomes strongly felt, and tentative
efforts are made to meet it.

2.

Per~od of efficiency.
The institution in its organizational form is
now in its early maturity.

6

3·
4.

Period of formalism. This is the
period when the human purposes implicit
in the institution begin to be obscured.
\'\

Period of disorganization. Now the
arthritic organization is showing this
"and other diseases affecting its malfunctioning.
(2)

The Institution Under Study

The object of study, it was early seen, presented a
changing nature over the years not easily categorized either
chronologically or by some other system of organization.
The forerunner of Christie School was first established in Oregon October 21, 1859, by twelve Sisters of
a community of nuns known as the Society of the Sisters of
The Holy Names of Jesus and Mary.

At this time the school

was ,known as Saint Mary's Academy, and was located in
Portland.

In 1908 the Reverend Alexander Christie was re-

sponsible for having the present Christie School built at
its current location known as Marylhurst, Oregon, ten miles
south of the Portland city limits.
Christie School was given a Charter and Articles of
Incorporation by the State of Oregon in 1908.

On March 1,

1941, an agreement was entered into between Catholic
Charities,

Incorpor~~ed,

of the Archdiocese of Portland in

Oregon and the Society of the Holy Names, by which Catholic
I

Charities was given full and complete management and superintendence of Christie Home.
In 1948 there was a change in the policy of Catholic

7
Charities, Incorporated.

This decision by Catholic

Charities meant that it wDuld no longer hold the sole
license fpr child caring facilities.

In essence this dis-

solved its controlling contractual associations
Catholic agencies.

w~th

other

This paved the way for Christie to
In 1953 a charter was

develop as an independent agency.

issued to Christie by the Most Reverend Archbishop
Edward D. Howard,

D.D.~

establishing the school as an

independent agency.
Christie School was by 1960 a social agency offering group care for girls in grades five to eight whose
emotional problems were such that they could not remain in
their own homes or go to foster homes, but who wDuld benefit from group care.

A year-round program was maintained,

with the help of professional staff, including teachers,
social workers, group-mothers, a psychologist, and consuIting psychiatrists.

The focus

~as

on the needs of the

whole child, her physical and mental health, her educational and spiritual development and her
family and community..
. accepted.
program.

relationsh~p

Girls of any religion and race were

Regular counseling

w~th

parents was part of the

Christie School maintained a limited foster care

program for girls needing the continued support of the
Christie staff.
Soc~ety

to

In May, 1963, it was announced by the

of the Holy Names Order that a decision had been

8
made to close Christie School.

The lack of operating and

building funds plus the shortage of Sisters for teaching
purposes were the main reasons given for this decision.
,In July, 1964, a new decision was made to have
Christie School remain open as a home and school for fifth
to eighth grade girls.

Operation was extended for a trial

period of three to five years.

The following reasons were

given for this decision:
1.

The great need for facilities to care
for children w~th emotional problems.

2.

The amount of public concern shdwn over
the loss of Christie School.

3.

Pledges of new funds.

4.

A revising of the program to cut the
population and allow for the increased
use of lay help.
The last two reasons would allow the Holy Names

·

~

Society to meet urgent staff needs elsewhere by reducing
the number of Sisters' needed at Christie School.

·1'

Value of Study
The community and Christie School might benefit by
having recorded in a systematic fashion certain historical
and contemporary material about this agency.

By having a

comprehensive study of the evolution of Christie School
available for study the community might be able to gain a
deeper appreciation and understanding of the agency.
Additiona~

dimensions would be added to the history of

9
Ore~on~

Finally, there might result some refinement of theory

as additional
considerations
were
incorporated
to take cogni.
-...
- . - ....
.
. ,.... .

~

..

.

~

....

.

-

zance of particular developments in particular

agencies~

Limits of the Study
The project would not attempt to evaluate or assess
the programs offered at Christie School.
the characteristic behavior or

att~tudes

It would not cover
of the staff

w~th

respect to their educational wDrk, the usefulness of the
school as a training laboratory or details of recent operations.

A comparative study with residential treatment

agencies would not be undertaken.

When·an essential part

of the history and development of the school so dictated
these matters might be mentioned, or sources wDuld be cited
which have covered these areas.
Methods of Organizing the Project Group
From March, 1964, until approximately May 5, 1964,
the group was involved in defining the purpose, scope, and
limits of the study and in organizing .into a task-orientated
structure committees having functions and purposes.

By

May 5, the group elected a coordinator, and various committees had been formed and staffed.
mittees were formed:
Organizational Control
Bibliography Control

The following com-

10

Interviewing
-

-

-'-'

Q,uestionnaires
Wri tirig"
Letters
Meeting Reports
Research Design
Sociological Model
Social Movements
Review of Research Design
The time period from May 5, 1964, into June was
spent mainly in preparing a research design for the project
and in reviewing the literature involved.

During the

sununer months the project group went further into the literature.
The literature

was~divided

into the

follow~ng

cate-

gories for this research during the summer.
Residential Treatment Centers
Catholic
1.
2.

3.
4.

Philosop~y

School
Holy Names Order
Charity
General

History of Christie
History of Social Welfare in Oregon
Theory of Sociological Models
1.
2.

3.

Hertzler
Dodd
Others

The period from September to November 3, 1964, was
spent in reorganizing the project group.

During this time

11
the format for

b~bl~ographic

material was organized and sub-

mitted . in writing to . the project director.
After extensive
..
consideration and review~ a sociological model was selected.
.,

-'.'

The group then reformulated the research design.

This was

submitted to the project director on November 3~ '1964.

A

copy of this research design can be found in the Appendix,
page 256.
The period from November

3~

1964, to March 19,

1965~

was spent mainly in collecting and analyzing pertinent data
and in writing the first draft of the

project~

The first

draft was submitted to the project director ori March 19,

1965 ·
In accord with the Hertzler

rhodel~

analysis took

the following form:
Definition of. Social Institutions
Purpose
Composition
Internal and External Factors
Institution under Change
Evolution of the Institution
The two chapters ti tIed "Introduction nand
"Conclusions" were written by the project group as a unit.
This model led to considerable duplication of
historical

instances~

overlap of categories and in some

cases necessitated interpretation in order to fit the data

12 ".

to the

mC?d~l,

however imperfectly.

Considerable

~e~dj~st_

ment of the classification tools were considered advisable.
1.

The Introduction was expanded and extended.

2.. - The chapter designated by Hertzler as
Definition of Social Institution was expanded
and modified to include the theory of social
institutions.

3.

The·chapter on Composition was modified to
serve the purpose of the study.

4.

The chapter on Internal and External Factors
and" the chapter on Institution Under Change
we~e combined and renamed, The Changing
Institution, Institutional Factors and Personal
Factors.

DiS~iculties

Encountered

While this subject will be covered In more detail
in the final chapter, major difficulties mentioned at this
point might be kept in mind throughout the report.

I
r'?

I
t

1.

In doing a study on the evolution of-Christie
School the group found that it had to explore
both primary and secondary sources in order
to obtain the necessary historical and social
data. There had never been a book, report, or
study which dealt exclusively with the historical evolution of Christie School. Very little
had been written about Christie School in any
aspect of its functioning or history. The
group was forced to locate and examine in
detail extensive original documents of the institution and to interview the participants ._
involved in the institution's development.
_
This left limited time for analysis -and report~'
ing.

2.

The group decided to use the sociological model
of Joyce O. Hertzlerj this model proved to have
a number of flaws for this purpose. There was
considerable overlap and duplication in the

13
type of information which could logically be
placed in each of the categories of Hertzler's
model. The model was not consistent and it
seemed to break down when applied to specific
historical data. The model was not useful'in
~how~ng the evolutionary and historical development of Christie School over a period of time.
3.

Some duplication of material was unavoidable;'
due in part to the necessity of group assig~
ments. Duplication also resulted from the considerable degree of interrelatedness of structure,
function and purposes of the on-going institution in relation to the fixed categories of the
model.
The information in the report has been divided into
(1) theory, (2) history, and (3) con-

three categories:
elusions.

In addition to the introductory material of this
chapter there f,bil:l0.W'.s :a detailed chapter dealing with the
i

theory of

so~ial

institutions, and the model of social in-

stitutions formulated by Joyce O. Hertzler.
This model was the framework and the structure used
by the project group both to classify and analyze the available historical data.

This model enabled the group to

systematize and evaluate the historical data.
Since one of the aims of the project was to examine
the applicability of an analytic model to a social agency
as a contribution to the refinement of social wDrk theory,
this chapter is more than a methodological statement.'
Follow~ng

discussion of the model and its use, a

chapter on the formal composition of Christie Schobl will

14
lay a comparative basis for

sUb~~q~~l'?t t~mp~n~~~""_8:~~1:>:s"~s.

The final chapter will attempt to integrate the
findings as a whole and to assess contributions of the
project to succeeding
studies in the series.
.
....

Prior to the conclusion of this introductory
chapter it wDuld seem advisable to restate our
hypotheses.

sp~cific
/

They are as follows:

1.

This research model will prove adequate for
evaluating historical life cycles of small
institutions.

2.

The-activities and" functions of Chri"stie
School can be categorized according to the
model used with a minimum of overlap of
data and a maximum of data inclusion.

3.

Elimination of one universal element of the
organizational structure will necessarily
affect all other universal properties as
exemplified by the communications process.

"Objectives of the Study
In this chapter the project group examined not only
areas of study and group process, but some of the methods
applied to reach the objectives.

It is thought appropri-

ate that a more precise list of the objectives be pre-'
sented here.
1.

The project will:

Provide a report of the study of a local
social agency, its structure, function,
policy, services and development. E~amine
the factors affecting the above and their
interrelationships and impact.
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2.

Cdntribute to the theory of social work by
providing
-

a.

-

~

an examination of current theories
or"institutions and institutional'"
development

b.t~stingth~ir applicabiliti i~

a
specific setting for social work
purposes.

3·

Study the life cycle of an institution that

wa"s about" to become extinct after one hundred
years of operation in Oregon.

4.

Salvage and preserve historical data of
Christie School in light of the realization
that both people and records tend to scatter
and such information might become lost.

5·

Examine factors contributing to the growth
and decline of the institution.
Integral with the foregoing is the development of a

suitable framework for study of other institutions in Oregon.
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CHAPTER II
THEORY OF SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Introduction
While there were many ways of looking at Christie
School, as an agency, an association, a large group, an
organization, or as part of a larger organization, an institutional approach was chosen.
Different authors in turn suggest a variety of
models for the study of institutions.

As previously in-

dicated, Hertzler, Dodd ,and Hearn were primary sources
for ·the project's analytic concepts, yet a number of other
!

ideas were held tentatively in mind as possibly useful
while collecting the data for the study.
In this chapter the central ideas of Hertzler are
presented along with related material considered more useful in gUiding the collection and classifying of the
historical data.

The theoretical orientation

w~ll

be kept

separate from the factual account of later chapters and
direct reference to the Christie School
this point.

w~ll

not appear at

Nevertheless, the historical account of the

'institution should be regarded in the frame of reference
to follow.

Social Institutions
The theory of a social institution is

~ighly

com-

plex and is made up of a great number and variety of component and interacting elements.

These elements are often

in a state of change; they are not all equally in evidence
at a given point in time and space.

They vary in number and

nature and possess diverse degrees of definiteness and
tangibility.

In order to understand a given institution

it is necessary to point out the institution's component
parts and to examine each as to its nature and its indispensability in the operation of the institution. (1)
The difficulty in distinguishing the specific parts
of an institution is compounded by the fact that institutions present different aspects at various times.

The

basic reason for this change is that. institutions are
highly composite culture

c~mplexes.

Hart defines culture

complex in the following manner.
We may define culture complex as consisting of
a group of closely related behavior patterns, which
have become built into the habits, the attitudes,
the skills, the equipment, the vocabulary and the
social organizations of a people. (2)
Definition
of __
Social ]nstitutions
- - - -..----..-----_.
.-....---_._-~~...--._..-_---~--

Cole gives the following description of the term
ins·ti tution.
I find the thing for which the word stands difficult to define at all, and impossible to define in any
but a largely negative manner. It is not, though it
may manifest itself in or through, a group or

I
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association, nor has it strictly speaking any
members. It does, of cour~e, being"a social
thing, appear in, and operate through human
beings and associations, but it depends for its
institutional status, not upon a particular
group of persons who are its members, frame its
rules, and seek to effect through it a common
purpose, but upon a general -acceptance and recognition by the members of the community,
backed by a sustaining force of custom of
tradition, w~th or without the sanction of law.
It is easily reCognizable in some of its princi-'
pal instances--marriage, monarchy, peerage,
caste, capitalism, and many others belonging to
different ages and civilizations. (3)
The Underlying Concept
The essential element in the composition of every institution is a major idea or concept.

The concept is the

philosophy or doctrine that is the_heart of any given institution.

In the following paragraph Sumner presents what has

cofue to be the classic statement of the basic elements of an
institution.
An institution consists of a concept, (idea,
notion, doctrine, interest,) and a structure.
The structure is a framework, or apparatus, or
perhaps only a number of functionaries, set to
cooperate in prescribed ways at a certain conjuncture. The structure holds the concept and
furnishes instrumentalities tor bringing it into
the world of facts and action in a way to serve
the interests of men in 'society. (4)
Back of every institution lies an idea but the idea
itself

i~

not an institution unless it becomes generally

accepted and becomes embodied in some external form,
structure, or communal custom, either through an association or in

som~~actual

form of social behavior.

An
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institution embodies an idea concretely in some aspect of
social conduct, but only such an idea as is considered
essential to cormnunal life.

If ideas change, the" insti tu-

tions embodying them will either change or disappear. (la)
Cooley emphasized the idea behind an institution
from its public aspect.

H~

says:

An institution is simply a definite and
established phase of the public mind, not
different in its ultimate nature from the
public opinion, though often seeming, on
account of its permanence and the visible
customs and symbols in which it is clothed,
to have a somewhat distinct and independent
existence. Thus the political state and the
church, with their venerable associations,
their vast and ancient power, their liter'ature, bUildings, and offices, hardly appear
even to a democratic people as the mere
products of human invention which, of course,
they are. (5)
Bernard believes that institutions are first and
foremost psychic phenomena.,

:

The institution has primarily a conceptual
and abstract, rather thana perceptual and ~on
crete existence. (6)
Hertzler makes the following point concerning the
institution as a concept.
Their essence is ideas and other concepts,
interests, attitudes, traditions, and other psychic
uniformities that dominate our social behavior. In
a very real' sense, institutions are only in our heads;
they are cormnon and reciprocating attitudes; they are
our notions of regulation; they are deep-seated
mental habits that dominate our reactions in our
social and natural.environments. (lb)
~

Hertzler considers institutions as mainly cultural

f
5;

configurations.
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stuart Carter Dodd sees the institution as a combination of cultural patterns, groups, and social
forces re- ....
.

presenting society or all of humanity living together.

He

lists eleven social institutions, and calls them the 'major
sub-classes of cUlture."

The following is Dodd's list with

the common names added in parentheses:
economic (business1 politic

domestic (family),

(gove~nment),

theologic

(religion), scholastic' (education), medic (health), re-

~~eatric (r~creational)" artistic (art), conununic
'(conununication), sociatric (welfare), and scientific
(science). (7)
After reflecting on a number of books and articles
concerning institutions, it was felt that Cole presents
the Il10st nearly definitive concept of an institution.
We may, then, provisionally define an
'institution' as a recGgnized custom or form of
social tradition or idea, manifested in and
through human beings either in their personal
conduct and relationships or through organized
groups or associations. Thus, the institution
of monarchy is manifested in a king, and the
social recognition accorded to him, the institution of peerage in the various peers and their
status, the institution of marriage in the various
married persons and their social recognition. In
the second group of cases, the position app~ars
to be rather different; for there we, first encounter a form of association and then recognize
that its social status is due largely to the fact
that it embodies'an institution. In these cases,
we have to study the association directly as an
association, and then to study further in its
,character as the embodiment of an institution.
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" "An insti tution is", in fact'," an iaea which

is manifested concretely in" some -aspect'of'

soc~al'cobduct,'and whi6h forms ~ part of the"
.underlYing -assumptions of communal life. - This .does not make it permanent, or immune from decay
6r dissolution, thou~h, it does give·t6·it an
additional strength and power of survival. It
can; however, change or decay. A monarchial'
So~iety may become a Republic, if it finds that
the monarchical institution has outlived its
use. The Guild System was in the Middle Ages
the embodiment of an institution; but the modern
Companies which have descended from the Guilds
have declined to the level of unimportant
associations and have lost all claim to institutional status.

But, although institutions and their embodiments change, decay and die, it is characteristic
of them to possess a greater degree of permanence
than belongs ~o most associations. This relative
permanence has both its good and its bad side. It
helps to assure to an association or custom, which
successfully embodies an idea found to be vital to
the community, a greater stability than its
members or its familiarity alone could assure to it,
by giving· it a communal sanction and status; but
it also tends to cause the survival of associations
·and customs which have acquired an institutional
character long after they have ceased to be useful.
Our estimate of the advantages and disadvantages
of institutions will depend mainly upon our
temperament. The temperamental-Conservative (in
no party sense) sees in institutions the bulwark of
Society: the temperamental innovator sees in them
the greatest barrier to progress. (3a)
The Nucleated Institution
The institutions of the local community are definite
and recognizable.
the

genera~

They possess

~oretangible

aspects than

social institutions, such as art, language, law,

ethics, and science.

The reason is that they possess a

definite locus and are specific ina given area.

The general

social institutions are diffused over larger areas and are
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more symbolic in character.

It is necessary therefore to

differentiate local institutions such as local government,
local political organizations, the family, the .. school, the
church, and wBlfare agencies as specific or nucleated institutions,to be contrasted

w~th

art, language, law, etc.,

which are general or diffused-symbolic instituti9ns.
In the specific social institutions WB recognize
the existence of a cultural nucleus or core complex.

This

nucleus is attached to a restricted locus through the
agency of another type of social institution which is
always part of the nucleated social institution and seldom
an essential part of diffused symbolic institutions.
culture trait is property.

The

Thus WB find that tangible or

real property attaches the family to a definite spot by
I

means of a home,-fixes the church' to its locus by means of
the religious edifice, and is exemplified in education by
the schoolhouse. (8)
How did nucleated social institutions arise?
First, asocial institution arises out of and as
a result of repeated groupings of interacting human individuals in response to elemental needs or drives (sex,
hunger, fear, etc.)
Second, ·cormnon reciprocating attitudes and conventionalized behavior patterns develop out of the'
process of interaction (affection, loyalty, cooperation,
domination, subordination, etc.).
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Third, cultural objects (traits) that embody symbolic values in material substances are invented or fabricated
and become the cue stimuli to behavior conditioned to them
(the idol, the cross, ring, flag, etc.) and are charged
with emotional and sentimental meaning.
Fourth, cultural objects (traits) that embody utilitarian values in material substances are invented or fabricatedand become the means of satisfying creature wants for
warmth, shelter, etc. (buildings, furniture, etc.).
Fifth, preserved in oral or written language, externally stored, and handed down from one generation to the
next, there ;is description and specification of the patterns
of interrelationships among these elemental drives, atti. tudes, symbolic culture traits, and utilitarian culture
traits.
These five traits appear in combination and are
always interdependent in a

function~l sen~e.

(8a)

The significance of these elements of the institutional complex will be clearer if we apply them as criteri?- to
analyze the institutions of the family, the state, religion,
and industry.

Table I offers an analysis of four human in-

stitutions in terms of the traits discussed above.

The

first trait, elemental needs,'is not included as it is
common to all institutions.

The list of examples is not

complete since only enough examples are given to illustrate
the point.

I
~.

Moreover the

cat~gories

may appear in two or more classes.

overlap and one example
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TABLE I, (8b)
SOCIAL
Type -partOs
of structure
I.O
Attitudes and
behavior
patterns.

~NSTITUTIONS

Family

Love
Affection
Devotion
Loyalty
Parental
Respect

state

Devotion
Lpyalty
Respect
Domination
Subordi
nation
Fear

Religion oIndustry

Reverence
Awe
Fear
Loyalty

Fair play
Loyalty
Cooperation
Conflict

Devotion

Workrnanship
Thrift

Subordi
nation

0

II.

Symbolic
cultu~e

trait$

°IIT.
Utilitarian
culture
traits

Marriage
ring
Crest

Flag

Cross

Seal

Ikon

Coat-ofarms
Heirloom

Embloem

Idol

National
anthem
Army-Navy

Shrine

Home
equipment
Personal
property

Public
buildings
Public
works
Warlike
equipment

Trademark
Patent
sign
Advertising
emblem

Hymn
Altar

Church
buildings
Cathedral

Stores,
shop:s
Factories

Temple

Ships

Sanctuary
Altar

Railroads
Machinery
(,

I
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SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS--'(Continued)

Type parts
of structure

I

f

1"

i
~

Family

IV.
Oral or
written
specifications

f

Industry

Creed
Doctrine

Franchise
Licenses

license
Genealogy

Hymn

Contracts

Mores

Laws

Bible

Ordinances

Sacred
book

Mores

Mores

Partnership
papers
Articles of
incorporation
Mores

t

I

Religion

Treaties
Constitution
Charter

Will
Marri~ge

i

state

....

I
t

As noted in Table I
tut~on

J

the real essence of the insti-

is the 'system of ideas and principles behind it.

Behind the social pattern there is always a mental pattern.
(lc)
The need or need~ which sta~t the processes
that eventually terminate ~n ari institution is
. accomplished by a more or les's conscious recognition by the group or society of the need J and
some notion regarding the fulfillment of function
and purpose. There is a concept or set of concepts J articulate or inarticulate J at least an
implied system of ideas or principles J an underlying assumption of order along some line J at
the heart of every institution. (ld)
'Fundamental and basic in the ideas underlying virtually every social institution is the belief in some form of .
order in the social life.

This order in the social life is

felt and recognized by the people involved in the given
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institution to be both desirable and necessary.

(Ie)

It is

one of the component, :parts of an insti tution.
"Thus, the essence of the institution of law
"is a" concept of ordered relationships of humanbeings and things by means of rules and punishments; at the heart of the family is the concept
"of ordered relations of the sexes and the generat~ons; in property is a philosophy of order regarding ownership or control of things and
creatures; in all educational institutions is the
idea that in the properly ordered relations of the
generations, experience needs to be systematically imparted; in economic institutions is the conceptof orderly satisfaction of wants by process of
production, distribution, and consumption; in
aesthetic institutions, there are the various concepts of ordered relationship of sound, color substance or movement in giving fulfillment to the
human spirit; in religious institutions is the
idea of ordered relationships w~th a deity or
deities; in scientific institutions is a conception
of orderly procedure in discovery and presentation
of truth. (If)
Another component part of an institution is the implied or expressed idea of a social purpose.

A social insti-

tution cannot long exist without some form of social will.
This is one of the indispensable elements found in every
institution.

An identifiable social purpose can be found

in an institution regardless of how insignificant or
specialized that institution may be.

Hetherington and

Muirhe"ad discuss this point in their book, Social Purpose.
~

f.

I

I

An institution is a special society . . .
a meet.ing-pointof wills". . . It is an organization, created and sustained by individual
wills, and equally creating and sustaining them.
Will always seeks to realize some purpose; it
acts to attain some end. Hence an institution
as the creation of will is an objectified purpose, the embodiment in external form of an end

I

which-somegroup·of-individuals has proposed
to it-self ... A farilily; ·a Church, a -trade· union,
a --·Universit.y, a social club-, a state, ':"-each of
these-ls an institution, the outcome of the
mind and will of men. (9)
There are numerous and various types of institutions.
Some the individual may be born into, others he may join·
because of social pressure, and still others he may never
join.
Many distinctions can be drawn between the various
types of institutions.

However, Hetherington and Muirhead

believe that all distinctions betWBen social institutions
are relative, and that it is more important to focus on the
differences in social purpose of the institutions.
What it is important to emphasize is that
these differences between institutions correspond, roughly, to the differences in the
seriousness of the purposes embodied in them.
It is because it matters more to the individual
and to the community that he should be a member
of a trade union than that he should play
·cricket that pressure is brought to bear on him
in one case and not in the othe~. It ~s because,
·for individual and social life as we know it, it
is essential that men should be members of
ci.vilized states that the social economy of the
W'orld makes such membership inevitable for him.
(9a)
Hetherington and Muirhead have a definitive statement
concerning two of the basic facets of an institution as a
concept. ··This covers the twin ideas of the recognition of
a need or needs and the fulfillment of these needs, and
the belief in a social purpose.

I
f

II
I
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'then, the funda~~ntal 6ha~acter- of'~Il
is that they-'a~e obj~ctifi~d pu~~'
is th~ meaning of this act of objectiIt -seems··to be tw~fold. B~this act
the-purpose is brought, if not to attaInment, at
least to the situation' in. which attainment is .
--possiblej and, secondly, -it acquires a stability
and "s~~urity in the economy of men's lives.
Stippo~e, e.g., we watch the formation of any
simple -institution--say of a District Sick'Nu~sing
Association. It is easy to see what is involved
h~~~;' -Som~ public-spirited person or group of
persoh~ feels that there is a deficiency in the
equipment of the neighborhood. Poor people are
suffering unnecessarily for want of skilled help
in sickness. It occurs to him, and he mentions
it to others, that it would be an easy matter to
provide that help if the members of the community
chose to contribute each a small sum towgrds the
payment of a nurse. Whenever any measure· of popular support is gained for the idea, the thing 1s
done--the association is formed to collect and
administer the funds, the nurse is appointed, and
the organization is in working order. What then,
does this amount to? First, as we suggested, the
purpose for which the institution was founded is
fUlfilled, or at least has the conditions of its
fulfillment established. And in the second place,
.this purpose has been given a definite and wellunderst.ood place in the life of the community.
Once the organization has been established, it is
more difficult to forget the need that has called
it forth. It becomes part of the normal apparatus
.of the district, and every member expects as part
of his ordinary outlay to make his appropriate contribution to it. The institution is the product
of common will, and could not survive the decay of
that will. .If the will to maintain it languishes, .
or public interest fails, the inst~tution dies. On
the other hand, the institution ~tself serves to
create the will to keep it in being, (9b)
'If~

l~~titutidns
pbs~s~·what
fi~ation?

The Attitudes Centering Around the
Central Concept of the Social Institution
Still another element in the composition of an institution was the mental attitudes centering around the concept.
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Hertzler discusses this element in the

follow~ng

lines:
'These attitudes J ~hile more or less Indefin~:
able J are' the mental patterns in the form of
both affective beliefs and motor sets regarding
social conduct and relations in the satisfaction
'of needs that have been developed in the individual under the tutelage of his social heritage.
They are institutional t'fixtures ( in our heads
and include' most of our stereotypes regarding
'social relations and activities. They dominate
the thinking and action of the individual in all
of the more fixed institutional situations from
the early years on. They affect the judgments J
interact w'i th the customs J lie behind and stimu'late the institutionalized habits J and motivate
acceptable or even required conduct. Because of
them the institutional ways are the 'only' waysJ
and the 'right' ways . . . . One reason we adhere
so tenaciously to institutions is because of
these institutional attitudes. (lg)
Allport states that an institution is
'reducible to common and reciprocating attitudes as to both content and degree of
generality.' (10)
Thus, according to Allport J the structure of a
social institution is reduced to a form of behavior.

It is

obvious J of course J that social institutions are significant as they influence or express human behavior J but the
social 'institution is also a culture complex.
'of

~haracteristic

This unlty

human behavior and associated culture

complex is sufficiently definite so that we recognize such
different institutions as the familYJ the state J religion J
industrYJ and a host of lesser forms.
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The 'Complex 'of Folkways, Mores
Customs, -Tradi tions and Codes of
the Social Institution
. 'Another 'very important part of most in"sti:'"
tlitions' is a 'looselyassembled .mass of folkways ,..'
~tia .~b~e~~·cu~to~s and traditions that are changing slowly', do not possess any definite unity,
btit do' h~ve a certain v~gue conceptual-unity: It
,is by "means 01' these that the concept or idea
Uhderlying the institution first objectifies itself:' ."While the institution usually develops a
r~t1onaland practical content which carries it
b~~ondcustom in many of its activities, the
custom' element is always present, and serves to
tie the institution to its past, gives it rootage,
so' to speak, and an emotional hold upon the
members of the group. It seems to be true that a
·new institution does not have a firm hold upon its·
public until it does develop a background' and
foundation of folkways and mores, traditions and
customs. (lh)'
.
Institutions vary greatly in the-amount of embodied
custom.
w~th

Religious institutions generally carry much custom

them, probably due to the somewhat greater degree of

social isolation that they have.

Also, any institution

that has a high degree of ritual usually has a correspondingly high degree of custom.

For an example, see Chapters

V and VII.

I
I

I
i

Customary ways of dealing with social situations and
problems by the group have long been known as folkways.

(11)

In regard to Folkways, Block makes the following observations:
Folkways are group habits or customs that
represent optional actions of the group members.
The mores, on the other hand, are more pervasive group usages; they are usually mandatory
within certain groups, and when they are not
observed, considerable group resentment and .disturbance is likely to follow. We might classify
distinction between the folkways and the mores
by the following criteria.

\

.

.
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FOLKWAYS
1.

optiona.l;

2.

grotips;
tio··deep-seated resentment if disregarded.

3.

a~so~iated w~th pa~tictilar

MORES
1.
2.

3·

non~optional "(or" mandatory);
universa.l (or almost so);
~~btip ~motion aroused if disregarded.
'

'We' must be'careful in applying these
criteria, however. They are general rules-ofthumb which are valuable only with reference to
given groups. For example, what constitutes an
optional folkway to one group, such as the
custom of smoking among women, may be a breach
of the mores among another. Finally, in the
course of social change, folkways and mores may
become so altered that previously optional
practices may become mandatory and mandatory
practices may come to require only casual observance. Thus, folkways and mores may become
interchanged.
Folkways, mores, and social institutions or~
ganize the diverse practices of society into
well-defined patterns. They are mechanisms of
social control, directing the social impulses
of men toward defined objectives and giving mean-·
ing and purpose to social activities.
As mechanisms of social control, folkways, and.
institutional ~atterns serve two very important
functions:
(1) they define normalcy for the
group, and (2) they direct and contrpl the process
of human interaction. (lla)
Code, a general term applied to any.conventional control in a literate society, exists to prevent too rapid,
irrational, or irresponsible change.

It performs the stereo-

typing function served by the ritual of earlier times, but
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more clearly because it is accompli.shed in intellectual
manner.

The code is a written or printed set of rules of

.procedure.

"The code contains the most important content

~~_t~~_.t~~?ry

of the institution, or that part of it which

the members of the institution desire to make definite and
keep intact." (6a)

However, not all the theory of any in-

stitution is reduced to written or codal form.

Some parts

.of
an- - institution
are unavoidably left to custom, tradition,
.. - . .'.

"

-

and convention,
especially as they appear in a ritual.
_.
.

~

.

But

as these non-written parts of the theory or regulative
processes grow in volume they are likely to be reduced to
written form. (6b)

For an illustration of this, see

Chapter IV.
Joyce O. Hertzler makes the following statements
. concerning institutional codes.
These institutional codes embody the modes of
action which seem to the members of the institution, past and present, to serve the ends which
-called this part~cular set of necessary habits
into existence. Unlike the laws of the state,
they do not all need to be (nor are they)
definite and precise, or in writing, nor do their
infractions need to be definitely punishable, but
the group disapproval is usually visited upon
those who violate them. They are more or less
specific expressions of that which is sanctioned
or disapproved in institutional relationships
• . . All scientific, religious, and educational institutions have both their written and their
implied requirements that are inherently related
to the underl~ing concept of the institutional
fun c t i on. ( 1 j )
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Almost every institution, in

providl~g ~~e pr~~er

understanding and definite statement of the, order neces-

f

sary in carrying on its peculiar fUnction, resorts to some
sort of rUles, law, demands, and standards, and prescribes
certain

~odes

of action.

In other words, each institution

has a code that must be understood and followed byall.of
the persons connected with it. (9c)
Within every institution there is a system of rights
and duties; that is, each institution defines a certain set
of relations among its members, and imposing on them the
obligations consonant with these relations, it also confers on them, the corresponding !ights.

Every right, recog-

nized or claimed, involves a corresponding duty.

This is

based on the belief that in enjoying or claiming a right,
the individual must rely upon a definite social institution;
he must, therefore, admit as binding upon himself the obligations which are attached to his place in that institution.
Eve~y

new privilege that an institution confers on its

members is a more precise articulation of that order embodied in that institution and involves a more precise
obligation. (9d)

f

I
f

1

The Form of Social Relationships and
Standardized Habits that are to be
Found within the InstitutIon

I

In studying the more tangible

a~d

concrete elements

./

j

of an institution the following can be

~oted:

I
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. . . it is a fabric of fairly definite and
generally sanctioned relati~ns, by no means
always direct, between individuals of a group
in respect to one another . . . . In fact, in many
cases the relationships have necessitated ,the institution, for the institution is a functioning
agency that serves the people related to each
other by the need that is its cause. Every institution . . . directly or indir~ectly implies or
involves human relationship and is an attempt to
standardize this unavoidable relationship and to
insure success in the accomplishment of purposes
growing out of the need. (lk)
In this regard Ginsberg observes the following:
Institutions are ways' which society has come to
recognize as meeting certain demands, and as an
enabling association to continue in existence and
to.secure cooperation. In all institutions there
is therefore a social element, but it must be remembered that they are never the re suI t o·f a single
mind, and do not as a rule embody clearly conceived
rational purposes. .They are the meeting-point of
many minds, and the result of' the clash between
idea and idea, will and will; and therefore contain
within themselves elements of selfishness, of vanity,
of cruelty as well as of self-sacrifice, devotion
and human kindness. The rational element in insti,tutions must, therefore, not be exaggerated, and it
is of the utmost importance that they should be constantly criticized with a view of determining what
purposes they really embody, and whether their purposes are worthy of our devotion and,energy. (12)
Chapter VII illustrates the ideas expressed above.
The ordered relationships that are usually found in
institutions take the form of stable, common, and recipro, cal ways of behaving.
ized habits.

This form can be called standard-

The institutional stimuli produce more or

less uniform responses or reactions in successive generations.

Thus an individual,

w~th

the help of his fellows,

adapts himself to his world in a more or less conventional

I
l~

f
.-
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way through conformed responses.' These habits are gradually acquired by the learning process and are not easy to
change except through relearning. (1m)

This is illustrated

in Chapter III.
Ellwood states that:

"Institutions are simply more

highly developed and systematized, more definitely
sanctioned and established social habits."

(13)

L. L. Bernard in his book, An Introduction to Social
Ps:ychology, has some interesting points to make on this subject.
It would be a mistake to think of the "habit
aspect as the only significant phase of the composition of an institution. For, while the institutions are habits in individual reaction, the
fact that they have a long history as systematized forms of thought and living, have a permanent
character, reflect types of group needs, are often
more or'less organized and in charge of administration agents, are made to serve as means of
social control, and, hence, are imposed upon the
individuals and insistently enforced by the group
is justification for their treatment as separate,
though often intangible, social entities or
products. As view~d in the individual, the institution is merely a habit reaction, but the activity
of the institution in a group is a matter of
process. It is an organized phase of the communities' life, involving agencies of uniformity,
operation, and structure. (6c)
.
The Structure of the Social Institution
Hertzler ·states that structure constitutes "the more
stable physical framework or .structure of social life.

These

are the forms i~ which associated human beings arrange themselves to achieve their various purposesj they give concrete
t

I
l
!

form to its organization." (14)
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Chapin gives the following definition of structure.
We"may say that the structure of a social
ihstitution 'consists in the combination"of
certain related type parts into a configuration
possessing the properties of relative rigidity
and relative persistence of form, and tending to
function as a unit on a field of contemporary
culture. (8c)
.
Dodd says,
A structural pattern is one observed at an
instant of .time, like a photograph. It is a cross
section of a function which iaa series of structure
extended in time like a movie film.
(7a)
In order for any structure to endure it must become
stable and reasonably rigid.
l:

I

I
I

I

Institutions are structures.

Hence the first thing that is done in
establishing an institution is to draw up a
constitution and rules of procedure, build up a
lore and tradition, select guardians and
officials to keep it intact, and standardize its
machinery and activity~ This tends to give the
institution deep rootage and causes it to become
highly organized and formalized. ' While this organization is inevitable and essential to the
efficient functioning of institutions, it also
easily becomes an obstacle. For organizations
tend to crystallization, and then readaptation
is very difficult. The larger the institution
-the stronger the tendency toward formalization
and institutionalism. (In)
.
The Associations of ·the Social Institution

t.'

t

I
t

i
I

The great majority of institutions, in fulfilling
their necessary functions, operate through associations.
An association is a body or group of human beings, united

r

t
J
l

and organized for some more or less clearly perceived
common and specific purpose, or aggregation of purposes
and ends, and having appropriate methods and agents of

I
t
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functioning, especially more or less wBll-devised administrative machinery.

(10)

Joyce O. Hertzler makes the following statements
concerning associations .
. It is possible that the institution, as a
functional social element,· will have the
nominal or actual character of an association;
may, in fact, consist of a particular organizationof persons who are the institution's
·members, and who through it are seeking to
satisfy their common institutional needs. The
association'is thus for the institution the objective and perceptible machine, the chief
structural element, through which the underlying idea is carried into action; function is
resident in it and has its embodiment in it to
a great extent;lt is the concrete organization,
the tangible agency, through which fhe institution is functioning at the moment, (lp)
.Thus, the denominations and the organizations of
. laymen and clergymen are associations through which· religion
functions in American life, (lq)
The Physical Extensions of the
Social Institution
Many institutions need to have property- and physical
eqUipment in order to function properly,

These are the two

elements that most people have in mind when they think of
;1.nst1tutions.

Bernard points out that we commonly tend to

characterize the institution in terms of these objective
and material forms of organization.

However, these are not

indispensable in all institutions, and certainly are not

l
t
t

the most important part of many.

Some institutions either

dispense with them altogether, or only occasionally operate
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through the administrative machinery and equipment of other
institutions, or have a very meager equipment of their own.
Examples are language,

wri~ing,

the forms of marriage,

property, and the esthetic and ethical institutions. (6d).
In the main Bernard states:
The social institution w~ll be effective in
proportion as it develops' both a good administrative organization and an effective psychosocial apparatus for carrying its controls into
effect. The more functional an institution is
in the social life or collective adjustment
process, the more necessary is an effective
equipment with which to work. (5d)
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CHAPTER III
,COMPOSITION
Introduction
The.purpose of this chapter is to give a current
picture of the formal composition of Christie School.

It

is a look at the physical structure and organization of

I

the school.

\'

The information is [ocated here

$0-

the reader

can gain an understanding of Christie SChool as it now
exists and will have a framework in which to'place the
more detailed information concerning Christie School that

I
{

he will receive in later chapters . .
Christie Scho.ol is somewhat unique in its relationship to its place in the Order and its position with
Catholic Charities.

It isa part of the Order of the

Society of Holy Names of "Jesus and ,Mary and of Catholic
'Ch~rities,

but yet it has separate boundaries.

Christie

School is an Oregon corporation, and it has its own
charter and bylaws.

Christie is publicly accepted and is

a member of Catholic Charities, but its relationship with
Catholic Chari t.ies has not always accorded with the normal
expectations of this position.

Chr1stie School is.the

only Catholic Charities Agency which presently holds its
own foster home licenses.

,
i

I
I
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In March, 1941, an agreement was entered into
between Catholic Charities and the Society of Holy Names .
.Catholic Charities was given full and complete management
and superintendence of Christie Home for Girls.
Charit1~s

Catholic

held all licenses, certifications and ·permits in

its 'own name in

beha~f

of Christie Home.

A· charter was issued to Christie by the Most
[

Reverend Archbishop Edward Howard, D.D., of Portland,
Oregon, in January, 1953, which established the following
policies:

Catholic Charities should be the directing and

planning agency for the social welfare program for the
·Archdiocese.

The administration of each chartered agency

w·ou1d have the responsibility ·of ·managlng its own organization and developing its own operating policies and procedures

w~thin

its articles of incorporation and bylaws and

in ccinform1ty with the 'general external program of Catholic
Charities.

Each chartered institution or agency should

have a board of trustees or a body of officers who would
have final

for the agency and would also main-

autho~ity

tain an active advisory board which should include laY'persons reaidingthroughout the state.
Bylaws of the Society of the Sisters of the Holy
Names for the operations of Christie School-were drawn up
effective January 1, 1953.
,
I

I

.
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The Ch~rter of Christie School:
A SummarizatIon
Christie School was first established as an affiliate of the Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary in 1908.

Christie has continued to operate under

this affiliation and in January, 1953, Edward D. Howard, D.D.,
Arcnbishop of Portland in Oregon and President of the Board
of Trustees of Catholic Charities, Incorporated, granted a
charter to Christie School.
This 1953 Charter* ~11owed Christie to continue in
performance of "their dedicated services in behalf of

I
I

perso"ns in their care.

II

Under the charter Christie was

specifically stated to have a board of trustees who nshall
have final authority for the agency, and shall also maintain
~n

active advisory board which shall include laypersons re-

siding throughout the state."
In relation to Catholic Charities of Portland,
Chr~st1e

was subject to the provisions of·the Articles of

Incorporation and Bylaws of Catholic Charities,
porated.

Incor-

Accordingly, Christie must consult with the Priest-

Director of Catholic Charities in the following matters:

*See

"Appendix, p. 215.
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1.

AIl matters relating to legislative action.

2.

General appropriations of state or county
funds.

3.

Matters referred to the state Public Welfare
Commission.

4.

The schedule of boarding rates for the care
of ·chi1dren.
Catholic Charities is also the

planning~gency

Archdiocese.

r~irecting

and

for the social welfare program for this

II

In regard to its own composition as a chartered
agency Christie has the

follow~ng

responsibilities:

1.

To manage its own organization.

2.

To develop itsQwnoperating policies and pro-

cedure,s and to do so wi thin' the Article s of
Incorporation and Bylaw's and in conformity wi t:p~
the external program of Catholic Charities.

'3.

To supply the director of Catholic Charities
with copies of annual reports of operation,
budget, and statistical information.

4.

To provide qualified persons to attend and
represent Christie at scheduled meetings of
state welfare conferences, and state and
local Chest meetings.

5·

To make its own direct appeal to the United
Fund or Conununity Chest for funds to operate
. its program~ However, Christie cannot exceed
its budget or undertake an independent campaign for funds without approval of Catholic
Charities.
Although Christie cannot independently make new

policies, it can develop its own operating program
the limits prescribed by Catholic Charities.

If an

w~thin
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',r~l~esolved

difference in policies or procedures does occur

·the matter 1s referred to the Director of Catholic

,r,JU'l ties, who
:n~ke

~as

author;1 ty to inspect case

re~ord sand

inquiry regarding standards of care, making such re-

?-orts to the Board of Catholic Charities concerning the

tnstltution as he
~llaws

d~emsproper.

of Christie School
The Bylaws .for the operation of Christie School were

ae,cepted by the Board of Trustees of the Society of the
!lsters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary in· January, 1953.

The following is a sununary of the Bylaws.*

1.

The official name of this institution is
Christie School.

2.

Christie School's objective is to provide
custodial care, education, and training for
dependent and non-dependent girls over the
age of five.
.

3.

The board of trustees shall have full authority and power to control all ~cts of Christie
School.

4.

An adv~sory board shall consist of twenty or
more members, including members of the board
of trustees, and other members of the clergy,
religious and lay~en and -women selected from
throughout the state in the following manner:
~) Elected by the membership for a period of

three years.

b) Continuous membership limited to two con~
secutive terms.

-

c) Officers of the Guild deemed members.
·See Appendix G.
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The chief functions of the advisory board are to:
a) study the program of Christie.
b) Make' recommendations for betterment
'of ·services .
. c) Represent Christie at civic organizations.

d) Interpret Christie's programs to communi_ (ties in Oregon.

e) Acton all matters referred by the board
of trustees.

6.

Th~

7.

A ;social worker from the Christie School staff
designated by the Sister Director shall be the
secretary of the Christie School Advisory Board.

8.

Tw'o representatives from Christie have membership 'on the Advisory Board of Catholic Charities.

officers of the advisory board consist of a
lay chairman, vice-chairman and secretary.

9.· Christie School shall operate according to the
following provisions:
a) ,Within policies and procedure of the
charter.
b) All new work must have been approved by
- the Board of Trustees 'of Catholic
Charities, Incorporated;

c) Cooperate with other agencies.
d) Keep accurate financial and statistical
- accounts as required by law, or by regulations of Catholic Charities; and to be
subject to audit.
e) Obtain approval from the Archbishop before
- soliciting for funds.
f) The Archbishop of Portland will make the
_final decision if any dispute arises
between Christie and Catholic Charities.
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,10. The bUdget committee is appointed by the chairman 'of the advisory board and shall consist of
five members, alternating in their five-yearterm.
11. The bUdget conrrnittee recommends to the advisory
board on the following matters:
~a)

,Allotment, increase, and reduction of the
budget.

b) Adjustments in salaries and the schedule
of services.

c) General operating expenses.
, d) Amount' of funds necessary to operate Christie
School.
12. The budget coromi ttee presents Christie-fs recommended budget to United Good Neighbors-and the·
Oregon United Appeal committees.

13. Regular meetings of the advisory board are in
April and October of each year, for the purpose of electing new officers, hearing annual
reports, transacting business brought before
-the board.

I

,,14.

Special meetings may be called at the discretion
of the chairman.

15- Amendments are made by a majority vote of the

board of trustees after having been discussed
by the advisory board at a regular meeting and
. after the Archbishop of Portland has been
notified.

16. The executive committee consults monthly with
Sister Director. The membership includes
the chairmen of the various committees at
Christie, legal counsel of the Christie School
foundation, delegates to the Catholic Charities
-Advisory Board, and members of Christie's
professional. staff designated by the Sister
Director. ,The meetings are open by invitation of
the Sister Director to others interested in
Ch~istie's program.
t~e

~':

t

"
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The organizational structure of the staff at Christie
SOhool as outlined in

th~

bylaws has been prepared in a

cha~t fo~m and is included in the APpendix.*

The chart in-

cludes the relationship with the Archbishop of the Arch-diocese of Portland in Oregon and with Catholic Charities,
Incorporated.
Chr1stie

w~th

It further includes the relationship of
the Board of Trustees and with the profession-

al helping staff.

This charter has been in effect since

.the incorporation of the bylaws of Christie in January of

1953.
Chan6es in the Name of Christie School
""During its long history Christie School has gone
through a number of changes in its name:
Saint Mary's Academy (1859 to 1908)
Villa Saint Marie (1908 to 1910)
; Saint Mary's Home for Orphan Girls (1910 to 1913)
Christie Home for· Orphan Girls (1913· to 1922)
Christie Home (1922 to 1952)
Christie School (1952 ..... )
In 1908 when the institution was relocated en the
grounds of the present Marylhurst campus the adoption of
the name 'Villa Saint Marie" was significant in that it
represented a cultural link with French Quebec.

*See Appendix, page 257.
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In 1910 the

Provinc~al

of its dedication, the

II

House was built.

At the time

Villa Saint Marie II was renamed

f1'

:r'he

Cnristie Home foJ;' Orphan Girls," in honor of'Archbishop
Alexander Christie, who had many years before envisioned
the establishment of such a facility.

The name change seems

to have represented the fondness for and devotion of the Order
to the Archbishop as well as a lessening of the Sisters'
identity with their early French ancestry.
In 1952 the designation "Home" was deleted because
the family connotation was no longer implicit in the name,
. and since "Home

It

seemed to imply a negat,ive description of

the children at Christie.

Addition of "School" to the insti-

tution's title both realistically and symbolically represented a re-emphasis of Christie's educational goals.
Physical Description of Christie School
Christie School is located on property which also
headquarters the

Conv~nt

of the Holy Names and Marylhurst

College on Highway 43, at Marylhurst, Oregon, one mile

Ii
I

I

II

south of Lake Oswego and ten miles south of Portland.

The

institution is a single frame building of three floors,
offering living and teaching space.
Admission Requirements
The following information is a surmnary of the regulations and standards for admission to Christie School:

t
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The superintendent or Sister Superior will be responsible for the final decision in accepting a child.
Previous to this decision, a complete casework study will
,"

be made.

This study includes a thorough investigation of:

1.

The childJs problems.

2.

Motive for placement and a preview of existing resources for this particular child's
care.

3.

As much family history as can be secured
fvom the parents, relatives, other
agencies, schools, and from the child.

4.

A complete financial statement from parents
or relatives.

5.

A medical history and examination.

6.

A plan for furthering the child's welfare
with a view to returning the child to a
parent or parents when she has received all
that the g~oup situation can provide.

"1.

A conference

w~th the superintendent and
other agency personnel who w~ll be involved
in the care of the child.

The child must be in good health.
handicaps do not prevent admission.

Some physical

The loss of a limb or

impaired hearing or eyesight does not preclude admission.
Disabling diseases such as rheumatic fever, other heart
.diseases, paralysis, or any condition which renders the
child unable to participate in some physical activity preeludes admission.
The child must be educable.
psychosis wt11 prevent admission.

Feeblemindedness or
Many children are ac-

cepted who are of dull normal intelligence and who show

,

"
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poor scholastic ability, but if the child is known to be
mentally deficient she will not be accepted.
emotionally retarded are accepted.

Many who are·

Girls must be in the
"

five to eighteen-year-old age range.

Children of all races,

religions,. and creeds are eligible.
Whenever possible, a written report on both the child
and the child's parents, is included.

This report 'should give

the soc1al history, reasons for referral, psychological test. ing already done at schools or clinics, school adjustment,
health history" and other pertinent data.

Followtng re-

ceipt of this, indicating the girl might benefit from admission, and prOViding there is·an opening for her, specific
plans are worked out for a tr1al visit.
..may he.possible _.to .postpone admiss'ion,

In some cases, it
:p~nding

an opening at

the school.
Tprough experience. it has been found essential that
a child come for a

trial'visitpr~or

to her official enroll-

ment in Christie.

Although this may seem a hardship on the

referring 'agency, the benefits, as far as working with the
child are concerned,' far outweigh the disadvantages.
Sometimes a trial living period (longer than a trial
~isit)

1s needed before a final decision can be reached re-

garding admission.

.Before a trial visit or admission a

physical examination is mandatory; this includes a TB test
and serology (Wassermann or Kahn and Kline).
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All applications are considered by the Admissions
Committee.

Decisions are based on factors outlined above

and are of four kinds:
1.

Acceptance, after a trial visit.

2.

Tentative acceptance, with full decision
after a trial living period.

3.

Placement on a waiting list.

4.

Rejection because the problem this girl disnot come w~th1n the scope of the
program, or for other reasons.

-pl~jsdoes

It 1s recognized that there

w~ll

be exceptional situ-

ations which would require individual consideration.
In studying applications, the school takes into consideration the following points.
1.

The number and kind of children already in
the group, and the types of problems already
present.

I

,I

The benefit of group care is:quickly dissipated if there are.too many children with the
same difficulties. It is also important that
the group does not change too rapidly. It is
sometimes necessary to reduce intake until
those already at Christie are assimilated.
2.

The length of time available to workw'i th the
child.
Eighth grade girls a~e seldom accepted as this
does not provide sufficient time to do constructive work.

3.

Whether or not this is a girl who can benefit
from'group care.
Some problems, such as serious mental illness,
fire-setting, or a confirmed pattern of de- .
linquency are outside the scope of the program.
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4.

understandin~

5·

The willin~ness of the.referring agency·to continue shar~ng the responsibilIty for plannIng
toward the child's future and being available
to offer needed services'for the child's wel-

on the part of the parents, if
they are ava lable.

~are.

Such a cooperative relationship is particularly
needed when the child's parents are not available.

6.

The advisability of court commitment.
Legally adjudged delinquent children are not
accepted; however, predelinquent children are
accepted and court wardship is requested when
indicated for the child's welfare. The court
also considers the parents'abilities to
~upportthe child while at Christie and issues
an order for such support when indicated.
Financial support for the child .
. It is of importance to some children that
their parents be asked to participate financially, for this usually insures greater participation in all areas of planning.
As a guide, it is suggested that a maximum of
$5.00 per day (actual cost of care during 1962)
be paid by the parents. An objective measure
for determining a minimum amount for costs is
the standard for Aid to Dependent ,Children for
. rood, clothing, and personal 'incidentals.
A child may remain in the group setting as long as she

l'

t
f
r

appears to benefit by the experience.
'stay, the

follow~ng

During the child's

procedures maybe utilized to help

assess her adjustment.
1.

Regular group and/or individual psychological
tests.
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2.

Group experiences in drama, arts and 6~afts,
dancing, singing, camping, ath+etic competition with other school groups, parties,
Girl Scouting, civic entertainments ~~ch as
circuses, symphonies, and spectator events.

3.

Individual conferences. w~th the child's parents,
teacher, and the social wurker.

4.

staff conferences and observations of the
child's behavior.
In order to give individual help which will be truly

beneficial, the population of the school is kept to sixty
or fewer.

Divided into two groups, the Tweens and the Teens,

each is under the supervision and care of a Sister Group
Mother.
Summary and Conclusions
.Christie School may be seen in 1965 as an agency conside,rably remote from its founding order both in its formal
relations ahd in its day-to-day problems.

The Order could

still exert control, however, through assignment of personnel,
influencing direction, and even
closure.

rais~ng

the possibility of

The School has strong formal ties with the local

Catholic hierarchy, both religious and charitable, but also
has gained wide autonomy in matters not directly affecting
other Catholic agencies.

Relations are' becoming more formal-

1zedwith secular agencies having to do with fund-raising,
financial"support, licensing, inspection and professional
concerns.

5'6

..
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CHAPTER IV
PURPOSE
This chapter

w~ll

consider the purposes of Christie

School both at the time of its beginning and as the
beginning relates to the present.

Included is a consider-

ation of the purpose of the Order of the Holy Names of
Jesus and

Ma~y

as this Order was influential in the determi-

nation of Christie's purposes.
A preceding chapter has discussed theory and
structure of social

~nstltu~ions.

The composition of

Christie School as a particular institution has been considered.
It seems appropriate to now reflect upon the purposes for which Christie School exists.
de~igned

This chapter is

both to identify the reasons for the existence'

of this institution and to assist the reader in better
understanding the following chapters as they relate to
institutional goals.

It is in Chapter VII, specifically,

where the purpose of Christie School will be related in
historical detail.
Purpose is best defined as a future goal or desired end.

To achieve it, numerous intermediate

processes are often necessary.

This results in a number

of other lesser

pu~~o~es

emerging,

This is the case

w~th

the Holy Names Order and of Christie School.
Purpose, in other words, can be seen as a superstructure of aims or goals.

In any structure of purpose

can be found a multiplicity of aims or goals.

At the

peak or top of the superstructure is found the main purpose.

This is- sometimes almost hidden due to the focus

_ on lesser purposes.

To. accomplish this highest goal

several intermediate ones are formulated.

Short-term

objectives must then be set up and realized to accomplish
those that are intermediate.
ary purposes.

These can be called second-

These secondary goals change over the years

to best fit situations involving need, time, and place •.

An institution is made up of, and is for individuals.

Individuals formulate the purpose of institutions

according to their singular and collective needs and desires.
These -purposes give. the institution a reaaon for its ·exist·ence.

It 1s particularly true w'i th the secondary g6als

that they are designed to fit the times and the needs of
the people inv.olved· in their formulation.
·In fi tting this structure to the Order

0\/

the Holy

'I

Names and to Christie School, .itcan be found that the over)

.

. '

all or higl1.est goal in the superstructu:;re 1s the same.
is that of furthering Catholic doctrine, or in the words
of Sister Mary Anne Paula, present Sister Super10r at
.

. '.

\.

:

:

••

'.

.•

1.

I

••

~

....

~

••• J

~

.-
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Christie, "the salvation'of souls."

*

The intermediate goals 'of the 'Holy Names Order w'ere
,

to train teachers, and to

"

\furt~er th~

religious and in-

..

'I

tellectual deveiopment of the Sisters.

In addition,'they

were charged with the education of childre~.

Their

primaryemphasls on education concerned religious training.
Christie School's purposes inc'orporated these aims and
added special emphasis on religious development of the
children.
To acc'omplish this academic and religious develop.

.

~

ment it was necessary at Christie to distinguish shortterm secondary goals ..

These changed over the years. 'Early

the school1s focus was on normal orphaned children.
a~y

goals at that time included

enviro~mental

Second-

changes and
\

g'ood physical care J plus elementary schooling. 'It was felt
that through these secondary goals the higher ones might
best be reached.
':')

In more recent years the focus has, been on emot10nally

d1stu~bed

'\

young girls.

The Gurrent secondary goals

set up by the present administration were designed to
treat the emotional problems of the students.

~irst

This seemed

to be the 'most effective way to achieve the intermediate
goals 9f

~be

school and subsequently the exposure to

Catholicism.

,* Personal

Interview~
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, It is the belief of Catholicism that salvation may
be .gained
"

th~ough

the Church.

Therefore, the intermediate

and secondary
goals that
the 'Sisters, being influenced by
I .
.
thei.r Church training, had formulated earlier, tended to
stFess·the preparation of children to accept the Catholic
faith.
The 'manifest goals in the past J such as the
physical care of orphans,
stitutio~rs existence
\

we~e

~or

good rationale

the in-

in the late 1800's and the ea~ly

\

1900'swhen this type of work was seen by the community as
both necessary and noble.

Furtherinore, this, care repre-

sented to the Sisters and their Superiors that which was
appropr1a te for reaching each ,succe.ssively higher goal.
1

!

}

The current manifest goals concerning" treatment of
i

emotlonallydisturb~d girls,

individual tfeatment,i are a

such as specialized therapy and
goo~

rationale for the !nstitu-

tion's existence in the 1950's and 1960's.
th~

This refocus is
(

result of the changing trend s of thought

of~individual's

for whom institutions exist.
Summary
,-

I
I,

This chapter has attempted to explain the purposes
of Christie School.
beenreg~rded

"The salvation of souls" has always

as the over-all p~rpose o~ Christie School.

In order to maintain focus on this 'Purpose it was necessary

f~r

the institution to adopt various related purposes.

These were called intermediate and secondary.
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. Christie School:

The Evolution of a Social

Institution is a study of changing .purposes so common to
the evolution of institutions as may be seen in the following chapters.

Particular attention will be given 'the phi-

losophies of the various administrators throughout the
')

years.'

:How these philosophies affected the institution's

I

purposes will be considered.

It will also be seen that the

changlng times and economic pressures have been important
determ1nantsin formulating goals for Christie School.
I

.In this chapter the purpose of Christie School has
been discussed in relation to the Hertzler model.

CHAPTER V
THE CHANGING INSTITUTION:

INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

Introduction
\

This chapter considered changes which occurred at
Christie and traced the pattern of forces influencing the
structure and functioning of the school from 1843 through
Jun~

1964.

These changes were studied in the various

cateSories of change as

i:

~ollows:

the political; the re-

11giousj the economic; the educational and the recreat1onal.Only the latter five of the total of eleven categories
of .change delineated by Hertzler. w·ere employed in this study
since they seemed most pertinent to the data being CQnsidered. (1)

f

I
I
1

~

I

,The .concept, of change is one which is variously
understood.

In this study the definition of change as set

forth by Panunzio was employed.
is as follows:

The latter's definition

"Change is the succession or sUbstitution

of one thing, state, condition,

form~

or procedure for

. another". (2)
.Where social institutions are concerned Panunzio
sees change as composed of:
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. "'. . . the al teration s in some ·conc'ept ;.: 'usage,
o.rganization, instrument, or skill or a co~
bination of these. Change may be superficial and
unimportant, . . . relatively rapid, impressive,
even catastrophic, or it may be slow, imperceptible,
and in the cou~se of normal events, as in the longtime rise of monotheism or the passing of divine
right. Change ordinarily'signifies the appearance
of something new, and as such it may be progressive,
but it may also consist of the reintroduction of
something old and be regressive as in the appearanceof dictatorship in our time. Change is ordinarily a phase of development, but it is not
necessarily part of the latter. . . . Changes may
be, but passing phenomena. . . .
Change is cumulative and ramifying; one change
may be accompanied by many related ones. Change
~ goes on contihually and everywhere.
No system of
_ ideas or beliefs, folkways and mores, associations,
instruments, and skills is ever wholly the same.
Although the tendency is to play up change and consider it a panacea, and almost to ignore the more
profound fact of persistence, nevertheless change is
of the very warp and woof of associated living. (2a)
The forces of change affect every facet of institutional life thoUgh not to the same degree" depending on the
.

reJative interest dominance

or

.

functional pertinence of the

institutiQnal sector at a given moment.
ad~greeof,functional adequacy

it is

In order to maintain

nec~ssary

that institu-

"

tions must change . (la)
, Change was considered first as it related to the
Political category.
Political
Martin Gula, consultant on

gro~p

care, division of

social services, U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, conceived of some twenty features of a good
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institution.

*

Subjected to scrutiny these marks appeared

to be concomitant

w~th

change, hence

interpretation in this chapter.

w~ll

be used

w~th

this

One of the twenty marks is

as follows:
,The institution is moving from isolation
toward cooperation, co-ordination, and even
merger with conununity agencies serving the
same general group of children. (3)
Ch~istie

School throughout its history has demon-

strateq such a movement ·or change.

Initially it was 1so-

lated geographically by its location in st. Paul, Oregon.
Even when relocated at Oswego it was a considerable
distance from Portland.

As a part of a religious commun-

-By an enactment of the legislature of 1901,
. a fund was created as an aid to the mainte,nance
of orphan children; by the passage of this bill
a limited assistance was given to the institutions caring for orphans. (4)
April 18, 1917. A law was passed by the last
Oregon Legislature that all institutions receiv~
ing appropriations from the public should be
visited every three months by officers from the
State Board of Control. (4a)
.......~~..

*In this. study 'Gula r s twenty marks of a good'
institution were used as indicators of change rather
than standards of excellence.

t
f.
~
...

~

;
~

\

\
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November 22. The Oregon Anti-private School
Law sponsored by the Scottish Rite, was passed by
the legislature to become effective 9-26. (4)
January 15, 1924. Action was brought by the
Holy Names Sisters into the Federal District Court
on the ground that the law was unconstitutional.
'The absolute right of these schools to teach
.grammar grades and the right of parents to engage
to instruct their children is within the liberty of
the 14th Amendment' (4)
This general trend toward cooperation, coordination
and even merger with community agencies serving the same
general group of children may be noted in the September 30,

1928 Open House which Christie sponsored .in order to stimulate interest in the
October

Co~unity

Chest Drive.

T?en, on

3, 1929, the Council of Social Agencies of Portland

met at Christie.

At the meeting presided over by Judge

Clarence Gilbert of the Council of Domestic Relations a
brief

histo~y

was given of Christie Home and of the work

done since 1859 by the Sisters of the Holy Names.
Sec~etary

The

of the Child Welfare Commission spoke on "Some of

the ·Problems in Relation to Child Welfare." (4)
A major change took place in 1937 during which
Christie moved from isolation to an actual merger of
certain services

w~th

Catholic Charities.

The following

quotation from the Chronicles supports this fact.
Excerpts taken from a letter written to
Sister Jean Mary, Superior of Christie Home,
April 15, 1937, from V. ·L. Moffenbeier,
Director of Catholic Charities. The letter
referred to the admission policy which was noW"
using the legal authority of Catholic Charities
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whic:h was "fully· i-n-corp·orated. The Archbishop - .-.feels"that· it-'will· be more er~icient· to -have ·the
~6~k ~dhe'ih a-Ce~tral" Offl~e ~hd

h~ve·"~ll-arid""

complete ·control of the" commitment of "wards that
are." adini tted to the· several ihsti tutioris." The
license·reads that the Childrents Bureau of
Catholic Charities, Inc., -is granted a "license"
'to conduct·and maintain a children's "agency for
the"s~lection of·children for ·admission to"
St. Aghes Baby Home of Park Place, Christie· Home"
of Oswego, st. Mary's Home for Boys of Beaverton,
and st~ Rose Industrial School of Portland and
for their placement in wage homes, in free homes,
in boarding homes or for adoption. I • •
A note following this letter said,
. It is with due respect and obedience to
the will of our Rev. Archbishop Most Reverend
Edward D. Howard, D.D., that Christie Home submits willingly, completely and immeqiately to
the specifications of our new license policy.
(5)
On this same date in 1937 the Home experienced
another pronounced change in policy.

It was described by

the Sisters of the Holy Names as follows·:
April 15, 1937. Themail this.morning
brought a letter the import of which affects
and changes considerably the policies under
which Christie Home has been so successfully
maintained for mo~e than a quarter of a
century. Our license is revoked in its comprehensive child caring and welfare aspect
and the new on~ reads 'to care for dependent
children only.' (5)
Christie, however, rose to the occasion and exh1bited another of the features of a good institution.
feature 1s described by Gula in the following lines:
II .

.

Sponsors of the institution remember it was created in

response to immediate community needs and must remain

This
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responsive to new needs as they arise." (3a)

The neces-

sary policy change was made and retained until June 2, 1951,
when the Home requested the State Public Welfare COlnmission
to allow the inclusion of

bo~rding

school children once more

1n order to maintain the enrollment at ninety and thus subsequently successfully finance the institution. (6)
'Still another evidence of change, that of the
attendance of the Sisters on April 25, 1938 at the Child
We~fare

Conference in Seattle, appeared to exist coincident-

ally with the second qualification of a good institution.
(5)

The latter qualification was described by Gula as
'~he institution's executive, board members, and

follows:

staff are active on conununity councils, p"J;anning groups and
interagency conference s-." (3b)
It was true that the executive, board members and
staff had taken part in community groups previously.

This

conference, however, was one specifically directed toward
Ch~ld Welfa~e.

Possibly the Sisters' interest merely

supported an observation made as early as 1931 in a History
of Social Work compiled by the religious communities in the
POI'tland Archdiocese.

The statement read, "Christie Home is

the only !nstitution under direction of the Sisters of the
Holy

I

I

Nam~s

which is doing 'social w-elfare w.ork' as those

words are now unOerstood." (4)

Their interest, on-the

other hand, may justifiably be interpreted as a reflection
of the times since the passage of the Social Security Act
contributed in this direction.

j
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i

I

1

~

t

A change, somewhat brief in duration, was set in

1

f

I

1
j;,

motion April.16, 1943, when the director of Catholic
Charities, Reverend Jerome M. Schmitz, requested approval
of Mother M. Francis Xavier, Provincial Superior for
ChrlstieSchool, to care for boys
and seven years.

betw~en

the ages of five

Application was made to the State Public

Welfare Commission to extend certification to include boys
in this age group.

Changes in the building w'ere made to

add a dormitory and playroom for fifteen boys in view of
receiving them by June 1 .. The
June 6.

f~rst

two boys arrived

(S)

In this response to a requested change it seemed as

if

Ch~lstie

in at least two more instances exemplifies the

qualities'of a good institution.

These are as follows:

! . The institution is w~lling to experiment with service to the group in the communltymost in need of this type of care.

The physical plant is shaped by the
program, not the contrary. (3c).
.
: Since its establishment at Oswego in 1908 the school
had been geared to the care of girls.

It was a considerable

task -to make the transition to an institution responsi"ble

.

for' both males and females.

The request for the change as

well as the short noticestenuned from war time conditions
then

pre~al11ng.·

As noted 1n the foregoing the change was made in
thephyslcal plant itself in order to allow for the program
which called for housing of fifteen boys.
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In

Septembe~

of 1948 only sixty-six children

registered at Christie, the smallest number of students in
its history.

The decreased enrollment was thought to have

resulted from-Catholic Charities' placing children in foster
homes and the social security program, Aid to Dependent
Children.
As a seemingly direct result of this reduced enrollment the Christ1,.e Home Budget had a deficit of $8,850 in

1948.

This then precipitated an unfavorable reaction on the

part of the Portlano Community Chest and the Oregon Chest.
In turn,
Fat~er Schmitz had indicated that the
present arrangement by which Catholic Charities,
Inc., is accountable to the Portland Community
Chest and the Oregon Chest for funds for its
affiliates, the identity and effectiveness of
each affiliated corporation is unnecessarily
submerged and undervalued especially relating
to public relations and finances.

Catholic Charities, Inc., i~ not financially
responsible and the organization will present
separate budgets affecting funds for- 1949 . . . ·
_The change in agreement did not, howBver,
. alter the -individual agencies.
'Each institution had its own advisory board which would
hold sessions in the morning at each institution and then have a joint meeting of joint
board at st. Rose in the afternoon. '
This change in policy was sustained until May 9,

1952, when the contract w-ith Catholic Charities was
dissolved and the

individu~l

agencies once again assumed re-

sponsibility for their own services and records.

The latter

arrangement.officially went into effect January 1, 1953. (6)

~';;.",..-
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Change,

too~

could be detected in the general tone

and direction of the staff meetings at Christie.

The follow-

ing excerpts from the Chronicles will serve to bear this out
as well-as illustrating GUlats point number seven which observes,
The institution is expanding from a
service to the individual child, toward concurrent casework service to parents, trai.ningof personnel, evaluation of treatment methods,
and cooperating in basic research. (3d)
September 10, 1956. First meeting of staff
held in the evening.
tThe discussion concerned
the role of each person in the agency, the
difference between a social agency such as
Christie and a parish school, and a definition
of our function or purpose. t (6)
November, 1956. November staff meeting took
the f'orm of evaluation of the strength and weakness in Our program. (6)
October 23, 1957. Regular staff meeting met with Dr. Carl V. -Morrison, head of Portland
Conununity Child Guidance Center. Helped understand the behavior of the disturbed child particulal"ily why children run away. _Arrangements were made to meet regularly with him and
he would staff' some of our more difficult case s.
(6)
The latter quotation exemplifies other points of a
good institution, which include the following.:
The institution continually expands its use
of related cormnunity child-caring resources .
. • • Administrative, psychiatric,' pediatric,
casework, nursing, medical, group living~ group
therapy, psychological) and educational staffs
are gUided by understanding of the mental health
processes involved in the treatment of children
and their families. (3e)

,~,~
~r

I
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During the years Christie experienced many changes in
policy.

Seemingly it responded favorably to the changes and

made profitable adjustments.

The increasing involvement of

lay persons in the programs, the inclusion of the whole staff
in the treatment process, and the accelerated use of professional persons was

notew~rthy

at Christie.

Religious
Christie School was founded by a religious order.
From its inception until the .present time there has
p~esent

a strong religious atmosphere.

have been

con~erned

be~n

Staff of the school

for the total personality of the child

committed to their care.

Believing that the spiritual is

an integral part of the total

pe~sonality

they sought to

provide religious training for their students.

Classes 1n

religion haye continuously been a part of the curriculum
·and students participated in various religious observances
of the Catholic Church.

"A Christian concept of their per-

sonal worth, their place in the world and tn.eir duty to God
was taught to the girls." (7)
When Christie School, then known as St. Mary's
Academy, was opened in 1859, boarding students were
accepted.

t

These students WBre members of Catholic families

and had previously been baptized as infants.
t'o

boa~ding

In addition

students, "orphans work also fell to the Sisters

because of the large number of foundlings left in their
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gardens.

I

The children left with them were baptized

All w"ere baptized and given psuedo family names." (8)
It 1s noted that in 1953 there was a stated policy
that non-Catholics should not be baptized while at Christie
School, -in contrast to the baptism of the children received
for care as noted above.

In 1948 it was routine practice

that children were. not baptized, although there remains a
degree of uncertainty as to whether or not at this date
this was specifically stated as policy.

Children were not

·baptized while at Christie although at times a child may
have desired such and had secured parental consent.

Neither

staff at the school nor personnel of Catholic Services for
Children saw proselytism as the function of Catholic childcaring insti tut;ions. (9)·Spiritual training continued to be part of the
program of Christie.

Baptism of non-Catholics was for-

bidden but classes in religion continued to be a part of the
curriculum and non-Catholic stuqents participated in Bible
study projects.

Catholic students participated in re-

ligious observances.

'~hestudents

participated in the

traditional Mass of the Holy Ghost . . • offered at

~he

chapel, in the singing of High Mass for the patronage of
St. Joseph, and in Requiem Mass at the Provincial House. "

The impact of the religious life of the school was
a powerful one.

This could be observed in the case of
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non-Catholic students,

forbi~den

baptism while at Christie,

were ..on occasion .baptized by their own choice after leaving
the school. (5 )
Ther·e seemed to be no question that the force of .
religiou~

training had been a strong and

pow~rful

instru-

ment in molding the character of the children exposed to
the training of Christie School.
ized to avoid

forcin~

The care which was util-

children to take a religion foreign

to that of their parents seemed sometimes to be almost a
handicap to the child, yet was essential if the school
was to serve all denominations and faiths.
Christie School was established by a religious
order at a period in history in which

I~ost

education at

all levels was provided under the auspices of religious
organizations." (lb)

In addition to this the Catholic

Church historically has provided elementary and secondary
parochial schools to its membership, providing religious
training in addition to secular education.
with this

trad~tion,

In

acco~dance

the religious life of Christie School

is notable not for its changes for no major changes have
occurred, but for its constancy throughout its entire period
of existence.
Economic
·The Sisters at Christie, trained as educators, did
not maintain an adequate set of bookkeeping records.
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Ac~~ut:t:ings" w~re ~de,

_however, and it

s~~~~ _c~ea:r: __ ~l?a~

"the

careful entries represent the .sincere,
honest efforts of the .

f~~a~

Sisters.

~

Fiscal
policy is a relatively new word as
"

far as Christie is concerned.

How Christie moved from its

rudimentary economic base is an interesting story that can
best be told by the Sisters themselves ..
During the earliest years the main source of
support was "by cash from His Grace," and varied in amounts
from $20 to $8,000. (4)

A more systematic means of support

was available by m1d-1964.

The budget, however, remains a

central issue in Christie's development and various means
of securing finances and support for the economic operation
of the schoOl will be discussed below.
Services from Professional Persons
and Business Men
Services offered tQ Christie School by professional
persons and business men are observable "throughout the
entire history of the school.

A large proportion of these

services are from professionals in the medical field.

In

1908, a prominent Oregon City physician offered his
services gratis.

Twelve years later a dental chair and all

the necessary equipment were installed at Christie and two
dentists held regular-weekly dental

clinics~

Free dental

services for the children were provided in this manner
until 1954.

The children currently receive dental care

from Clackamas County

dent~sts.

(4,6)

In August, 1921, a
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doctor on the staff of Good Samaritan Hospital inspected the
eyes, ears, nose and throat of the students at Christie and
a doctor from Gaston performed tonsillectomies.
,"

Other services were rendered by barbers, cleaning
estab11~hments,

and restaurant owners.

In 1958 funds for

renovating

~

playroom at Christie were supplied by private

citizens.

Two professionally trained interior decorators

offered their services free of charge and materials were
available at cost by the owners of a business establishment
in nearby Portland.
These examples of services offered by professional
persons, business men, and private citizens as noted above
are not intended to be exhaustive but representative of what
has occurred during Christie's existence.
State Aid
Until 1901 Christie
.

donation~.

s~rvived

largely through private

In that year Oregon's legislature systematized

state aid laws, providing a special fund that was to assist
in maintenance of orphan children.
first" appropriation in 1908. (4)

Christie received its
For a more detailed account

of Christie's utilization of state aid funds from 1908 to

1930 see Chapter VII.
change 1s the

amoun~

From 1943 to 1964 the only observable
received per month per capita.

l;1mited information I'egarding this 1s available.
changes in amount are charted below:

Only

The" known
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1943
1947
1952
1959
1961

Increased from $16 to 4;20

"

"
"
"

"
"
"

II

. 20"
32"
.·45"
52 "

32

45

, 52
57 (5,6)

" In 1952 a tax study was made by the state of Oregon
on all tax-exempt property.

Questions were raised about

the use of the building and the deposits of farm produce.
The Articles of Incorporation and financial statements of
the last fiscal year were reviewed.

In June, 195Z, the

State Attorney General, after reviewing this material,
decided that the entire Marylhurst property was tax
exempt.. (6)
The ANNUAL CHRISTIE REPORT of 1956 stated that
"Christie's greatest source of income is state. aid." (11)
The 1962 PRIORITY REPORT of the Community Chest prepared
by

a citizens'

committee on atri-..county priority plan

revealed that of the

tota~

budget for member agencies

thirty-five percent was received thr'ough taxation, fiftyfive per cent from contributors, and ten per cent from
other sources, and that ninety per cent of the estimated
need·would be met.

This Report also recommended that more

money: should come from taxes since private funds cannot be
increased to pay for expanding treatment services. (12)
Services and Gifts from Informal
Groups and Private Citizens
Listed below are examples of gifts from independent
sources which w'ere made in the early period of Christie's
history:
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One gross of black ribbed stocking, elastic
for garters and three boxes of handkerchiefs
. . . ten gallons of w~ld blackberries, the
work of two sisters and several girls who
picked on~a farm-7* . . . and onions and
other produce solicited at Tigerville. (Tigard).
In this latter venture they were qUite successful and received an invitation to return. (4) "
In the spring of 1910 the Sisters spent weeks
p1ann!ng a fund raising drive that for some years to come
would be known as Shamrock Day.

The Sisters considered it

"One of the most successful events that ever took place in
behalf of the orphanage .
1910

" For two days, March 17-18,

". . . . Enthusiastic bands of workers invaded the city
. 800 women who took part in

streets and business houses

the cantpaign were admirably organized into 40 bands . . ."
(4)

The Shamrock sale was promoted in other communities
also., Parishes in. Salem, st. Paul, Oregon City, Albany and
I

Oswego held their sale at the same time.
tiny green souvenirs was $7,171.

Net $ales of the

The amount" . . . thus

realized will be applied to the reduction of the debt on
St. Mary's Home."

In 1911 the drive netted approximately

$6,oqO. (4)

Unique in

~ny

ways, the fund raising venture in-

volved the Christie children.

*Brackets

The appea+ of the children

are the autqors'.
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had much to do with the

succe~ss

of the program.

By involving

the children, giving was made to seem very personal and satisfying to the giver.

The Sisters felt it

children a feeling of being wanted., (4)

~Guld

also give the

The volunteers

accomplished a great deal more than raising money.

The en-

thusiasm they felt was generated in the community.

This

coupled with widespread publicity helped to firmly establish
a spirit of good will between Christie and the community.
Incoma in kind was derived from the farm located on
the Marylhurst property.

1909

it. '.

•

The Chronicles note that in April,

the d~iry which was star'ted ill Jan\lary has proved

so successful that it was deemed advisable to purchase more
cows."

I

The Reverend E. V. O'Hara assisted the Sisters in the

acquisition of eleven more cows. (4)

Operation of the farm

l'

continued until 1964" when it was no longer deemed profitable.
In 1956 a group of community volunteers was,organized
into theCh:ristie Guild.

This group of community members has

offered varied services to the school.

The staff of Christie

considered that the services of the Guild were an invaluable
asset to their total program and that its success was
attributable to their adequate involvement in the program
by defining explicitly to Guild members their role, the expectations held b¥ the school, and by a careful orientation
of GUild members to the program of Christie. (13)
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Entries in the ledgers and the Chronicles of the
school indicate that gifts of money from private citizens
have been made periodically.

Donations have always been

a significant resource, but one that was difficult to
budget.

Any analysis of this aspect of Christie

IS

in-

come is virtually impossible because these donations are
described as unknown amounts from anonymous sources or
as gifts from private donors.

Entries of this nature are

to be noted in all periods of the institution IS history.
Fees Charged for Services
In_the period of its early history Christie
accepted orphans and boarding students.

Fees for tuition

and board were charged to the parents of boarding students'
if they could afford to pay.

This, in general principle,

has continued throughout its history,

w~th

an increase in

funds received in this manner in 1943-1947 when Christie
accepted boys for kindergarten classes as mentioned in the
foregoing and in 1948-1950 when the school accepted boarding
students to supply finances which were deficient due to low
population. ( 6)
In the late 1940 l s and early 1950's the school was
experiencing a change from giving custodial care to treating the emotionally disturbed.

Charging of fees was re-

fined by instituting a sliding fee scale.

This was viewed

as a means of involving the family to a greater degree,
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thus serving as a tool for more complete treatment of the
child who was displaying emotional problems which precipitated a placement at Christie. (13a)
Membership in Community Fund-Raising Organizations
The Chronicles note that in 1928 Christie School
was receiving funds for operation through membership in
the Portland Community Chest. (4)
In addition to this, in 1941 when students were
referred to Christie from outlying Oregon counties, these
counties through Oregon Chest contributed to the cost of
that child's care.

Since 1945 Christie has been a member-

agency of Oregon United Appeal.

Subsequent to participation

in this state-wide chest, the sc"ho.ol was not allowed to
solicit funds independently, but continued to receive
d~nations

from private sources. (9a)

Chr~stie

School has utilized the

fol10w~ng

sources of

income and services f0r purposes of economic operation of
the institution:
1.

Services from professional persons and business men

2.

State aid

3.

Services and gifts from informal groups and
private citizens

4.

Fees charged to parents of students

5.
. 6.

Participation in community fund-raising organizations, namely, Portland Community Chest
,and Oregon United Appeal
Purchase of care negotiated in 1963
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study of the

Chronicle~

and ledgers of the Sisters

of the Holy Names at Christie School rev€als not only a
growing financial sophistication, but also reflects a
changing philosophy regarding social welfare with increased governmental participation by contributing finances
for the support of private charities.
Variations occurred in regard to the kinds of commodities received from private and governmental sources.
As operational costs increased, commeasurable subsidies to'
Christie also increased.

Services from individuals varied

according to the training and skill which the.individual
possessed, in that he offered services which were usable by
the institution.
d~ter~ined

Fees charged to parents of students were

by means of a sliding scale, with a refinement

of this procedure in the late 1950's.
The purchase of care agreement negotiated in 1963
perhaps represents the first major departure from the
traditional means of support of Christie and may be an
indication of significant change in that it, for the first
time, approximates.the actual cost of care.
Educational
The educational program at Christie has undergone
numerous changes since its founding; however, one basic
motive of the 1nst1tution remains- ..unchanged, that of
Christian education.

This may be noted in the initial
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teachings of the Foundress and first Superior General of
the Institute of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary, Mother
Mary Rose.

It is said of her that she was .

Gifted w~th a sound practical sense and
with an appreciation of the needs of her age;
Mother Mary Rose trained her spiritual
daughters as a gardener trains his tender
flowers. Along with the doctrines of the
supernatural life which form the basis of her wDrk,
she insisted on the thorough education of the
members of her Insti tute. While. she trained
them bo~h by precept and example in the profession of teaching, she also laid stress on the
cultivation of those virtues which are the
~ssence of the religious life.
In her vocation
as Religious and teacher she left the impress of
her individuality on her sisterhood and bequeathed
to :L t the precious legacy of true id.eals in the
work of Catholic education, and the rare 'success
as teachers her devoted daughters have had during
the past fifty years, isa guarante~ that the
moral and intellectual programme outlined for them
by their venerable Foundress has b~en faithfully
carried. (14)-~ .
The areas in the educational program which changed
will now be considered under headings dealing with the
actual location where instruction was offered, who offered
the instruction, and what w'as included in the academic
program through the years.
Locations at Which Instruction'Was Offered
In'October, 1844, the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur·
took possession of their new convent.

There were soon more

than thirty children of the Canadian farmers
the new academy.

(15)

reg~stered

at

The latter was near Champoeg, Oregon.

Gold was discovered in California and a large number

-

of families left French Prairie in May, 1849, for the mines.
The Sisters of Notre Dame were forthwtth obliged for this
same reason to close their school at St. Paul, Oregon, in
1852. (16a)
. Archbishop Blanchet' obtalned a city block located
at 5th and Market Streets, Portland, on which there had
been erected a frame bUilding.
With this location and accommodations to
offer he set out for Montreal to find Sisters
to open a school. Acting under the advice of
their founder, Father Bourget, the Sisters of
the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary responded to
the call of the Archbi~hop. Twelve devoted
Sisters, wtth Mother Alphonse as Superior, left
Montreal in September and after a long and at
times perilous sea voyage, reached Portland on
October 21, 1859. These Sisters opened
st. Mary's Academy in humble quarters on the site
of the present location of the Academy and' College.
. . . The new s6hool was opened Nov. 6, 1859, wtth
six pupils. Ten days later a little orphan girl
'was received as the first boarder. Fbr some years
a large per cent of the smaller'girl boarders were
orphans~
Towards the end of November a class was
opened for boys.
i

On February 1, 1861, the Sisters opened a
school at St. Paul in the bUilding vacated by
the Sisters at Notre Dame.- . . . The very wtnter
following the re-establishment of the school at
st. Paul there came a terrific flood that swept
away the village at Champoeg, causing great loss
of life. The flood was followed by intense cold
that blocked the Willamette River with ice. Lack
of fuel and provisions produced great suffering
that neces'si tated bringing 'two of - the exhausted
Sisters and all the remaining pupils from St. Paul
to st. Mary's A9ademy in Portland. (15a)
The orphan girls remained

~t

st. Mary's Academy for

several years as may be gleaned from the followtng:
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The building on Fiftb and Mill was converted into a home for girls under the title of
'St. Joseph's Orphanage.' At the close of the
scholastic year, 1871-1872, the records showed
that sixty girls found an asylum under the
hospitable roof of the new institution. The
funds for the maintenance of these children came
from the treasury of St. Mary's Academy. Through
·the ·seventies and eighties the Sisters kept up
this work of caring for orphan girls.
In l88S, the growth of st. Mary's Academy
determined the Sisters to erect the present
building. The problem of continUing school work
and housing the resident students and Sisters
during the building period became a serious one.
It was eventually·decided to remove the summer
contingent of orphans to st. Paul and to limit
the further acceptance of children to such as
could not possibly be provided with homes. (4)
Although no direct statement can be rocated it
seems apparent that instead of sending the orphans to
St. Paul they were transferred t.o· st. Mary's Home in
Beaverton .. Here, for severa! years', the Sisters of the Most
Precious Blood provided

care~

It was observed by Archbishop Howard in a recent
interview, that this eleven-year-period while the girls
were located at Beaverton was the only one tn the history of
Oregon. since 1859 when orphan girls were not cared for by
the Sisters of the Holy Names.
·Archbishop

(16)

Christi~being

aware of the inadequate

housing in Beaverton, arranged for the orphan girls to be·
transferred to, a remodeled residence in St. Paul in the
~ummer

1

!

of 1900.

At this time the Chronicles note:
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At the opening of the school year the
orphans were enrolled as day pupils at
st. Paul's Academy, the nearness of the two
buildings making this condition of things
possible. (4)
,
However, on July 31, 1901, the orphans' home was
destroyed by fire and the girls again were offered housing
at st. Mary's Academy in Portland.

Other quarters were

located in st. Paul where the children remained until
July 3, 1908, when they were transferred to their new
hom~

one and a half miles south of

Osw~go.

This school

for orphans was relocated numerous times in the earlier
years; however, 'It has remained at i'ts ,p"resent location
since 1908.

(4)

The classes were held in the Christie School
Building until August 25, 1933, when Rosecliff, a dwelling on Marylhurst Campus, was_renovated to be used for
high school
Feb~uary,

g~rle.

This arrangement persisted until

1943, when the second year of high school was

,discontinued due to illness of the teaching Sister.
girls finished at st. Mary's Academy in Portland.

The
The

first year of high school was held in the main building.

In September of 1943 the frame building formerly
used by hign school students was designated for the use of
the first'four grades.

The rooms formerly used by the

first four grades were subsequently set aside for the
kindergarten pupils and for a playroom for boys. (5)

I'·,
t'

K

r
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Who

or~ered

the Instruction

Instruction was originally offered by the Sisters
of' Notre Dame de Namur from 1844 to 1852.

Sisters of the

Holy Names of Jesus and Mary taught the orphan girls from
1859 through the latter part of the 1880's at which time
the Sisters of the Most Precious Blood took over this task,
continuing with it until the surruner of 1900 when the care
and

instruct~on

of the orphan girls reverted to the Sisters

of the Holy Names.

This arrangement appeared to persist

unt111910when the Chronicles note that, "A Miss Blanche
Nielson, who arrived from

st.

Mary's, Portland, a few"

weeks ago had been installed as an assistant teacher.

(4)

September, 1911, the Chronicles mention that,
'Misses Webb, Malloy, Devereaux and McQuarrie assisted in
teaching and in caring for children. (4)
The

follow~ng

year the first recorded mention of

normal students having been employed in Christie is made
and borne out in the following excerpt:
September 5, 1912: Every fear in the
heart of a new teacher must have vanished·
when the normal students were assigned to
their respective classes. The little girls
wearing white aprons with ribbons to match,
stood eagerly waiting for a glimpse of their
new teacher.
"The c1asses being taught by the normal
students, "among whom" are some of our postulates, are supervised by Miss McDonald. (4)

II
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.SeI?~e_mbeJ?,_ lS?~O,

it was further

l!~te~ _~ha~!.

"25 normal school students were doing practice teaching at
Christie to a total student
body
of 135.
.
..
. .
.
The ·use

o~

rr

(4)

normal school students in the teaching

program continued until 1947.

From 1949 until 1964, the

instruction was provided by the Sisters of the Holy Names
themselves.

Currently some lay staff members are being

utilized for teaching purposes.
Academic Program Through the Years
at Christie
In the earlier years references to the academic
program at Cpristie were limited to rather a general or
broad description such as indicated in the following
excerpts:
On Oct. 2, 1845, the children were enrolled in the scapular and twu of them consecrated to st. Agnes, marking the beginning
af a sodality. . . . A beginning of domestic
science is noted in that the children are
. taught to make their own clothing, and some .
who had attained greater efficiency were engaged inembro1dering a rochet for the .
Archb;1shop on his return. (15b)
Notation is made in the Chronicles as of June 29,
1911 J to the effect that grammar grade certificates w'ere
giyen to three girls.
~he

(4)

story of Christie told by H. -A • . Lappen is re-

corded in the Chr0nicles and relates the ensuing details
concerning the academic' program in 1914.
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Accommodations for 160 children. Here there
are ~oungsters of all ages from 3 to 16 and their
classes graded for them as in all the state schools.
These classes are taught by teachers of the normal
school a few hundred yards away. But it is not
always with their brains that these little ones work.
Manual labor of a light nature also falls to "their
lot. They are taught all essential duties of the
household.
Specialized and thoroughly modern instruction
has always been provided in laundry work, in cooking, in needlework and more recently in dressmaking
and gardening.
Where real and true talent is shown by any
child special opportunity of advancement is
provided. A few have thus been given higher
musical education and in some instances highly intelligent girls have been assisted in taking up the
profession of teaching. But all the orphans are
taught some. wage earning accomplishment, dressmak-.
ing, millinery, cookery, household economy, and
when the time is ripe they are provided with suitable positions in Portland or elsewhere in the
state. (4)
In 1918 W. H.Slingerland conducted a study of
I

public and private agencies and institutions for the care of
dependent, delinquent and -defective children.

Following are

some of his comments regarding Christie School and its
program.
The institution school covers all of the
grammar grades, with special attention to
music, after which any promising older pupils
are sent to suitable Catholic academies or
special schools. The school work is made excellent and interesting by the number and
variety of teachers possible on account of the
nearness to the normal school, and by supply1ng parochial .sdhool privileges to all
Catholic families within reaching distance of
the institution. This last keeps the girls in
touch with the girls of ordinary families and
family life, which is very desirable. (17)
L
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. As -the .-years-progress-ed more specific references to

the academic- program were made, such as those in the early
1930's.
-~

A type of Annual compiled by the students of

Rosecliff during the latter time period describes the curriculum of the second year class as including English II,
Religion, Latin II, Geometry, and History.

Rosecliff at

this time was reportedly operated by the girls under the
Sisters' direction.
~ew~ng

The students did their own cooking,

and other general duties thus giving them practical

instruction in housekeeping. (18)

The Chronicles recount

that a second year high school course was

add~d

to the
/

program at Ghristie in. 1933.

A marked increase in enroll-

1;.

ment in the!upper grades was noticeable by the following
September.

The demands of the war years became evident in

the-necessity to open a kindergarten for five-year-old boys
and girls in September of 1943

~nd

the _subsequent dropping of

the second year high school course that same jear.
Christie received a private elementary school conditional standardization certificate on September 5, 1941.
Full accreditation was accorded October 11, 1944, by the
_. State Department of Education. (4 )
In 1957 Christie offered a program of studies to
elementary-schaal-aged girls.

The latter students were

described as "children with personality deviations, disturbed children who are not able to remain in their own
nor in foster homes, 'special' children, and 'problem
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.. children.,.' .as. well as the so-called 'normal

t

children who

are not able to remain in their own nor in foster homes.

Six years later

~rades

three through eight

provided for 'emotionally disturbed' girls. (20)
type of student was being
year 1965.
Christie;

se~ved

w~re

.

This same

at the beginning of the

The granunar grades were being offered at
how~ver,

high school instruction had to be ob-

tained off the campus at public high schools in the area.
Summary
In the survey of the educational aspect at Christie
f~om

its inception to the present rather an interesting
Since" 1901 this voluntary

phenomenon seems evident.

agency has become ·more and more dependent upon governmental financial contributions.

Because of the latter it has

had to conform to certain regulations such as a limited
enrollment of boarders.

Over the years has evolved a

voluntary agency which has been obliged to specialize in a
certain facet of education in order to exist.

This facet

of education is concerned with the instruction of the
emotionally disturbed girl.
Recreation
-Among other thoughts regarding recreation Hertzler
observed the following:

"Recreational institutions con-

stitute another system of social welfare ~nst~tutions contributing directly to individual and societal maintenance."
(Ie)
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He further defines recreation as:

"Leisure thus is

all of man's waking free time from the world of work."

"

. . activity which re-created him physically, mentally,

emotionally,' spiritually, . . ." (ld)
The Sisters, even in the early days, took full advantage of a rural setting in planning recreational activities.

The Chronicles frequently refer to hikes and picnics.

The children were taken by interested Portland groups to see
shows and symphonies, and were frequently exposed to drama
groups and art exhibits due to the close proximity of
Marylhurst College.

The holiday seasons" were., of 'course, a

time of much entertainment.
war years.

The Sisters

This continued even during the

encourag~d

community people who were

. interested in the girls to act as substitute relatives.·
Certain Portland families made frequent visits to the institution to help the children celebrate Christmas,
ya1entine ' s Day, and Easter.
Through the generosity of people interested in the
Christie program a swimming pool was built in the late
thirties.

Other recreational activities included radio

broadcast participation by the second graders; attendance
at·the Fairyland Parade in 1941; dining out with friends
and relatives for the whole student

bod~

Thanksgiving

tim~

1942; entertainment at Neighborhood House provided by the
Council of Jewish' Women for Christie girls, and boys from
St. Mary's, ·November 1949, and Bookmobile visits commencing
in October, 1951.
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The recreation program was integrated into the

~

I

!
t

II

school schedule in 1951.

The Junior League of Portland pro-

vided tickets for the children to see Edwin Strawbirds'
Ballet of "Puss-in-Boots."

The program was divided between

active outdoor things and activities which w'ould increase
children's artistic interest.
Christie children had a television set donated by a
generous friend in 1952.

In 1955 the Oswego Fire Depart-

ment brought their trucks out and took the children for a
ride.

In October 1956, due to the courtesy of ''the Oswego

Lion's Club and Oswego Knights of Columbus, the Chronicles
report that "our children attended the parish bazaar at Our
Lady of the Lake . . . Childr~n had $1.50 to spend."

The

Chronicles comment, 'There was a real, problem in providing
space to store all the wares they brought home .
several bowls of guppies, planters,

~oys,

jewelry, and other

i terns dear to the hearts of children." (6)'
For variety, in 1957, thirty'children went to the
RepUblican Club meeting held at Oaks Park.
featuring Christie were produced in 1957.

Two TV shows
Finally, and

possibly most important, a Camping Program was established
in 1958, (6) under .the direction of Sister Miriam Kathleen.
Earlier, the Girl Scouts had been active at Christie,
but during the early 1960's Miss Jane Richardson, professiona1 Scout leader, worked as a volunteer with Sister

II

Miriam Kathleen to develop a new Scout program, integrated

¥"".:t.~
i.

;t
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as a part of the therapeutic community . (6)
continued to be generous

w~th

their

t~me

made personal appearances at the school.

Entertainers

and frequently
For example, in

1964, the popular "Wayfarers", a singing group, performe,d
for the Christie

girls~

The recreational program, balanced as it was

w~th

scouting, camping, beach trips, mountain trips, symphoni e s·,
and art museums filled blanks in the lives of these deprived
children which aided the Sisters to gain their goal of developing a well adjusted and happy child.
Recreation at Christie has undergone. considerable
change from the time it was characterized by a seriousfaced group sitting "at attention" listening to readingsto the present-when girls enact plays of their choice on
their own uniquely

ligh~

wBll-equipped stage.

(4,6)

In.the category of change dealing with recreation at
Christie a shift was observed from a type of narrowly circumscribed activity devised by adults to something frequently
conceived by the girls themselves.

With the school's dhange

in emphasis to that of care for the emotionally disturbed
girl, recreation itself has been relegated to a newly recog)

n1zed role, that of a treatment tool.

An extremely effect-

ive tool, to be sure, since it is one which ·the girls have
helped to fashion themselves for their own benefit.
It is noteworthy that in still another instance
certain of the features of a good institution occurred along
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w~th

evidences of change at Christie.

In the case of re-

creation these circumstances prevailed as may be discerned
in the following excerpts:
Not only is the institution going out into
the.community but the community is coming into
the institution . . . . Group living is well·
rounded, flexible, and approp~iate for the age
and needs of youngsters in residence. And,
finally, institutions are moving away from the
cold antiseptic feeling and are creating a warm,
hopeful, personal and good-humored atmosphere
which has unique treatment values of its own.
(3f)
Summary
In the category of. Education, change. appeared to be
/

initiated in large part by State Board· of Education and State
Public Welfare Commission requiremen.ts and recommendations
. resulting from such studies as that of the Child Welfare
.League in 1950.

Temporary changes took place during the· war.

This was exemplified by the addition of kindergarten and
high schobl programs.

Certain other changes were stimulated

by the normal school students engaged in practice teaching
at Christie.

The presence of the latter group, plus the in-

fluence of the staff and students Of the nearby Sociology
Department at Marylhurst College, provided important sources
of· new ideas and innovations.
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Christ~e

and the necessity for accountability for these

public monies.
The Political category over the years saw change
occurring in the increased participation of professional
people, lay persons, as well as other agencies ih the
Christie program.

Thi~

has been partiCularly evident and

more accelerated since the mid nineteen-thirties.

Some

slight change was noticeable from 1915 to 1935; however,
little could be discerned in the period prior to 1915.
In Recreation, change was quite apparent.

Possibly

this was a result largely of forces external to the school.
Religion appeared to be the category where change
seemed. least evident.

Probably this' is because the changes

are imperceptible and go unrecognized to those not intimately
associated with Roman Catholicism.
A consistent change at

Chr1st~e

in the direction of

specialization in a certain branch of education is evident.
This would seemingly be permissible and in accordance with
the philosophy of a teaching order .like that of the Holy

I

Names.

Since these Sisters in 1859 were originally sent

:out to the Oregon Country
fo~

w~th

the express purpose of caring

the less fortunate and the 111, and since it is recog-

nized that

~urpose

limits change, it seems reasonable to

view Christie's changed educational program as one which
would be accorded the approval of the Order.

At the same

time it appears proper to recogniz~ the essential change in
Christie from a competitive to a cooperative institution.

\
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CHAPTER VI
THE CHANGING INSTITUTION:
~his

PERSONALFACTORS

chapter examines the relationship and inter-

action pf social institutions and individuals.
w"ere systemat.ically

examine~

Materials

in order ,to determine the

impact, first of internal "factors upon Christie and the
cOnmiunityand next,

th~

effect of "the external factors

upon Christie and the community,

C.ertain persons were

chosen to illustrate the dynamics of this process.
internal forces were represented by the

r~ligious

The
and

auxiliary staff while the lay and- professional visitors
represented the external forces.
It·js meaningful at this juncture to point out the
fact that the position of director at Christie represents
a special force of power.
gard:

Hertzler

obser~es

in this re-

"Certain individuals have dominated institutions

by force of personality or by a special acquisition of
social power." (1)
During the

past~ifteen

programming emerged.

years three formats for

These formats included, first, the

emphasis on education, second,~'on social welfare, and,
third, a combination of these two.
.

.~~.
~.~

The three Superiors chosen to represent the

\
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above-mentioned eras of particular emphasis were selected
on the basis of diversity of specialization, longevity of
service, and accessibility.

Of the three Superiors being

considered Sister Erentrude offered the advantage of having
served Christie at repeated intervals since 1926 and hence
provid,ed increased scope for this ·examination.
Internal Factors
Sister Erentrude,

o~

Irish descent, was the

Superior at Christie during the time intervals:

1938-1944 and 1950-1956.

1926-1934;

A basic interest in' the child at

Christie, as well as the efficlentfinancial operation of
. the school itself, characterized her many years as Superior.
She believed children to be happier when adult
authority was clear with respect to the behavior permitted.
She shared this feeling with Dr. Otto Pollock, who, in his
article, "Symposium: Social Factors Contributing to
Character Disorders", suggests that children need t.o be
helped in controlling their impulses, but parents in
America have failed in their responsibility to make
. decisions. (2)
It could be said that Sister Erentrude's philosophy of child care was most aptly expressed in her remark
regarding treatment policy at Christie:

"You settle them

down, pUll up the weeds, then plant the seeds." (3)

\
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Sister Erentrude's reflections concerning goals
acc,omp~ished

during her terms as Superior included the

following:
-- ,- 'The -times make a great difference. - My first
term" was in the mid st of 'the Great Depre'ssion"We kept children from ~tarvirig. I remembe~ twu
little sisters who were brought by their mother.
Ori~bec~me-si6k after we had fed her.
I talked
with 'the' mother, later and she said that she
should have told me that the family had 'only
ch~~s~ left in the hou~e.
She (the mother) had
k~~t"the'~hildren-in bed to reduce the amount of
ene~gy-used and had fed them bits of cheese.
If
I"had only known the background the children
wouldn't have been fed a complete meal. (3a)
The lack of

adeq~ate

social histories thus proved

deleterious in this particular case.

It also, in effect,

pointed up the fact that an educator could

inad~ertently

overlook some of the necessary features of a program intended to meet the total needs of the child.

This event

seemingly also demonstrated that an internal force brought
about a change in the method of record keeping.

This

change, interestingly enough, was more in line with the concepts of the institution of social welfare than

w~th

the

ideologies of education.
Sister Erentrude's recognition of the shortcomings
in record keeping was evidenced later when a social worker,
SUbsequently added to- her staff, incorporated new record
keeping policies into the program.
Sister Erentrude recognized the worth of a positive

I{

public image of
ing examples:

Christ~e.

This is demonstrated in the follow-

' ..:'~'.'-'
..
:r~..

-
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Kiwanis club, unable to find poor people in Lake
Oswego, called upon Sister one Christmas season.
national organization, one of its aims .was to do
table service.

A
~.

chari-

They wondered if they could help the

children at Christie.

Sister Erentrude recognized their

sincerity when they asked if they could bring

gifts~

(3b)

She did not wish to ask for too much, and suggested small,
inexpensive presents, but
est.'

on~s

suited to the girl's inter-

She remembers,' that they gave lovely things, and added

that organizations should realize that they can help
out spending much money.

w~th

To the present day this same or-

ganization continues its active support of the Christie
program.

met her responsibility for "making timely and suitable
suggestions.

Minimum service was request.edof volunteers.

The experience was non-threatening yet provided an opportunity for giving.

Recognition of corrununity resources was

important to Sister Erentrude.

She was also generous in

giving recognition to those who helped.

A foundation for

on-going external relationships was being formed.

Sister

Erentrude's background was that of an educator and she
shaped her policies accordingly.
Sister Miriam lVIa,gdala, on the other hand, had

'-:'.l.••
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experienced different influences as is evident in the
following paragraphs.
Attitudes and principles of people are often
shaped by the educational experiences to which they are
exposed.

During the 1940's Sister Miriam Magdala was a

student in a master's program, in social work, which had
been added to the curriculum of Marylhurst College.
·lasted only two years.

It

As an external force it pointed up

the principle .expressed above.

The course presented the

basic social work philosophy and practice theory.
Unlike the Superiors who preceded and followed,
with a specialty in the field of education, Sister Miriam
Magdala, in· 1956, came to Christie prepared to-see another
dimension in child care.

Support ·of this philosophy was

i

given by the community and by the Christie staff.

This

·Superior had inherited a well qualified, trained social
worker who had already lnitiated a dyTIamic, social work
oriented program.

The social worker, with assistance from

agency-initiated and community-directed surveys, planned a
'program aimed at meet.ing the needs of disturbed children.
Intake procedure and policy had been in a state of
flux since 1949.

By 1956 the definition of children eli-

gible for Christie's service was far removed from its early
days.

Still it was not fixed and throughout Sister

~iriam

Magdala's term as director, modification of the intake

L.

\
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philo~ophy

and procedure continued.

represent two things:

The

c~ang~~. ~~em

to'

first,
flexibility
of Miriam
..
..
-.
-.

Magdala and, second, the everchanging definition of community need £or institutional service.

1949 Child Welfare

L~ague

For example, a

of America survey pointed out

that, in Oregon, generally, intake services for children
fall short o£ what should be required.

The

L~ague

recom-

menped that uniform practices and standards be adopted in
Oregon's institutions for children.

(4)

,Christie's physical plant, problems of program
change, modi£ied intake

po~1cies

and social surveys were

signi£icant £actors that greatly influenced Sister Miriam
Magdala's work.
The fifty-year-old.building was showing signs of
age despite the careful maintenance of Miriam
predecessors.

Mag~ala's

During her time, however, a portion of the

usable dormitory space was condemned by State fire inspectors.

This ieseen as one reason for a reduced child

popUlation in later years.
a usable physical plant.

Sister Miriam Magdala still had
With population reduced to a

maximum of sixty girls, Sister was allowed an opportunity
to launch into a more intense program evaluation, in keepingwith recent

chi~d

welfare surveys.

Her enthusiasm and

professional skills made success more probable.

What

followed was a modification of intake, which in turn necessitated certain program changes.
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Sister Miriam Magdala and Mrs. Marcine Hilyard,
- . . ....

~.

- .

Christie I s first social worker, w'orked together for several
years.

They were

ideo~ogi.cal~y

compatible and were able to

work toward 'mutually agreeable goals.

It was not surpris-

. ing that Sister Miriam Magdala viewed Mrs. Hilyard's 1959
resignation

w~th

alarm.

Under the guiding hand* of Dr. Carl V. Morrison,
Director, Portland Child Guidance Clinic, staff development programs gradually emerged at Christie.

Religious and

lay staff alike "were participants.
An interesting question arises and may be posed at
this point:

Why, when 'other private agencies were suffer-

ing from lack of professional help, was Christie able to
command the assistance of such able persons?

By.1959 the professional status enjoyed by the
school had attracted

othe~

professional persons who were

interested in program development and refinement.
Dr • Elizabeth Winters, childpsychologi st at t-he Portland'

Child Guidance Clinic, joined the Christie team on a parttime basis.

Others-were to folloW'.

Dr. Donald McKinle"y,

: private psychiatrist and board member of Portland Child
Guidance offered his services and was active in the program
for more than

~our

years.

*Sister Miriam Kathleen refers to this in a
tape-recorded interview, January 21, 1965.
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One way to 'think about the difficulties which may
arise between a system and its environment is to consider
'the discrepancy between the environment as it actually
exists and "as it is perceived, by the system or by the
members of the system. (5)
,Communication with the outside professional power
structure had provided a recognition of the usefulness in
time and place of the Christie program.

Sister Miriam

Magdala recognized that the focus of the program was
modified ·from that conunon experience which an ,educational
orientation provided,

..

She attempted to keep

~his

teaching

Order informed through the medium of The Newsletter.

Well

intentioned, it essentially failed to fulfill its intended
purpose.

The Newsletter was received by busy teachers who,

after'a long day, probably failed to read or internalize

\

the values and concepts presented.
What does thif? mean, then, in terms of what actually
happened?

Miriam Magdala realized the importance of keep-

lng members of her sisterhood informed about the

ever~

changing program resulting from the impact of social
(community) needs.

Miriam Magdala's system was oriented

around social work principles.

She recognized the need

to communicate the shifting goals of the program.

The

educational frame of reference introduced a constant bias
into the perception of the receiving sisters.

If a com-

munication' arouses too much conflict within the receiver

t

I
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it is probably natural to reject or isolate oneself from
that .communication.
It was also "natural" that the person receiving
messages contrary to the familiar environment had reduced
understanding of those messages.

This seemed likely since

he uses a frame of reference that is significantly different from the frame of reference of the sender.
·The importance of open two-way communication seems
essential if mut\lal understanding is deemed a desirable
goal.

Dr. Donald McKinley, psychiatric consultant at

Christie for -four years, had reason to emphasize this
position in 1963 following the announcement·of Christie's
closure.

"I cannot help but feel that somewhere along the

line the cnannels of communication between Christie School
and the higher powers have been somewhat less than open."
Dr. McKinley applauded the work of Christie in the
past.

He set forth a tentative design of establishing goals

that would allow Christie to survive acceptably within the
existing structure of the Holy Names Order.

He reconunended

to -Sister Anne Paula that Christie should represent If; .
a laboratory in emotional-behavloral-Iearning problems.

"

The "laboratory" would serve not only Christie, but

all of .... . the various teaching orders in- this region. ".
"If the Christie Laboratory School serves no other purpose
than to reassure teachers in general schools that the behavloral problems that they see are really not so notable
.,
I

¥'~-

~
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~

that any alarm is in order, Christie will have served its
purpose well.

An unanxious teacher'mal:tes the best teacher

( lead er ) ". ( 6)
This has long been an accepted position
order, as 1s seen in the

w~thin

the

follow~ng:

It is an established principle in the s1sterhobd that a,teacher cannot base her ability on
the-knowledge once acquired, but that further
progress in her line of instruction must be made
day by day, year by year~ (7)
In Bradburry's Five Decades of Action for Children
(a history of the Children's Bureau) it was noted that

,1957 and 1962 were years when the states made progress in
developing well-rounded child welfare programs.
~hange

Program

at Christie was affected by this development, as

.can be seen in the modifications of the insti tution 's intake
policy.

Among the more significant changes, an intake ob-

servation clinic was established, and new attitudes regarding
admissions were developed. (8)
The 1962 CHRISTIE POLICY

ADMISSIO~S

GUIDE gave an

indication of certain of the changes:
On studying applications, the school must
take into consideration ' . . . the number and
kind of children in the group, and types of
problems already present. The benefit of group
care is qUickly dissipated if there are too
many children with the same difficUlty · · • I (9)
From a broadly based child service'program, Christie
in 1962 was moving toward a

morespeci~lized

definition of

child care, that ,of serving emotionally disturbed children.
Bradburry speaks of a general trend in the United States

.....
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in the direction of specialized children's

servic~s.

(8a)

:Working under the premise that financial means to
carryon a worthwhile program would be found, the

admini~

stration of Sister Miriam Magdala proceeded on many front.s.
This included public relations, finance, training for personnel, training for board members, training for teaching
staff and group parents.

Creativity was high.

Forming a

firm bulwark for social service were the education and religious programs.

From this integrated planning evolved

an administrative environment which fostered,change and
w'orked ina spirit of harmony.
Many sYmptoms existed which offered warning
.signals.

·The building was old and had to be replaced .

A

number of financing plans had peen presented, but the community support failed, just short of accomplishment.
was a shortage of Catholic Sister teachers, generally.
·cern was

f~lt

among the Order of Holy Names.

There
Con-

The ideologi-

cal conflict regarding the purpose of Christie School was
~

difficult to resolve.

Social work, on the one hand,

seemed to represent the position of "what should bert.
Education, on the other hand, represented the status quo.
other agencies in the cormnunity were threatened by
Christie's prog;ressi ve mov·ement.

Into this setting, in

1962,Sister Anne Paula entered as·Superior.
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Before her entry into the Order of the Holy Names,
Sister Anne Paula, like Miriam Magdala, attended Marylhurst
College.

As an undergraduate, she majored in education.

Marylhurst in the mid-1940's was considered a "normal
school" with emphasis on teacher training.

Christie School,

only a few' hundred yards from the campus, served the college
for practice teaching purposes.

Anne Paula's first intro-

duction to Christie was as a practice teacher.

In retro-

spect, Sister Anne Paula recalled her practice teaching
experience as being less than

satisfying.~

The. program for

educating teachers at that time failed to provide adequate
preparation for dealing

w~th

behavior problems of the type

found at Christie School. (10)
Catholic Charities of Oregon, in the late 1940's,
arranged for a comprehensive review of Catholic services
in the State.

Sister Agnita Miriam, of National Catholic

University, Washington, D.C., came to carry out the evaluation.

While in Oregon she observed the Christie-Marylhurst

teacher-training arrangement, found it unsatisfactory and
recommended its discontinuance.
to its official end.

In 1947 the practice came

(11)

Sister Anne Paula began her life in the Order after
leaving Marylhurst.

Her assignment was as a teacher.

After

her first experience at Christie, she maintained an interest
. in the progpaIn and vo·lunteered to serve the institution as a
relief staff member during summer sessions.
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During the late 1950's Sister Anne Paula came to
Christie as a regular staff member.

She served
as a _
group
_.
.

mother (teacher), and as assistant to social work-trained
Sister Miriam Magdala.

Sister Anne Paula's past experience

was primarily educational.

However, she was also able to

incorporate social work concepts into her work with the
chl1dren's problems.

In the summer of 1962 she was

appointed Superior of Christie School.
As-Superior she was director of the institutional
program.'

In this capacity she was responsible for both re-

'lig1ous and lay staff.

She served as a communication link

with the Provincial House, and as ex-officio member of the
Christie Advisory Board.

She formulated and presented pro-

posed budgets for United Good Neighbor and Oregon United
Appeal consideration.

The role definition of Christie's

,Superior, as it had developed, carried with it an extensive
community involvement.

This was not always so.

As the state

,assumed greater responsibility for problem children, more
interpretation of private charity programs to the conununity
at large was necessary to foster moral and financial support.
External relationships included her involvement with
other

child~aring

agencies.

These agencies had been par-

ticularlyconce,rned about ,the degree of' state participation
in the financing of private charitable agencies.

Sister

Anne Paula had advocated greater state participation through
extended use of upurchase of care rJ agreements.

I

-",;,~--

She had

III
•

T -

-- - -

-

.•

• ••

~?h.i~·y~d.. ~?~~?~ty r~?o~n_~t.i~l1 due t?_.~~~. interest i~.c.h:~~d·

welfare programs
in general .
and.frequently
had been. . called
..
.
.
.

.

~.

upon to serve corrunitteesrelating to Oregon child welfare
. problems .
. By 1962 the "social welfare" institution was gain.ing widespread acceptance as an essential part of societal
organizat~on,

along

w~th

more traditional institutions such

as "education," "religion" and "family."
Sister Anne Paula wanted her staff to be aware of
ag~ncy

goals and the purpose behind programs.

Spe~ial

training 'for institutional group workers had. long been overlooked, not only by Christie .but by other even more populous
child care institutions.

With an

~xpansion

of knowledge of

human behavior came a reexamination of what was deemed a now
important need.
Sister Anne Paula was eager to provide training where
heretofore it had not been available.

She and Sister Audrey

of Marylhurst's sociology department developed in-service
staff institutes for group mothers and for the Sisters who
served Christie in relief capacity during summer sessions.
Here, social developments, external to Christie, impinged
on the internal functioning :of the institution .
.. Other Oregon child care institutions were beginning
to provide special training for their group workers.

These

programs, in which Christie was also a participant, were
given impetus by allocation of federal funds.

t
f
i

Christie's

own venture was different in that it was,

p:r~v?i~e:lJ:,~inanced

and served to train both temporary and permanent staff of the
school.
Sister Anne Paula en?ouraged her staff to develop
individual creative abili ty.

She w'orked toward. a goal of

offering the children the best possible service.

This was

done by encouraging each Sister and lay person to think not
only of the'resporisibility of the specific job but to see
each job in proper relationship to the

tota~

program.

The

result was an atmosphere in which the full range of skills
as found in the various disciplines of administrator,
psychiatrist, social wQrker, teacher, group mother, aids,
maintenance people, and volunt'eers could be utilized. (12)

In the spring of 1963, came the
plan to close the school.

anno~ncement

The reasons for closure were given

as:
1.

A series of serious operating budget
over the last foqr years since
Christie School had taken concrete steps
to'reduce its population from go to 60
and increase staff in order to give more
adequate service to children with emotional problems.

~eficits

2.

I
f

fr
~--

of the

The necessity to undertake an expensive
bUilding program ($250,000 to $500,000 in
its initial phase) after the Oregon state
Fire Marshall's office condemned the third
and fourth floors for sleeping p~rposes.
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3.

The serious personnel -problem faced "oy
the" Sisters of the Holy" Names of-Jesus and
Mary -in trying "to" supply teachers "to" - "
C~thollc

Scho61s"whl~h"they" ha~eagf~~ato

"ahd-alsb "su~ply"teach~~-~nd-gr6ti~
mother "staff at"ChrIstie School for the
present and future needs. (13)
.
~t~ff

A difficult period followed this announcement.

A

startled public awakened to the fact that the agency of
Christie School, although" receiving both financial and
emotional support of the communi ty! at large, was faced wi th
closure.
The fallowing year was one of turmoil for Christie.
Tied by moral codes and personal preference to the Order of
the Holy Names, Sister Anne Paula was faced with the obligation of an administrator of an agency

meet~ng

a public

need.
Throughout the year marked by conflict and compromise,

t~e

Sisters with the help of their religious faith

maintained a functioning service.

Sister Anne Paula

directed a united staff effort to reduce the. fear of an unknown future in the children.

She failed to completely

eliminate damage, but the extent to which it was minimized
is a tribute to the professional discipline of the staff.
In July of 1964, Mother Mark, Provincial Superior
of the Holy Names Order, announced the continuation of the
program.

Few times iri the history of social welfare in

Oregon had there been a more united effort to achieve a
workable solution to a common problem. (14)

.-<:~~P''''\
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External Factors
.:Lay and' professional visitors constituting the external forces in the interaction and relationship.. at
Christ~~ .~ecame

increasingly more active over

th~_~~a~~:

This
pattern was appropriately
traced
from
that time- when
_. - .
- .. --. .
.
..
~

.

.

...

-

gov~rnment

officials first began visiting

~

Christi~

.and were

ordinarily accompanied by prominent members of the Catholic
Church.

Gradually state inspections grew more routine, and

anxieties regarding physical environment diminished 1n terms
of Catholic

Cha~ities'

reaction to outside authority.

Under-

lying this concern had been a real dread that public agencies
would try to undermine private charitable programs.

As public

interest in private charity increased, new relationships
between private charity and government developed.
Man~

of Christie's visitors; during the 1930's,

were personnel representing health, sanitation and fire prevention agencies.

Businesslike procedures were introduced

at Christie and for the first time in the institution's
history outside visitors were coming in to audit the financial accounts. (11,15)
Visitors, many representing recreational interests,
came to Christie during the 1940's.

During these years the

role of volunteer -persons in institutional programming was
strongly advocated in social welfare circles.

Coming to

Christie were Red Cross swimming instructors, vo.lunteers
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who

~~~~n~~~d

winter

p~~~i~s

at Mt.

~ood~ .Ma~~l~~rs~

.,

students who planned Valentine partie.s J and others who came
and collectively to donate their time and

ind~vidually

service to institutional program. (11)
In 1949, lay persons.became more of a directing
force, in terms of Christie's total program, especially by
participation in board activity.

Evidence of this appeared

through the formation of a separate Oregon corporation,
estab~ished

School.

in 1953, with the purpose of governing Christie

The board advising this corporate entity had

seveval lay members. (16)
Christie's
ing the 1950's.

~olunteer

program greatly expanded dur-

Focal point of this' activity was the

formation of· the Christie Guild in 1956.

Initially many

Guild members were wives of Christie's Advisory Board
members.

Since that time .other women of the community have

become involved.

Mrs. James E. Schram, a charter member of

the GUild, gave leadership and direction to the early group.
The Guild worked closely with the Christie staff so that
meaningfUl activities would be the end result.

From the

beginning they prOVided a means of transportation for
children needing. medical and dental care away from the
campus.

This

pra~ticecontinues

today.

The group became

regularly involved in providing recreation and entertainment programs for the girls.
chores.

They helped with the mending

Some were able to take girls into their homes for

~--
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O~Gasi?nal

weekends and

h~lid~ys.

Their interest in inter-

preting the Christie program to the community contributed to
maintaining and further developing a favorable public image
for tbe institution.

Sister Miriam Kathleen, who came to

Christie asa group mother in 1956, refined and developed
the use of the volunteer program during the 1960's.

(16)

Christie has always had many visitors, particularly
from the Roman Catholic Church.

Other visitors represented

special interest groups of their times.

Before 1920 visi-

tors were generally those who supported the orphanage conceptof child care.
Between 1920 and 1940 public agencies sent visitors
to the School representing
and safety.

f

I,

espe~ially

the interests of health

Since the 1940's Christie has had more

vis~tors

from the professional social welfare field as w€ll as a renewed and increased interest of the part of visiting professional educators. (11,16)
Therapeutic Factors

II

Interesting examples of the therapeutic effects of
the internal and external forces upon children being
treated at Christie were observed.
The Christie Girls often spent vacations in the
mountains or at the beach.

On one of these trips to the

seaside the girls stayed in a private home donated for
their own particular use.

The girls, accustomed to a
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large

dormitory~

took'delight in the unusual privacy of

having their own rooms and obtained much joy in rearranging the furniture.
Soon after the trip the staff, always alert to the
need to ohange the program, approved the girls' requests
to move their dormitory beds into a more homelike setting.
This.permitted the development of individual initiative on
the part of the girls, yet did not jeopardize discipline
or control.
Pets in institutions had often been taboo, largely
because of health and sanitation problems.

In 1956 Christie

children became proud co-owners of three dogs, one large,
one medium, 'and one small.

The practice of having pets for

institutional chilgren was no longer thought to be out of
the question, and the beneficial nature of adding pets to
such programs now has more

w~despread

A Christie press release of

acceptance.

195~

seemed to illus-

trate this:
A dog will give an unqualified, unsolicited
lovewlthout making any demands or setting up
any conditionS. For a girl who has been ignored,
mistreated or unloved throughout most of her n~De
years, this simple love from a dumb animal can do
much to restore faith in herself and trust in
grownups.
It took more than this, of course, t'o make a normal
girl.

Other therapeutic techniques used at Christie 'were

illustrated in the story of Lisa presented in the following
press release:
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.·-Sonie of' tbe .girls are like 1Lisa, II· an -elevehlife h~d been
~xtr~~~ly tiri~t~bl~.· Her· fath~r· had ·di~d·~hile .
sh~ ~a~ ~till-a babt.
H~r moth~rhad re~a~r~ed,
b~t· the~~w ·father was harsh, impatient and unloving toward Lisa .

Ye~~~6Id··childwhose p~~vi6tis hom~

. - .The mother was so immersed in her own
she had little time for the girl.
Finally, the father abandoned Lisa and her
mother.
probl~ms,

-When Lisa came to Christie, she reflected
this background. She was nervous, shy, and depre~sed.· She seldom spoke above a whisper,
often broke into tears, complained of imaginary
pains, and was unusually slow in her schoolwork.
Soon after Lisa arrived, staff members who
participating in her care met to pool their
observations and convictions and plan the most
desirable approach for her rehabilitation.
~ere

Conferees included her nurse and her teacher,
both. Holy Names Sisters; her. group mother; a
consulting psychologist, Dr. Elizabeth Winters,
a psychiatrist, Dr. Donald McKinley; the tWD
·Christie social workers, Mrs. Ruth Newton Stevens
and J. Barron Fitzpatrick and the school's
physician, Dr. Rudolph B. stevens.
After this planning was completed, the process
of helping Lisa to become a normal g:Lrl began in
earnest.
The Holy Names Sisters and other staff members
did everything possible to make her feel secure,
wanted and accepted. A homelike atmosphere prevailed, complete with good meals and mid-afternoon
and evening snacks. She was encouraged to join the
other girls in talent shows, games, sports, music
and even interpretive dancing.
Lisa's mother also was brought into the program
of rehabilitation. She was encouraged to visit her
daughter often or to call her on the telephone
periodically. She was ·advised of her daughter's
problems and needs.
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-. "After- several- months at Chri"stie; -the young
gi'rl -began to 'respond.. 'She became more 'alert in
dl~~~;'-t6~k greate~ ~~ide-in-her cldthes and appearance; and started to participate' in thany"
g~otip ~ct1~it1e~.
Iri short, she was developing a
sense of self-esteem .
.' "At the 'same time, her religious training was
--,given r.egular attention. She saw much of Father"·
Johh Neelon, the chaplain, who repairs everything
from broken rosaries to broken hearts.

, -'Fin~lly, after eighteen months (the avsrage
length of stay in the late 1950 IS,) Lisa, now a
normal child, was able to rejoin her mother, who,
~lso through help from the ChriStie staff, was
more understanding, more matul;'le and more loving.
(13a)
,
•
Thus, in the examination of the interaction and relationship of the internal and external factors at Christie,

the impact of the staff and the outside resources became
apparent.

Hertzler observed the fbllowing in this regard:
The

is as much cause as effect
The individuals who const!tute the $ociety are first shaped by its
institutions; then the. individuals, in turn,
shape or even create institutions or institutional features. Just as the in"dividual
cannot be understood w~thout a knowledge of
the effects of the institutions through wh~ch
he lives, so institutions cannot be studied
except as results of the actions of men. (la)
individ~al

, ~f institutions.

Summary
The impact of the internal and external factors at
Christie may be appreciated by considering the contributions,

I

I
I
!

first of the Sisters, then of the lay and professional
persons.

The phenomena of change and the internal and ex-

ternal factors appear to be inextricably bound together.
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The internal and external forces, if balanced,
will maintain the status quo.
other

dominate~

It is only when one or the

that progression or regression occurs.

This chapter has recorded the movement produced by such
forces.
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CHAPTBtR VII
EVOLUTION
Introduction
In

th~s

chapter, events which have been part of

the evolution of Christie School are presented in chronological sequence.
Specific information 1s presented in terms of
those actions of both Church, State and 'Community-atLarge which have directly and indirectly shaped and
moulded Christie into the institution it is today.
Founding of the Order
In tracing the development of Christie it is
necessary to start before the Sisters of the Holy Names of
Jesus and Mary came to Oregon to undertake their work, and
long before Christie School became an actuality.
The

backg~ound

of the development of the

Orde~

it-

self, in the "New World" furnished philosophy and experience from which was drawn much of the operating procedure
of the Order and of Christie School.
in France.

The

Or~er

originated

Its founding in Europe reflected a general in-

creasing interest in education and the dissemination of
religious teachings.

The initial purposes at its founding
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were threefold: (1) education of

youth~

(2) "normal" train-

~n~ ~r ~eachers; (3) spiritual training or teach~r~.~~~

student.s.

A similar threefold foundation was dispovered in

thefou~ding

The

of the Order in Canada.

found~ng

of the Order in Canada took place in

a situation of competition and conflict.

Canada, and par-

ticularly the Province of Quebec, was at the time populated largely by Catholic descendents of the first French
sett~ers.·

Because of the defeats suffered by the French

at the hands of the British, Canada became a colony under

to meet the needs, both educational and spiritual, of the
large Catholic population.
1

Bishop Bourget, Bishop of Montreal, sent an urgent
message to France for help in obtaining priests and nuns to
undertake the establishment of more Catholic schools.

He

was successful in obtaining priests from the missionary
Order of Oblates of Mary Immaculate.

These men were not

primarily teachers and Bishop Bourget, at the suggestion
of Father Telmon, a member of the Oblates Order, requested

ir

I
ff
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from the Society o£ Sisters.oEthe Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary in Marseilles, Fran.ce".a ..group of nuns to.be sent from
•

_

•

.the. Order to Montreal.

_

His

4

•

r~quest

was

_

r~fus~d .becau~~

Order felt they could not expend the needed nuns.

the

They

argued distance from France and fewness of students to
teach.
Father Telmon, who had been sent to obtain the
nuns" returned to Montreal and reported to Bishop Bourget.
They decided to found a Canadian branch of the Order,

They

received little or no cooperation from the mother house of
the Order in France and

ther~fore

had to develop their own

course of action.
Father Telmon's
Quebec.

par~sh

was located in St. Hilaire,

In a neighboring parish, Beloeil, he enjoyed the

!

hospitality of the Reverend Theophile Durocher, curate of
. that parish.

Reverend Durocher had living with him as

housekeeper, his ,sister, Eulalie Durocher.

Father Telmon

was impressed by the qualities of religiosity he found in
Eulalie Durocher and when the Bishop was ready to take the
actual steps of founding the Order, Father Telmon suggested
·Eulalie as one possessing the qualities necessary as a
foundress.

The Bishop approved the

su~gestion

and placed

on Father Telmon the responsibility for preparing Eulalie
for

he~

new role as foundress and religious.
The internal conflicts of Eulalie Durocher were
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-l?er~aps

even more important to the

found~.ng

than were the

objections cl certain factions within the --provincial com0..

munity.

.

She was faced . with the huge
task of- J:'ounq_ing
the
.
.
-

Order-in the face of community adversity, but more important, in the face of what she felt were her own weaknesses·
Major among these was her own physical frailty.

In

addition to this, her family discouraged her, pointing out
that if she were bent on becoming a religious, she should
join an already ;functioning Order, such as that of the
Gray Nuns of;' Montreal whose work had stood the test of
time.

In addition to this, her overwhelming sense of

- humility led her to negate her own capabilities in terms
of having the strength to found the Order.

Even

w~th

these

I

objections

a~d

hurdles to overcome, she managed to proceed

in her training and

receiv~d

the encouragement of Father

Telmon and Bishop Bourget.
The founding of the Order became fact on February 28,

1844, when Eulalie Durocher became Sister Mary Rose.

She

and two other novice religious had moved into a small house
~n

Longueuil, Quebec, the preceding November and had been

teaching since that time.

Their duties included not only

the education of their thirteen boarding students and day
school students, but their own continued training in -the
spiritual requirements and regimen of their future work as
religious.
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_.

4_

.

-.-.

~

._

.

• __

_

.scrutiny of the community-at-large and much 1.11 feeling and
•

_

_.

•

suspicion
w'ere
leveled. against
them.
.
.. ..
..
.,

...-

-

-'

-

•

Li
ttle interpretation
. .
-

was given to

me~ers

functions

the Sisters and their school.

~

_

of the community-at-Iarge

mistreatment of the children were made.

ab~ut,the

Accusations of

The conununity-at-

.large felt the Order was a threat because it was almost
unknown; its members were not of distinguished rank and it
had no v1sj.blemeansof self-support.

Sister Mary Rose,

in an attempt to overcome these feelings against her
"family" of Sisters inunediately began a practice of using
public examinations to do away with the cloud of mystery
that surrounded the operations ..
It will be seen that this astute action on the part
of Sister Mary Rose was the beginning of a policy of what
might be considered "public relations."

This is merely one

of the vital areas of. the Order's functi'oning which was
purposefully documented in these early years.
Another area is documented by Bishop Bourget's
statement of the educational tenets which continue to guide
the curriculum of the Sisters' schools.
ITT rain

your pupils to

simplic~ty

He directed:

of life an d action, t ·0

singing', to manual work, to neatness, and to poli te
behavior, "( I)
He was also interested in the intellectual training
t

I

1 )
1

o:fthe Sisters as teachers.

The future congregation was to be exclusj.vely-an
educational one-: _. In this intent,' it wa's
sary :from the-beginning that subjects be
t6-fill-the dual -end of the Institutej a
dlaB~ fOr th~ teacher~'dat~S back to the
zation of the Sisterhood. (la)

neces-'
prepared
normalorgani-

Under Canon Law, the OIlder dates from December 8,

1844, when the Reverend Cure of Longueuil, Moise Brassard,
read the Episcopal decree by which the Congregation of the
Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary was canonically erected in the Diocese of Montreal.

Sister Mary

Rose was appointed Superior and Mistress of Novices.
she became Mother Mary Rose.

Thus

The position of secretary

was filled by Sister Veronica of the Crucifix, a strong and
able woman who was to have a particularly important part in
the development and founding of the Sister1s schools In the
west.
Relig~ous

training, teacher training and intel-

lectual development were originally

implemen~ed

through the

teaching of the Oblates in the ways of the religious and
the instruction of the Christian
methods.

Brothe~s

in educational

These later evolved into the system of novitiates

'and Holy Names Colleges.
The educational and religious training of youth
was performed through the development of the system of
parochial schools operated by the Sisters ..
It is apparent from the early history tif the Order
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and also

~:rom.thetemper

of feeling

a~

that

stC?-g~. ~f gr~wth

in the province that t.hese i'unctions emerged.to m.eet what
could he considered "common human needs."

Fur.ther study

revealed that this meeting of common human ne.eds became
continuing function of the Sisters.

a

In many
way"s
the
.
.

changing needs of the times reflect the evolution of the
Order in Oregon.
Early Days in Oregon
It nas been mentioned that there was an element of
competition and conflict in the
Canada.

founding~

of the Order in

Some similarities existed when the Sisters were

called to Oregon in 1859.
The historical importance of Christian Missions in
the Pacific Northwest lies in the fact that the first
American settlement in the Willamette Valley was established
by a Methodist missionary group.

Dr. John McLoughlin, who

had 'come to the Northwest as chief factor of The Hudson's
Bay Company, encouraged the settlement of the Willamette
Valley and thus indirectly the advancement of the spread of
the Methodist faith.

The Hudson's Bay Company was English

owned and admin-istered, and because the boundaries of the
Oregon Territory were not settled, it strongly opposed the
founding of any Catholic missions or the coming of Catholic
priests to the territory.

"~_..

-
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The Right-Reverend Joseph Signey, The
_Quebec~

of

~shop

whose
jurisdiction
extended over the
Oregon
_.
.
..

-.

-

~

~

Territory attempted to overcome this obstacle by sending
Fathers Blanchet and Demers to establish a mission at
Ft. Vancouver.

The Bishop chose Ft. Vancouver as the place

to start a miss'ion because

or

an agreement with the

Hudson's Bay Company which restricted Catholic missionary
activity to regions located north of the Columbia River.
The Ft. Vancouver colony was established :Ln 1838.
Shortly after the establishment of the mission at
Ft.

Vancouver~

Dr. McLoughlin journeyed to London on

business and while there persuaded the Company to revise
their agreement w;tth Bishop Signey.

This was in response

to pressure brought to bear by Canadian settlers along the
Willamette who'were predominately Catholic in faith.

This

officially opened the Oregon Territory to Catholic Missionary work and marked the beginning of the development of the

II

after this, Fathers Blanchet and Demers established a

J.

mission at St.

Catholic Church and parochial education in Oregon.

Paul~

Oregon.

Soon

In 1842 the Methodists

establishedWillamette University in Salem, Oregon.

The

Congregationalists opened Pacific University in 1849 at
Forest Grove, Oregon.
Reverend Blanchet, who in 1843 had been elevated
to

I
f,
)oi-

Archbishop~

eager to make up for lost time, made

l
J

rj
~

\
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several trips to Europe to recruit missionaries and teachers
to help in developing a st.ronger Catholic community.

In

January, 1844, several priests .from the Society of Jesus
0-

..

0-

•• -

•

_

•

-

•

_

•

•

'

"

_

•

~

•

. .and Sist.ers f'rom The Order of Notre Dame de Namur responded to the call and came to Oregon.

The Sisters

.established a school..at Oregon C:1 ty in June 1849 af:ter
-initially teaching at the St. Paul mission.

In that same

year,. gold was discovered in California and' many settlers
left the Oregon Terri tory.

The w'ork of the Sisters came

to a slidden.close, for they, as well as the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus, also traveled southward.
The early 1850s witnessed an influx of people, many
of them disappointed gold seekers and also many merchants
who saw more profit in providing supplies to the gold
fields of southern Oregon and Idaho.'

Another contribution

to the increase of population was the passage by Congress
in 1850 of The Land Donation Law which made land available
£or settlement at low cost.

The growth continued at such

a rate that in 1859 Oregon was admitted to the Union as a
free state.
Again, Bishop Blanchet was faced with an increase
in Catholic popUlation and not enough priests and nuns to
provide the religious services needed.

Th1s created a

situation of competition' in that the Protestant groups had
continued to expand their influence and service ..

f

~'-.
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In

18~9,

the

Bi~hop

traveled to Montreal to enlist

the aid of the .Sisters of the Soci.ety oi'.Holy Names of
Je-sllsand
Mary ..
.
..

He approached the Bishop . of' Montreal and
.

.

. r
I

then
..pr€:sented himself to Mother
Theresa of Jesus, then
.
..
Superior of the Order at Longeuil.

In this woman he found

a particularly responsive listener who had earlier declared
to

B.~shop

Bourget, "If our Sisters are askeq for the

.distant missions, we are ready to accept." (2)
On September 20, 1859, Sisters Mary Alphonse,
Francis Xavier, Mary Febronia, Mary of Mercy, Mary Margaret,
Mary of the Visitation, Mary of Calvary, Mary Florentine,

I
.~

Mary Perpetua, Mary Arsene, Mary Julie and Mary Agathe
sailed from New York on The Star" bf the West.
in Portland one month later on October 21,

Theyarrived

185~·

They were

taken immediately to Lownsdale House in Portland -- the site
of the present·St. Mary·'s Academy.
Their duties in Oregon were outlined by Bishop
Bou.rget before their departure when he said, "You w·ill
teach, visit the sick, compassionate the unfortunate, and
perform such other works of zeal as the Ordinary of the

t

Diocese would require of you. ".(3)

It was understood that

at the coming of another or other Orders of Sisters into
the Oregon Province, the Sisters of the Holy Names of
Jesus and Mary should direct their energies to the purpose
of their community, Christian education.

-~

'."..!.:'~"'~"'~-

,../i/&ile-
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In -only tw'o weeks,- on November 6, 1859, the Sisters
opened their .schoo.l with six .pupils., three--O.£' wbom were
Cathollc,- two Jewish and one other.

.This .precedent -of

offering. education to all children, regardless of race
or religion remains as a part of the Order's philosophy
today.
Only ten days later the Sisters had thrust upon
them the' care of an orphan child, Anna Coblentz, age
seven.

The Sisters had agreed, in coming to Oregon, to

open a boarding and day school, but care of orphans was an
unplanned need which they willingly unde-rtook to meet.

The

precedent for such action had been established by Mother
Mary Rose, who, shortly after the opening of the original
I

:

school, undertook the care and training of an orphan Child
who later became a Sister of the Order.
The acceptance of the care of orphans and the
establishment of an orphan home, though not a planned part
of the Sisters' functioning, is understandable within the
general operation of Catholic Charity facilities.
The

tw~lve

Sisters had been specifically selected

for their individual adaptability to the reqUirements of
the institution they were to found.

They

~ere

skilled in

the arts and music, homemaking abilities and religious
devotion and teaching.

In this respect they were prepared

to carry out the charges of their purpose.

These were
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;".expres.sed.,as- ,i'ollows:

Ghrist.:tEtn education, which t.eaches one to' 'think,
,t.o Judge~ to act with' c~6nstancy and"with a spirit
oi" peraever.ance~· to' follow-right reasoning" made '
clear by-the supernatural light of the example and
doctrines of Christ. (4)
.
The real purpose of' the foundation at 'Longueil was
to .provide schools which were "-organized laboratories wherein the knowledge of God was the aim and end of human learning, and where the training of the soul and of the body
un1 ted t·o produce complete spiri tual health of the whole
being.

II

As Mother Mary Rose stated, "We Qught not to be

simply teachers, we should be guardians and mothers. (4a)
The course of the Sisters took
next few years.

~

rapid pace for the

Just eight days after they opened their

boarding school for

girls~

they opened a school for boys

adross the street.

On April 23, 1860, they opened a

school in Oregon Cl ty, Gregon.

The following year,. they

established yet another school for boys in Portland, the
"City School".
in

st.

This same year, 1861, they opened a school

Paul, Oregon, follow-ed in 1863 by a school in Salem

and in 1864 a school in The Dalles.
In 1865, the Sisters opened a school in
Oregon.

Jack~onville,

This school and the presence of the Sisters in

that community were to provide an opportunity for the
Sisters tow-in the undying gratitu.de of the people and, to
strengthen their image, not only in Jacksonville, but
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throughout the state.
In l868,- .the Sisters opened yet another school, this
time in the .-East.ern Or_egan.communi ty of' Idaho City.
~n

1869, the incident mentioned above with reference

to Jacksonville occurred.

A serious and rapidly spreading

smallp9X ep!Lder.n1.c hit that southern Oregon community.

There

was widespread panic and facilities in Jacksonville were
seriously limited as far as space and personnel to care
for the sick were concerned.

The Sisters volunteered not

only their school but their services in caring for the
sick.

This action on their part was to leave a lasting

1mpr·esslon on the people of Jacksonville and was to do much
t·o assuage the mystery surrounding the development of
I.

i

...facilities in that community bya group of cloistered women.
Such an act of mercy was the forerunner of a change
in the climate for further developments by the Sisters.
They no longer faced the suspicion of members of the communities into which they moved.

This attitude of acceptance

was reflected in the interest of the people of the state
when the Sisters opened what

~s

now Christie School nearly

forty years later.
In 1871, St. Michael's College for Boys was opened
by Archbishop Blanchet to relieve the Sisters of their task

of teaching and caring for boys at st. Joseph's School.
On May 28, 1871, an official decree was received

j~"'-'---------'--------'

,
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from Rome
Oregon.

a~thorizing

the estab11shment of a novitiate in

The sisters immediately opened a novitiate in con-

junction with the opening of St. Mary's Academy in.,Portland.
The Academy site was at Southwest Fifth and Mill streets in
Portland~

Portions of the original structure, enlarged in

1878, may still be seen.
The following year, the first mention of what might
be considered "roster placement" is found in the Chronicles,
of the Order in a.description of the placing of a sixteenyear-old orphan girl in the home of a "poor widow".

The

Chronicles go on to say that this girl, because of the
training she had received in homemaking was ideal to help
the

tt

poor widow" care for her home and children and to free

her

to

work to support her family.

!

The last of the 'schools which the Sisters opened in
th~1r

years of rapid growth was a school for

drenat Grand Ronde, Oregon.

Ind~an

chil-

This school operated from

1874 to 1880, closing because proper facilities were not
available.

The provision for such facilities would have to

come from the Federal government which ran the reservation.
The necessary compact was not forthcoming. (lb)
The next years held a steady advance in the overall
development of the 'Order's educational facilities, but from
the time of these early years until the present, there has
never been such rapid growth.
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Between the years 1889 and 1908, when the institution now known as Chri stie' School was bUilt, the course of
the Order and its functions 'continued in a broadeq.ing way
to offer not only more schools, but to take on the care of
more orphans.

The changes which were to affect the oper-

ations particularly of the child-caring aspects of the
Order came largely from forces found developing in the
State at large.

These were primarily of a legislative

nature, and have continued to influence the institutions.
lri 1889, the State legislature passed a bill permitting the trustees of any non-sectarian or benevolent
organization to take children under the age of fourteen
years and place them, under circuit court order, in

Ir
't',
\..

I.

I'

apprenticeship situations or adopt them out.
, In
-

1~99,

the Juvenile Court was established and
.

empowered to place children in institutions.

From this

early time, the Sisters have been able to work successfUlly wtth the Court.
Between 1901 and 1905, further legislative action
was taken which was to have great importance for the Order
and its child-caring extension.
In 1901. the Legislature created a fund as an aid
to maintenance of orphan children. (5)
In 1902, a bill was passed authorizing payment of
State Aid for the care of children in private institutions.
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In 1905, the Juvenile Court's child-placing power was increased.

These and subsequent actions of the State WBre

definite forces exerted on the Order which

propel.~ed

it in

the direction of further involvement in the child-caring
sphere.
In addition to these changes, occurring outside the
Order, and of a secular nature, a vital change took place
within the Catholic

administ~atiDn

of .the Diocese.

In

1899, Reverend Alexander Christie became the· fourth
.Archbishop of the Diocese of Oregon City.

He immediately

focused his attentions on the work of the Order in caring
for orphan children and was largely responsible for the
erection of the institution now: known as Christie School.
Archbishop Christie was to serve as Archbishop until 1925
!

and under his guidance the direction of Catholic services
for care of dependent children expanded. (6)
A Lasting Home
Early in 1908 Archbishop Christie purchased a two
hundred acre site south of OSWBgO, Oregon, and construction
on the new orphan home began.
On July 4, 1908, the institution was dedicated and
the children were moved into their new quarters.

The

. Chronicles of the Order provide a colorful description of
~

the opening ceremonies.
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Hundreds of Portlanders took advantage of the
ide~l weather on July 4th to participate in
the river excursion and the exercises in connection with the opening of the new home for
girls near Oswego. The exercises consisted of
addresses by Archbishop Christie J Governor
Chamberlain J and Dr. A. C. Smith J chairman of
the daYJ and a musical program rendered by the
orphan girls. (5)
At the opening of the home J called Villa st. Marie J
Governor Chamberlain said J "While the orphanage might
properly be called a Catholic institution in that it was
under the direction of the Catholic Sisters J it is in
reality a State institution J doing work in which the entire
Stat e is in t ere s ted ."

(5)

Prior to 1901 state Aid had been given to private
I,

institutions on a "lump-sum" grant basis.

This was generally

meted out irregularly by the legislature and it was not until
1901 that a systematized method of giving public funds was
passed.

This was the "per-capita" system.

The action of 1901 did not suddenly cut off
direct appropriations of lump-sum grants to
certain institutions. It merely made available a second method of securing state moneYJ
a 'per-capita' plan. The tWD systems J lumpsum grants and the per-capita plan J were used
simultaneously in Oregon for many years J
certain institutions preferring one variety
of state support J and others the other. (7)
As late as 1911J ten years after the funds
on a per-capita basis became available J the
orphanages maintained by" the Catholic Church
were the only ones making use of this system.
(7a)
1913.J all institutions for orphans and
foundlings .draw~ng State Aid had transferred
to the per-capita plan. (6b)

By

f
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. In the Chronicles of Villa st. Marie a mention of
stat.e Aid on the per-capita basis is. made in ·1908, the very
year

in w?~c.h_ th~ _s?hoo~. !3tarted operatio~s. ~5·)
Another major development which was to have a last-

ing effect on Villa St. Marie, was the erection of the
Provincial House and Convent of the Order on part of the
two hundred acres purchased by Arch1;lishop Christie.

This

made easily available teaching staff, who though not
officially assigned to duty in the orphanage, became interested and active in its operation.

Even today, with a very

. minimal number of Sisters assigned to Christie, certain.of
the

ret~red

nuns, whose home is in the Convent, offer

special services in teaching art· or music, and providing
some individual attention to the residents of the school.
Developing Functions
After the opening of Villa st. Marie, the Sisters
adopted a policy of care which was to prevail until the
1950s.

This was largely to provide custodial care for

"normal" child!1en.

Little toleration was given to children

who were emotionally troubled or who "acted out" in ways
that were different· from the "nice" little girls. (,8)
This idea that the children at Villa·St. Marie were
not in need of special

serv~ces

was found to be practically

carried out in that at various times throughout the history
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of th~ _s~~~ol, the tea_ch~r~ rec~iving "normal" t~ainin~ were
~~~cI._ a~ "_~:r:a~t~ce

teachers at the orphanage.

This is not to

imply that the. use of pr"actice t.eachers was of itself detri-

mental,. but it did reinforce the idea that the institution
cared-onl,y for youngsters who met the "normal" child
"c,rit~rion._ (5)

The next major event to influence child-caring
activity was

t~e

White House Conference on Children in

1909 which resulted in the creation of the Children's Bureau
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce and
Labor of the United States.
'The developments on the national scene lent impetus,
in Oregon, to the development and adoption of the State
Board of Health as the supervising body of all children's
institutions draw·ing State Aid .

This 1913 decision included

institutions receiving both lump-sum and per-capita payments .
.

'

Prior to this time, 1901-1913, supervision was held
by the county courts for institutions receiving '~er-capita"
grants only.

Institutions drawing "lump-sum" payments had

"no supervision.

During this period no question was re-

corded as raised by any court at any time concerning the
competence of any institution to carryon its w"ork.
The first report of the State Board of Health
follow~ng

the transfer of supervision of children's
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;~~~;~~~~~~~

to that

.~o~y

recorded its refusal to grant

--Certificates authorizing state aid to two institutions
wbichhad operated without challenge and had drawn state
Aid .for. y.ears. (7d)
Among
the new laws resulting from an increasing
.
nationwide interest in children there appeared in the
Oregon .law authorization for the mother ofa child to
become legal guardian after desertion of the father,
.enabling the 'mother to surrender the child to an insti tution entitled to receive state Aid.

This surrender was

provided for also when the father was dead or legally incapacitated or had neglected to provide for the child.
County courts as well

as

mothers were authorized

to surrender children to state-aided institutions providing
parents or guardians WBrenot known or could not be found
or if in the judgment of the court such action was required
.fo~

the welfare of the children.

Furthermore, these

statutes required each state-aided institution to accept
children committed to it by court order under penalty of a
suspension of payment of all State Aid claims pending compliance of the institution with the order of the court.
Exceptions to this requirement were children whose admission in the judgment of the governing board of the in"stitut1on concerned would materially hamper or interfere
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The new laws also carried a former provision of designating
~~f!_' .~n~~~tU~i~ns

receiving such children as their guardians,

along with the right to place the children for adoption.

This was to have the effect of changing in some ways
the concept of the term orphan; in that children need not be
parentless.

It also meant that the court could place children

at St. Mary's Orphan Home, formerly Villa St. Marie, with
little or no say on the part of the institution.
.worthy of note that the institutions were given an

It is
1I

0ut" in

the clause providing that children did not have to be
accepted who would disrupt the operations of the institution.

As has been stated above, St. Mary's (formerly Villa St. Marie)
still.functioned within the province of care for the "normal ll
child.
'. Another action resulting from

~he

1909 White House

Conference was the creation by Governor West of the State
Child Welfare Commission.
January 7, 1913.

The Commission was appointed on

It published reports in 1915 and 1917 re-

commending that institutionalization of children was the
least effective way to handle the needs of children.

Other

recommendations were:
I. Provision for dependent. children in foster homes.
2. A program of prevention of dependence and crime.

3. state inspection of all institutions.
Protests were voiced against removal of children from
their

hom~s

because of poverty and against institutional-

ization for "paltry" reasons. (7f)
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It is interesting in this context that the Sisters
at Christie had made concerted attempts to minimize the institutional aspects of their operation and in 1914 had in
their Chronicles stated that the girls at Christie should
not wear uniforms as this only heightened the stigma of
institutionalization. (5)
The first Child Welfare Commission of Oregon was
perhaps the most noteworthy thing to come out of the White
House Conference until 1917.

In that year, developments in

the child wBlfare field appear to have moved more rapidly.
In the legislative sphere, there was expressed by the legislature a desire to remove all dependent, delinquent and de-

.
;
i

I,

fective children from private institutions and place them in
a "home for state wards."

(7g)

The Board of Control, created by the legislature on
the recommendation of the first Child Welfare Commission,
began operating that year.

It was to investigate each

claimant institution to determine whether it was actually
entitled under provisions of the law to the claims presented
to the Secretary of State for payment.

(7h)

The! Commission was required to visit the institutions
every three months.

In short, this was the State's fiscal

agency charged in cooperation with the Secretary of State
with such duties as auditing and clerical work, but in no
special way qualified to determine the social treatment for
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neglected children and wayward girls.

Nothing in these

statutes required any member of the Board' of Control or a'ny
of its staff to be trained in either the Law or Social Work.
Furthermore, the statu,tes stipulated no coordination between
the Board of Control and the state Board of Health. (7i)
. During the inspections which foll'owed under the new
policies, conditions were found to be excellent at Christie
and much better than those at St. ,f\gnes Home, another childcaring institution in Park Place, Oregon.

This led to the

eventual transfer of the children from St. Agnes to
Christ:1,e. (5)
:In 1917, Governor Wi thycombe appointed a commi ttee to

investigate child care institutions in the state.

This grew

out or the legislative reconunendation to remove all privately

~nstitutionalized

State home:

These

children into a specially constructed

appoi~tments

by the

Governo~

led to the

Slingerland Reportofl918 which was'to have an important
effect on all child-caring institutions and was to be-a force
in Christie's development.
The committee members, the second Child Welfare Commission, obtained Dr. William Slingerland from the Russell
'Sage Foundation in New York.

Dr. Slingerland surveyed all

of the child-caring institutions and Christie received an
accolade for being the only institution of its type ,to have
separate admission policies and the requirement of a com- '
plete health examination Prior to admission. (7J)
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The chief recommendations of the Slingerland Report
were that state subsidies to private institutions should be
continued; the rate of State

A~d

should be doubled; all

children's laws already on the statutes should be codified.
It was
also
proposed that a trained .
socialworker be the
.
.,
executive of a new and permanent advisory body to children's
institutions. (7k)
The year 1917 was also the year of lasting developments within the Catholic Charity movement in Oregon.

The

Catholic Children" s Bureau was established this year by
Archbishop Christie and on September 9 a meeting was held at
the Archbishop's residence to ascertain the salaries of overseers and the admission policies of Orphan homes in the
Diocese. (5)
On the recorrunendation of the Slingerland Report,
Governor Withycombe appointed in 1919 the third Oregon Child
Welfare Cormnission.

Unlike its two predec"essors of like name

this new commission was created as a permanent unit of the
state government for the primary purpose of inspection;
'certification and supervision of all institutions and
agencies for children operating in the state.
The

membersh~p

consisted of a faculty member or the

psychology or sociology department of the University, a
physician specialized in children's diseases and three
citizens experienced in child welfare work. (7m)
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was also ..given access to records and children in the institutions and authority to visit "placed out" children.

It

. . also required that organizations seeking certification incQr.porate
and provide for government
by boards of not
less
.
... .

than five members" and that the articles of incorporation
of proposed new' agencies be approved by the Commission before presentation to the Corporation Counsel for a charter
to operate.

It was, however, specified that agencies oper-

ating before the establishment of the Commission be free.
from the requirements governing forms of o:rganization and
approval by the Commission of the articles of incorporation.

The 1920s were a time of great discussion in all
realms regarding child welfare services.

There was little

coordination or standard setting, but there was a nationw~de

undertaking to study the child welfare situation.

This

was the result generally of the recommendations made during
the 1920 Whi t·e House Conference.
Although there was a great increase in expenditures
of public funds during the 1920s, there was still as far as
Oregon and Christie were concerned, no supervisory scheme
for assuring that services offered met any social wDrk
standards.
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Largely because of this lack of

coordination~

the

program and services at Christie remained relatively stable
with few if any changes taking place.

The major emphasis

remained on providing custodial care.

The youngsters in

residence WBre a combination of orphans, dependent children,
and even some boarding students whose parents selected
Christie because it provided a convent-type education.
Attempts on the part of the Child Welfare Cbmmission to interpret the situation or to modify it in the
interests of the children were considered by a majority of
the institutions as a challenge to the worth cif their services, if not a threat to their very existence.
An actual threat to Christie came in 1922 with the
passage by the Oregon state Legislature of the Anti-Private
Schoo), Law.

This was sponsored by the Scottish Rite seg-

ment of the Masonic Order and received support from members
of the Ku Klux Klan, ·a group active in Oregon politics at
that time.
This legislation directly affected Christie by
forcing its religious to direct their energies away from
their regular duties toward a struggle in the secular community for their very existence.

The Sisters felt this act

was a violation of their civil rights and to that end hired
attorneys to test the constitutionality of the Act.

The

decision made by the Supreme Court of the United States in

_~'i(jji'$'·S--------~----·-----
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1926 was to set a national precedent and 'establish once and
for all the

~ight

of private schools.

The decision stated,

"The
absolute right of these schools to teach the grammar
-

... -

..

~

' .'

~

.

.

~

grades and the right of parents to engage toinst,ruct their
children is w'i thin the liberty of the Fourteenth Amendment. "

The significant development of the 1930s was the
widespread acceptance of the need for study of the total
program'of the social services provided by both the public
and private agencies.

The momentum gathered through dis-

cussion of local issues in Oregon can be attributed to the
national situation, which culminated in the enactment of
the Federal Social Security Acts of 1935.
The idea of study of the Oregon program fostered
actively in the late 1920s reached its climax during the
follow~ng

decade in five social surveys undertaken under

five separate auspices. (70)
. These studies represent efforts on the part of both
public and private organization to survey and evaluate the
child wBlfare program in Oregon.

Although the majority of

the recommendations from these reports were not immediately
adopted, major developments did come from them.
One development was the creation of the State Public
Welfare Commission which incorporated the existing Child
Welfare Commission.

This new agency was to have the power
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to coordinate,

plan~

supervise and direct all public WBl-

fare activities in the State.

This became legislative fact

in 1939.
The second important development to come from these
studies was to have a more direct effect on Christie.

This

was the beginning of a change in the philosophy that provision for foster home care and maintenance of children in
.their own homes at pUblic expense was preferable to institutional placement.
The recommendations of several of the study groups
had the effect of offending and alienating the private childcaring institutions.

Perhaps

th~

most vocal opposition to

the recormnendations came from within the Catholic Charity
organizations who selected this time to republish Encyclical
.

i

Letters of Pope Leo the XIII.
belief that it had not only the

These reaffirmed the Church's
righ~,

but the duty to in-

valve itself in all aspects of personal and social developmente
was:

One of the most important statements of the encyclicals
liThe state must not absorb the individuals or the

family. " (9)
The general conditions prevailing in the United
States for most of this decade led to an increase in public
thinking about so·cial problems and much conunent on the
ramification of economic depression and poverty on child
w"elfare policy.

·~""""4

__
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Diverging Aims
In .l937., largely as a

resu~t

of both national and

state.legislation, the Child Welfare Cormnission, which was
still at this time the licensing body for child-caring institutions, revoked Christie's license for general care of
children and issued to the school a license limiting it to
care for dependent children only.
legislation

~ffecting

This was the result of

all such institutions in the state.

The legislation was to have the effect of removing from the
rolls at Christie those youngsters who we-.re th.ere largely
on a boarding school basis and it forced the Sisters to
become even more publicly accountable to the Child Welfare·
Cormnission.

Although there was much hue and cry among the

private agencies that such action was an infringement of
their rights to operate as they felt they should, Christie
seemed to be out of the mainstream of these protests and
took the change in their license with resigned good will .
.AI though there was mentioned above a trend toward

attempts to use more foster home .placement and maintenance
of children in their own homes, Christie continued to receive youngsters for institutional placement.

This may well·

have been because the institution itself had a positive
public image and its services were considered to be com,-

mensurate with the desired standards.

-

~

This was a feeling,

apparently.nqt only on·the part of the public agencies with
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r~~e~~n~e

~~pab~l~~~es

to the

of

Catholic
Charity
agency itself.
.. .......
.
- .. - .. .
_...

-

'

Christie~

but within the

In this same year. -..of -. the
.

..

change
in Christie's
license, Catholic Charities was given
.- . .. - -... ..
the power ·to select the children who would be admitted to
Christie as well as to other Catholic institutions.
In terms of the forces which have shaped Christie,
the..r-elative. ease ·with which it could shift its program from
a combination boarding S9hool, orphanage and care facility
for
,. dependent children to a focus entirely on dependent
children gave it a head start on developing policies and
further associations with publ;i.c agencies which were to have
a lasting affect in its future functioning .
. The program at Christie, even though focusing on a
somewhat different inmate composition, continued to be primarily of a custodial nature.

The goals WBre to give a Christian

education to youngsters who were deprived and dependent but
little real activity was evidenced which could be classified
as social w'ork treatment.

Perhaps some of the reason for this

lack of professional social work ;involvement was that in these
years the psychoanalytic theories of Freud became more widely
accepted as a

theo~etical

base for the profession.

This is not to negate the relationships created between
the Sisters and the

youngst~rs

as a positive force in changing

the children and making them ready to receive religious training.

The.re was, however, Ii ttle actual attention given to the
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idea of.

~r:treating"

the children in the sense that this term

is now used in social work.
The Sisters did give of themselves to the children
in off.ering love and attention, time and care, but this was
closely tied to the idea of environmental changes rather
-'

.-

..

than psychic changes in the sense of psychotherapeutic

treatment.
Freud claimed to be an athiest and was free in
writing and discussing subjects which were sensitive to the
Sisters, specifically psychosexual development, sex and its
influences on behavior and man as a basically sexual being.
The ideaS of Freud were in many ways alien to everything in
which the Sisters believed and were a definite challenge to
their faith that success could be achieved through merely
offering a good Christiin environment for children.
Sister Erentrude, who was at Christie at this time
and later was Superiop of the school, appeared to support
this belief when she said that some children with behavior
problems could be included in a program which focused on
the "normal" child and the mere fact of association with
"normal" children would affect changes in behavior.

(8)

Throughout the 1930s, like other institutions and in
fact all aspects of American life, Christie was affected
profoundly by the Great Depression.

The· struggle for ex-

istence was perhaps not ·as difficult for Christie in terms
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of . .getting the necessary goods to continue functioning as
.1 t. had its-own .farm--and was able to facilitate exchanges
for items i t could not raise itself through "bartering"
with other Catholic agencies, notably, st. Mary's of the
Valley. (5)
It 1s interesting that the community apparently
took notice of the-fact that facilities at Christie were continuing on a fairly normal basis and in terms of practical
events at Christie, the population in 1933 reached 280
throughout the year.

This was the largest number of

children ever enrolled at the school.
There continued to be increasing national interest
in child wBlfare facilities throughout the depression and
recovery years.
The fourth White House Conference was held in
January J

1940~·

World tensions were risingj defense in-

dustries and new communities were grow'ing .and creating many
health and social problems.

Plans f6r drafting young men

for' the military forces WBre underway.

Families WBre moving

frorr place to place to find employment.
Even before Pearl Harbor, the Children's Bureau had
undert~ken

studies of the effects on children of conditions

in defense production areas, particularly lack of community
health, education and recreation services and facilities.
Puring the defense and war years the Bureau worked to build
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u-p services and facilities for children in crowded areas.

In 1941, the Bureau is.sued its publication
"Standards for.Day Care of Children for Working Mothers."
.Ayear l:ater the Children's Bureau worked out a maternity
poliDy for industry.
Many Social problems affecting the lives of children
were .created or intensified by the dislocations of family
and community life growing out of war time conditions.
~hsence

The

of millions of fathers in military service and the

.increased
employment of mothers outside the home were the
..
.
greatest forms of family dislocation.
~ami1ies

Children in migrating

were exposed to abnormal family and community life

in war-congested are8:s.

Juvenile delinquency was on the in-

crease everywhere. (~9)
Attention was given by the Bureau to training staff
to meet the problems and community needs created by the war.
Perhaps such situations as these mentioned above, as serious
as they were, wDuld not have been cause for undue alarm if
it were not for the fact that communities were shorthanded
with respect to services to children and that the day care,
~ecreational,

gUidance, and other facilities needed for the

adequate care of children were curtailed or lacking.
Recommendations of the Conference on Day Care of
Children of Working Mothers held July 31 to August 1, 1941,
were:
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Nur.seryschools.~.:imrsery
centers and c.o6perative
nUrsery:-gr6up's should' be' developed as' community"
services; 'under 'the' au'spices' of' public 'or paroch~
ial 'school"s; welfare" department s' or -other communi ty - agenC:il.es ... " They 'sbould' not· belo'cated -in
"industrial plants' or lim! ted "to' children"of . .motp.er.s ..employed in' particular es.tablishments·.
In.fants should -.be giveri Individual care, prefer~
ably in their own homes and by their own mothers.
(lOa)

In Oregon, these recommendations were acted upon
.more rapidly by the private agencies which, because of their
less bureaucratic structure could change programs faster.
Christie was such an agency and in September 1943, a kindergarten department was added to the

school~

This was a

service for both boys and girls and was to continue until

Christie limited its admission to youngsters five
years of age or over, again following the recommendations
.of the Children's Bureau that infants and younger children

should remain in their own homes.
The disruption and confusion of the war yearsse-emed
to reflect in the type
Christie.

o~

youngster who came to live at

The Children's Bureau had mentioned the increase

of juvenile delinquency as well as the increase of the
number of troupled children and blamed much of this increase
on the turmoil of the times.

Some of these troubled children

found their way to Christie and case material from the school
indicates some slight recognition of problems.

There was,

however, no program change or thought of focusing on meeting
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the individual needs of such youngsters.

The presence of

. s uchchildren .was a threat to the. concept o.f "normal
_children" which .had for so many years been an integral part
of the .s.chool's policy.
Another ramification of the war impact was the discon.tinuanc.e of

th~

program for high-school-age girls.
.

.

.

This

.may be interpreted as a result of the increased demand for

.liye-in babysitters and domestics because defense industry
requir.ed the direct involvement of so many mothers.
The impact of the war and need for care of children
was felt not only by Christie, but by other institutions in
Oregon.

St. Mary's Home .in Beaverton, the Catholic institu-

tion for boys was overcrowded to the degree that the safety
of the children was endangered.

Catholic Charities asked

the Mother Superior at Christie if she WDuld take the
Hoverflow" and received an answer in the .affirmative.

In

January. of 1944, the first boy boarders were enrolled at
Christie.

The school· continued to enroll boys until 1948.
Although the Mother Superior at Christie wished to

discontinue this program at the same time the kindergarten
.program- was stopped in 1947, Catholic Charities requested
.

-

that the program for boys continue through the 1947-1948
school year.

In June of 1948, there were only two boys

remaining in the program at Christie and these were a't that
time returned to St. Mary's.

.~.
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T~r~ugh~ut

most of the 1940s, all of the Catholic

agencies were ..blanketed under one general certificate issued
hy the State of Oregon,
Cath91ic Charities will be responsible for the
superintendence of the institutions insofar as
t.hey are regulated by the rules of the state
PUblic· Welfare Commission .and would be sale Catholi~ ·llc~nse~ und~r-the state statutes for
child welfare institutions. (5)
Although the aspects of social services were still
under the control of Catholic Charities, Christie itself was
undertaking to receive from the State, full accreditation for
its educational program.

In 1941, Christie submitted to the

state Department of Education an application for an elementary
school standardization certificate.

An

inspect~on

followed

with the sole recormnendation that the lighting of the school
·be improved as soon as the war time demand for materials was
lessened.

A"conditional certificate was issued that year.

The obtaining of a certificate was profitable to
Christie in that the same year the legislature passed a
bill providing free textbooks for private schools which
.had met standardization requirements.

It was not until

i944, however, that full accreditation was received.
The standardization of the educational functions
of the school were important to the development of Christie
for several reasons.

One of these was the eligibility for

free textbooks mentioned abo¥e.

Perhaps more important in
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t.ermS.D.f t.he. evolution of the school itself was that the
nuns were again required to go out into the secular conununit.y
or . to have
members of that community examine their situ. - .- ..
~.

at.ion closely.
Another

a~pect

of the conununity involvement was to

..be .aeenin the program as early as 1942, when for the first
time, the Sisters WBre able to find families who WBre

w~ll-

ing to take girls from the school during the Thanksgiving
holiday.

Sending out of children had been done before, but

generally these youngsters WBre sent to relatives.

Thanks-

giving 1944, however, saw the first attempt by the Sisters
to see that every child in the institution was sent into a
family environment for the holiday.
I-

(5)

In 1948, there was a change in the policy of

Cath6lic Charities that was to hold ·for Christie the key to
the future and to the changes that

ar~

found today.

Catholic

Charities decided that it wDuld no longer hold the only
license for child-caring facilities, and dissolved its controlling contractual associations with other Catholic
agencies.

This paved the way for Christie to develop as an

independent agency.

In September of 1948 the school found

itself in a position of having only fifty-eight returning
students.

This

w~s

due to emphasis by child welfare agen-

cies at large on foster home placement of.dependent and
troubled children rather than institutionalization.
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Althoug0 the contractual
Catholic Charities. in
.that.agency.

1948~

agreem~nt

was revoked with

there remained a strong tie with

In 1949, at the recommendation of Catholic

Charities, the first professionally tra.ined social worker
was added to the Christie staff.
In 1949 there was a study of·Christie from within
the Catholic educational field.

This was undertaken by

Sister Miriam Agnita of National Catholic University in
Washington, D.C.

Although Sister Miriam Agnita was unable

to complete her study of Christie, she was able to make some
evaluative

recomm~ndations

and to raise some questions which

WBre to become relevant for the future program at Christie.
Perhaps the most important recommendation was that
public school facilities of the surrounding secular communI

ity be increasingly used for the children at Christie.

This

recommendation was oonsideTed by the Sisters at Christie,
but only recently such use of Qommunity facilities has been
effected.

Even now, community facilities are 'used only for

youngsters beyond the eighth grade level.

This suggestion

by Sister Miriam Agnita was seen by many of the Sisters as a
threat to their basic teaching purpose.
Another question raised by Sister Miriam Agnita was
the use of girls at -the school for performing domestic
duties, particularly for work in the laundry.

She also

questioned the practicability of using Christie as a
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Mar¥lhurBt College.

It may be noted that the practice

t..eaching. -progr.ambas .heen removed i'rom Christie.

Teaching·

has ..been. undertaken by nuns wi th special interest in
t.roubled children and more recently by lay teachers.
The 19503. saw' a shift in focus of national child
we·.l~ar.e

attentions.

The Mid-Century White House Conference

on Children
and You.th gave long. overdue impetus to con_. ~

.

.sideration of· the emotional development of the child.
Fo.s.tercare of children, both in foster family homes and
institutions was one of the heaviest responsibilities of
state and local public welfare agencies, both in terms of
numbers

o~

children and

expendit~reof

public funds.

The

majority of these children were cared for in foster family
homes, a reflection of the general thinking of the social
work and child welfare fields which were at the time focuslng on the personality developmental needs of children.
There

was·grow~ng

recognition that social services

to children in their own homes could do much to help parents
and children improve their relationships to each other as
·well as to understand and to provide the care their children
needed for healthy growth and development.

Specialized

group facilities were also being developed for emotionally
disturbed children.
There was also a growing emphasis and encouragement
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f~~:..p~~~e~~i~n?-lly trained

social workers to provide such

services to the child and his family.
While th1swas the trend nationally, there was in
Oregon a study.
undertaken by the Child
Welfare League
of
-...
-

.

.

.

-

"

America, at
the request of the Portland Corrununity
Council,
-..
-

..

~.

-

to examine and evaluate Oregon's facilities for chtld care.
This report caused much concern and alarm on the part of
existing agencies.

It suggested that private agencies for

thecare.of children were a negative force.

This was based

J.arg.ely pn. the lack of any social work oriented or diagnostic

type.1ntake . procedures used by such agencies.
.

It was also

suggested population be decreased in most child care institutions.

The report was' published in 1950 and created ..im-

mediate negative reaction from most of the private

agencies~'

Christie, which had added to its staff a professional social worker the preceding year, was already in some
beginning phase oftranBition toward meeting both the recommendations of the Child Welfare League report and the
suggestions forwarded by the Children's Bureau.
Mrs. Hilyard, the social wDrker at Christie, stated
that the real changes in the Christie program came not so
much from the pressure of the report of the Child Welfare
League, but from subsequent reports of the Community Council.
These were the Preliminary and Final reports of the Christie
Study Committee of the Community Council chaired by
Dusenbery and r~ferred to as the Dusenbery Reports.

Mrs. Verne
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The emphasis on extending services to children in
their own' homes was further reinforced by the report of the
American Pediatric Association at its convention in Denver,
Colorado,- which stated that "any mother is better than no
mother.

(11)

rr

As a result of the 1950 Child Welfare League recommendat~ons,

Catholic Charities further decentralized and

each institution of its "familyrr was permitted to formulate
its own intake and admission policies.

Prior to this time,

although the institutions had been separate aqministratively
from the central Catholic Charities body, they had continued
to use the standards and procedures recommended by Catholic
Charities_
In 1953, a charter was issued to Christie by Most
Reverend Archbishop Howard, D.D., establishing the school as
an independent agency.

His

pu~pose

in giving Christie

independent status was to enable the agency to become more
involved in social welfare activity.

(12)

In terms of the operations at Christie the charter
permitted the institution to develop and create its own
advisory board.

The board had little autonomy.

Two of its

members were required to maintain a close association with
the greater Catholic Charities organization by sitting on
its Board of Directors.
Although there was a professional social wDrker on
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the staff at Christie, much resistance came from the Sister
Staff to implement the changes necessary to create a program
to.. meet -the needs of the emotionally disturbed child.
~.

Sister

-.

Erentrude, who was Superior of the institution at this time,
was committed to the philosophy that the institution's role
was to provide services for the essentially "normal child."
There was also concern on the part of the staff at Christie
as w'ell as members of the religious communi ty at large that
the Child Welfare League's recommendation for a decrease in
,population of Christ1e School WQuld create a financial
btirden for the Order. (ll)
As early as 1950, Mrs. Hilyard had contacted a
psychiatrist in the conununity to ask for assistance in
designing the program and to obtain consultation in dealing
with specific youngsters.

By 1954, the environment for the

further involvement of psychiatric consultation and direct
w-orkwtth some of the youngsters at'

Chris~ie

had developed

to the degree that it was undertaken on a donated time
basis by Dr. Carl V. Morrison, allowtng fo~ the enlistment
of several other members of this profession, as

w~ll

as the

use of a psycihologist and more recently of group therapyoriented persons.
Perhaps the most important aspect of Dr. Morrison's
w'ork at Christie was in the area of staff development.

He

was able to effect, wtth ,the help of the social worker and
Sister Miriam Magdala, an understanding of the basic facts
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of behavioral problems.
~oing

It should not be minimized that in

this, he was faced with presenting

mat~rial

which was

contradictory
to the faith oriented and spiritually mystical
.
~

.

.

-

interpretation of man which pervaded the general philosophies
.

,

,

of the Order.
The impact of the work of Dr. Morrison and Mrs. Hilyard
was further ,reinforced through the appointment in
Sister
-..

M~riam

Magdala as Superior of Christie.

'1~56

of

Sister Miriam

\

Magdala had been a student in the short-lived School of Social
Service, which 'had been opened 'at Marylhurst College in the
early 1940s.

She was therefore a Iftrain~d If s'ocial worker,

"though she did not complete thesis work necessary to receive
her MSW.
Sister Miriam Magdala, aware of , the need for modernization and improvement of the physical plant, in 1956 requested that the Community Council undertake a study of
Christie with reference to launching a drive to obtain
$300,000 in capital funds for. physical expansion.
The report of the study committee, which has been
designated above as the Dusenbery Report, undertook to
examine current thinking about institutional care of children
and to evaluate Christie in light of this.

Although no

direct recommendations regarding changes in program came from
the preliminary report in 1956, there was an analysis and
discussion of specific questions about Chris'tie r s place in
the child 'care field.

The one suggestion to come from the

~--
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pr~limin~ry

report was that Christie undertake a self study

and .it was mentioned that .such a study was to be initiated the
follow'ing year by Sister Miriam Agni ta. (14)
In November 1957, Sister Miriam Agnita met

w~th

the

Institutional Counbil of Catholic Charities and listed
several unmet needs in Catholic institutions.

She commended

the staff of Christie, both religious and lay, for their
dedication and stated a written report of her finding was to
follow'.

Unfortunately, this report was not made and in 1959

Christie asked that the Study Committee be reactivated.
This was no 'longer based on the

req~est

for a capital funds

drive but was in the nature of a self-initiated study.
The Study Committee, again chaired by Mrs. Dusenbery,
picked up where it had left off in the preliminary study.
!

Christie
examined.

r~quested

that certain areas of its operation be

These were:

a review

of the agency personnel,

changes in the program emphasis in light of community needs,
expressed needs for additional professional staff, improve-

..

ments needed in the physical facilities of the agency.
(14,)

As a method of study, the committee sent questionnaires to sixteen agencies throughout the state asking for
their opinions of the usefulness and

le~itimacy

of the

ki'nd of group treatment agency Christie presented . . Fourteen of the questionnaires were returned

w~th

total agree-

ment that Christie was providing a service needed by the
state.
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The more complete findings of the st':ld.y,
publ~shed

in its report of 1959, stated the

~onuni ttee,

follow~ng:

The Institution known as Christie School is"committed to the philosophy away from providing·~.· .
simple"'custodial care and institutional placement'
is'largelya 'last ditch' kind of plan. Accordingly, there must be careful intake procedures.
There needs to be more emphasis on providing a .
therapeutic group setting. Christie is not a ~
'treatment center' in the strictest sense of the
te~m~ but it is definitely treatment-oriented to
the end that there is a need for a full time
psychologist ~n its staff, (14)
Further findings and recommendations were that
salaries of the staff must be commensurate with the caliber
of trained personnel.

In general it was thought that

Christie was, through its service and use of Sister staff,
providing a tax saving to the state of Oregon.
It was also recommended that to facilitate the
Ii
.
transition ~o a group care setting the addition to the
I

,

staff of a part-time group worker was:necessary; the enrollment of the school must be immediately reduced to eighty
and eventually no more than sixty; and there was a need for
improved physical facilities, particularly a combination
'auditorium-gymnasium.
The age span of six to fourteen years was considered by the conunittee to lend itself to Christie"s
eventu~lly

becoming a group care facility.

The conunittee mentioned that some erfort should be
made toward working with parents while the child was in the

-...........,--------
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institution.

If the existing child welfare services in the

community could not do this, Christie itself would have to
undertake changes and additions to its staff which would
permit it to take on this activity.
The conrrnittee made a recommendation directed toward
the entire field of institutional care suggesting that all
existing child care agencies take steps to include care of
disturbed children.
The final conclusions' of the Christie Study Group
as pUblished in 1959 were:
1.

The Committee believes that Christie as operating offers a needed service to the State of
·Oregon.
.

2.

The Committee commends the Advisory Board and
Staff of Christie School for its progressive
program planning and for pioneering in this
field. As more severe problems are accepted,
more psychiatric and allied services are to be
expected.

The specific recommendations 'of the Committee were:

""

1.

More staff must be added to the Christie
Program and these persons should be professionally trained and able to undertake the
tasks of community follow-up for youngsters
released from Christie.

2.

There needs to be developed in the Christie
Program a group living program. The development of such a program is vital and valuable
in the further development of Christie.

~f#£"Pi,;;;;q;jJl.kWI4MW
-
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3·

There needs to be improvement of the
physical facilities at Christie,-particu~
larly erection of a combinatfon gyrnnasiumauditorium and remodeling or construction '
of new classrooms to replace - the "depre.ssion ~
era" portable buildings being used. (14)
Prior to this, a number of important events can be

recorded which had effect Dn the administrative policies of
Christie.

During the 1940s a trend toward decent'ralization

of Catholic Charities was begun.

Christie assumed responsi-

bility for creating its own intake procedures and standards
paving the way for the beginning changes in program emphasis
and permitting more flexibility in terms of meeting felt
cOIr1lJlunity needs.
The changes in the 1950s came as

fol~ows:

1953'- Christie beganwoperating as an independent
agency having dissolved its contract with
Catholic Charities the preceding year.
1955 -·The Advisory Board was reorganized to'become a more autonomous body having more
direct involvement in the' determination of
policy of Christie. The Board became active
in developing facets of what was later to
become the group and foster home segments
of the program.
1956 - The Christie Guild was formed by a group of
interested women in the conununity. The
Guild devoted its attention to becoming
mo~e personally involved with the girls in
residence at Christie. Members opened their
homes to the girls on week ends and arranged
transportation for medical and dental
appointments.
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A~regular w~ek end foster home program
was put into operation. The institution
still "did not have its own foster home
prog~am for-extended placeme~t and was
using the facilities and services of
the"Catholic Charities Children's
Service.

The 1950s might be best described in a general statement which appeared in the final Dusenbery Report.
Th~ Executive Committee) Family and Child Welfare
Division, commends the agency for lts efforts to
facilitate the transitions of the residents from
the school to the community and recommends that
rurther consideration be given to additional ways
and-means of accomplishing this aim) including
off-campus schooling for some students shoWing
improvement while still in residence at- Christie
and the development of an agency fo~ter and group
home program.

It gives us great pleasure to "note how this institution has voluntarily completely changed its.program in line with changing needs in the community.
- (14)
The number of minor changes in the program and everyday operations at Christie increased during the late 1950s
and gained further impetus from the cou!1selling and guidance of _Sister Miriam Magdala and the social workers.

The

job of managing children with behavior problems was a
twenty-four hour duty and Sister Miriam Magdala was a
capable and interested administrator.
As early as 1961, it was publicized by the Order
that Christie was in financial difficulties.

There had

been for several years continued deficits in the budget of
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the.agencyand Sister Miriam Magdala with the advice and
counselling of financial experts
had
worked toward finding
. .
.
. .
-

ways of solving these financial problems.

~

One ··such effort

was the creation of The Christie Foundation under the
gUidance of the United States National Bank of Oregon.

The

monies placed in the Foundation were funds originally intended for the building fund of Christie, but the realization by the administrative staff that the amount, ,
$38,000.00, would not begin to rectify the poor physical
situation faced by the school or do much to offer relief
in the form ofa building program permitted the use of this
money for operating costs.
The financial deficit was caused by the implem¢ntation of the treatment program and the necessity to
i

limit enrollment for purposes of creating a therapeutic
environment.

The rationale for this action is discussed

more fully in the paper The Decision to Close Christie
School.

*
In terms of the development and evolution of

Christie, the most important aspects of the situation at
this time were the financial problems and the difficulties
·the Order faced in meeting its obligations to staff other
parochial schools throughout the State.

*See

Appendix, page 209.
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Could this be reconciled

w~th

the ideals of limit-

ing and refocusing services in a specialized, individualized eduqational program for troubled children?

Should the

Order remain true to its original purpose of teaching and
spreading the ideals of Catholic Religion through staffing
parochial schools in the community-at-large, or should it
become involved in the area of social services and child
welfare, adopting the basic skills of the social wnrk
profession?
On the practical level, the question centered
around the utilization of Sister staff in terms of the
greatest return on the base of the Order's stated and
orig~nal

purpose.

Another aspect to the entire question had not received open discussion in the Order itself.

This was the

basic, though perhaps unwritten, dedication of the
Catholic educational system to the spread and reinforcement
of Catholicism through its schools.

The program at Christie

specifically, from its inception, held to the ideal that it
was a service to all members of the community-at-Iarge and,
therefore, had never tried to limit its enrollment to
Catholic youngsters.

In addition to this, the contract

with the State Public Welfare Commission demanded that
services and religious freedoms be a definite and practiced
part of the program.
Because from its beginnings Christie had a closer
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relationship with the secular community than some other
~~~~~~ic ~~.stit~ti~~s}. ~ t had b~en mo~lde~. ~n·."a w~y that
c~ea~~~

some ill feelings and suspicions

tutions."

amo~g th~~e insti~

This atmosphere of unrest was in some ways rein-

forced by Catholic

Charities~

It is noteworthy,
in this
-.
. . - '.
.
-

~

context, that even today, funds for building expansion continue to come to most of the other Catholic institutions
through Catbolic Charities, but Christie has been unable to
elicit support for funds from this group.
In the spring of

1963, Mother Mapk, Mother

. Provin~ial of the Order, announced that Christie

~ould

close its doors.
The Sisters were in a delicate position in terms of
their own thinking regarding the value of Christie.
many years, Christie had been in the

p~blic

eye.

For

Involve-

ment in its operation by members of the secular community
had steadily grown an~ its financial existence had become
one largely of public concern and accountability.

There-

fore, there had for some time been a movement toward increased secularization of the institution.
~ere

Such activities

in many ways contrary to general Catholic thinking

prior to recent ecumenical emphases and to

t~e

statements

made by officials of the Catholic Charity Organizations
that the State was increasingly infringing on areas of
service which should traditionally belong to the private,
religiously based agency.

(15)
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-

,.

This threat of secularization placed Mother Mark in
0-

_.

_

_.

•

•

_

_

•

the -position of having to consider the actual situation of
Christie.

For example-, she was controlling forceand
had
.
r
.

some dei'ini
te_part.in
the
creation
of.a ..i'acili ty
:for the
. .. .
...
.
~

care
of children
which had become almost
a - public- agency.
.
.
.

~

The w-ork of the institution was respected and the Order
its.elf received commendation for this work.
The reaction of the staff at Christie, both' lay and
religious, was one of shock.

Sister Anne Paula, who had

become Superior of the school in 1962, had taken office with
no thought that the facility might be closed.

She had worked

with Sister Miriam Magdala toward furthering the program and
was committed to the value and appropriateness of the progrartt·
i

At the time of the announcement of closure, there was
a definite division of feeling among the members of the'
. religious community.

Should they hold steadfastly to the

idea that an institution like Christie did not belong in the
province of their stated purpose, or should they consider
the fact that the instituti0n was considered a valuable part
of the child welfare facilities of the State and modify their
point of view to permit the further secularization necessary
to maintain the service?
The Sisters of the Holy Names, as many other
religious, take a vow of obedience when they become nuns.
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The crisis of .closing then forced them to analyze their
.~oBition w~th

reference both to devotion to their vows and

devotion to
the legitimacy
of their
work.
.
.
~

"

.

~

Although the personal struggles of those Sisters involved are
not known J subsequent action indicated- they were
- ..
.

~

~

.

.

-

~.

-'"

.able
to overcome
-p.ersonal confusion and·" pursue continuation
.
- -

of the Christie

Pr~gram.

As a result J they again went into the cOITUnunity to
.obtain support.

In response J they received an outright

.....gift of $150 J 000. 00 by an "anonymous " donor J who was a longtime friend of the school and of certain members of its
staff.

This donation did much to relieve the financial and

operational proqlems J but did not solve the basic confusion
among members of the religious as to the appropriateness of
their involvement in a social work agency.
The struggle to continue operation caused grief for
the 'staff and members of the Advisory COUDcil of the Order J
but it had an even more dangerous effect on the children at
Christie.
There were times in the year

follow~ng

the decision

to close that hope for continuation was mentioned.
W~SJ

This

howe.ver J a day to day process and lines of cOITUnuni-

cat:ton were hampered by the hierarchical structure of the
Order.
'In July of 1964 Mother Mark, reacting to

pre~sures

i

I

I
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from

t~e_ ..~0!Mll?-ni

ty and wi th the· support of

!le~. ~d,:,if?ory

Gouncilmade up of four other members of· the religious,
announc.ed that Christie would not close.
ment was .couched in. provisional terms.

This announce-'
Assured operation

could .beguaranteed only for a three to five year period.
It is thought that Mother Mark weighed the ramifications of closure and decided that even prolonging the
program for this amount of time and using more secular
.staf'fmembers
was preferable to closing the school
.
_.

.

.- . aI.together.

After the announcement of continuance, the

Sister staff was drastically reduced and the teaching
aspect of the program turned over to lay staff members,
. the five remaining religious "functioning as "group
mothers" and administrators!
Cu~rently

there is much thinking on the parts of

staff and administrators about the future of Christie.
Many of the questiqns asked are not new.
unanswered questions are the

Major among the

follow~ng:

Is there a conflict between the present program
and functioning of Christie as a social agency
and the purpose of the Order within the framework of the Catholic education?
How" should Sisters be utilized in the Christie
program?
Is the Christie program financially practicable?
Is the program a valid contribution to the Child
.Welfare field?
Can the services at Christie be integrated ~ith
services of other Catholic agencies?
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C~ft· th~ -d~V~lbpme~t- of·
l~gitimately iri~luded

·of the.... Holy
Names?
- .

-'

a tr~at~ent cent~r be
in the work of the Sisters

_.

..

..

--

These and other questions that may arise as Christie
continues
its operation can be answered if the Order' can
.- .

-,.

find a solution to its basic ambivalence.
Summary and Conclusions
.From the
-primary to.

th~

beginning~

the concepts which have been

philosophy and functioning of the Sisters

and which are basic to their education to the Order are
Spirituality and Education.
It is shown in the preceding chapter that, though
the means of attaining the goals of the Order have been
modified, the over-all purpose remains the same.
The ·influences which have shaped and modified the
Order. and Christie have been many.

Though the preceding

chapter
attempted to focus on specific events which have
.
.

.

played an important part in making Christie the institution it 1s today, it should be noted that these

event~

were generally reflections of various social movements of
the times.
The~Order

and Christie have both been influenced

by general social movements and trends and some elabo-

ration of this seems necessary in examining the evolution
of the institution.
G. Wendell King states so·cial movements are
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characteriz.e-d by three 'distinguishing features especially
_.evident in any movement.

These are:

1.

Their purpose is' 'change, whether of' relationship;} norms,. belief's or all of these.

2.

Movements employ"organization as a means of
achieving their goals.

3.

Movements' may' b~ identified by their geogr:~~h1c~l. Sc~?~ ... (16)

Practical examples of the influence of social movementa on the Order and Christie might best be shown in examlning specific social movements that existed in their

I

histories.
The Order and the Sisters who came to Oregon in 1859

I

mpvement.

t

a new frontier and a new way of lifej

were caught up in and became a part of the general wBstward

i

Impetus for this movement came from the search for
In essence, a need for

i

a change.

t

teach and further the advance of Catholicism in the West.

Thus the Sisters came to Oregon as missionaries to

I
t

They found a rugged frontier country which demanqed much

I
\

more of them than they had come prepared to give.

Finding

this to be the case, they WBre forced to develop techniques
·and programs to meet the current needs of the community in

\

time and place.
They w'ere almost immediately forced from. their
cloistered positions to directand'intimate involvement in
the community-at-large.

··~JQ.mz

This was a tw'o-way involvement

II
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·for as the. SJ.sters became more active in the cormnunity ~
they depended more and more on community support for their
exi.stence.
This conununity involvement was fostered by a lack

of communications with the Mother House in Canada and more
recently by breakdown in the communications process between
the . Bist.ers.at Christie and the other Catholic insti tution s

.and CatholiQCharities.

It is thought all this contributed

. to the current secularization found at Christie.
As the West developed J yet another movement had its
.impact on the S:Lsters and their child-caring activities.
This was the establishment and spread of industrialization
and its resulting urbanization movement.
The prosperity brought by industry created a conI

centration of population in the cities.

The people brought

with t'hem problems and faced new ones
that required expand.
..

ingservices for nearly all segments of the community.

The

records at Christie show an increase .of youngsters needing
care during these years and such an increase might well be
related to the concentration of problems in the urban areas.
It was found also that this was the time of beginning
organized attempts of society to handle such problems.

Much

basic legislation relating to children's services was
enacted.
Another "and later movement which had lasting effect

"'_";,,44=4.4:':2:

I

I
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on Christie was the Social Welfare Movement.

This included

the organized and. informal efforts of society to handle its
problems tprough legislation and agencies with nationwide
scope.

Pr1mary example of this was the creation of the

Children's
Bureau. and resulting local development, both
-.
-'

,-

secular and religious.
This appeared to fit all of King's criteria in that
it was ·fostered by a need for change through organized means
w~th

a nationwide scope.
In terms of the facts presented in the preceding

chapter, Christie's involvement in the Social Welfare Movement has left the most indelible mark on it.
The first four decades of Christie's operation are
characterized by the increasing involvement of the secular
community and beginning influence of the Social Welfare
Movement in its operations.

Though its program

rema~ned

primarily of a custodial nature during this time, it was
meeting the expressed community needs.
The increasing importance of State aid as opposed
to financing from private sources, and the acceptance of
contingent regulations seemed to indicate an acceptance by
Christie of the right of government to concern itself with
the well-being of its citizens.
A preponderance of legislation and organization

was focused nationally on developing administration and
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financing .techniques and this is found reflected in the
legislation in Oregon and the administrative development
of Christie .
. The next two decades of Christie's operation might
be characterized as the time when Christie became more intirnatelyinvolved in the social w'elfaremovement .

It

.- ado.pted-prac tices of social work and chi Id we Ifare in it s
operating procedures and in doing so reflected the nationwide changes and trends toward solving the problems presented by the Great Depression and World War II.
Christie, in a position as a "semi-private-semi- .
public" institution came under the scrutiny of both the
Catholic Church and the social welfare community.

It

gradually changed its program from one of custodial care
to one with a treatment emphasis and responded to the needs
of the general Social Welfare Movement.
The knowledge of current trends in -social
welfare
and the application of these to the program at Christie pre\

sented both a crisis and a regenerative situation in the
evolution of the school.
Though the tenets of Catholic education are based
on the ideal that religious faith permeats.all aspects of
personality development, the application of- this in developinga treatment-oriented program at Christie presented conflict among members of the religious community that nearly
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. caused.. the extinction of the insti tution.

It seems fairly

true to state that thi.s basic conflict exists today even
though the institution

contin~es.

The responsibility for continuance rests largBly on
forces from outside the religious community and ...
in - this. con.

~

text. seems based on meeting expressed general cormnunity needs.
Though
there is disagreement
within the religious cOnmlunity,
.
...
. '

-

'

the power exerted by the larger community and by certain of
the religious knowledgeable in the current social wBlfare
needs and trends has provided an .extension of the life of
the institution.
Perhaps some of the acceptance of this cormnunity
pressure and the continuation of the program is the result
of yet another social movement.

This 1s the current

Ecumenical Movement fostered by the Catholic Church.
The number of qu.estions still unanswered are many
and the development Df Christie has had enough unique
aspects that predictions of future events and evolution of
the institution seem largely a_matter Df guesswork.

The

past has shown that Christie responded to pressures from
.various of the cOnmlunity needs and reflected trends and
social movements.

Though these pressures h?-ve in;many ways

shaped and changed its operation and its overt function, it
has never really lost its missionary character and is still,
to all intents and purposes, meeting the needs of the community within this framework.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
Before an evaluative study of any social agency is
made, an historical survey is extremely helpful.
an historical form of

presenta~ion

The use of

provides perspective of

the agency that cannot be obtained by looking only at
present structure and function.
Tpis is the first extensive historical study of a
specific social agency in the State of Oregon.

As such it

provides not only an examination of the events influencing
the development of Christie School, but also a comparative
base for further study of other agencies in the State.

Such

a study is of value to an agency in presenting in a systemized and

comprehensiv~

change of the agency.

way major factors. in the growth and
In addition, the presentation of

such material offers the agency an opportunity to discern
trends and to anticipate future changes.
The study
analysis

o~

~lso

provides a beginning vehicle for the

total social welfare services in Oregon in

presenting an example of the provision of specific services
by one agency.

As historical studies of other

done, they

afford an overview of services offered by

w~ll

age~cies

the total·social welfare community and indicate where

are

duplication of services exist.

They will reveal as well

where new services are needed within the state.
It is commonly believed that the Catholic Church
and its institutions are unresponsive to social movements
and to the public will.

However~

challenged by the present study.

this viewpoint is
In historical

review~

Christie School appears to be an agency which developed
needed services for
general trends.

children~

frequently in advance of

Christie has-been a leader in the

counselling aspect of teaching and in creating special
education programs for disturbed children.

Many public

schools in Oregon are only now developing an awareness of
the special needs of such children.
It is interesting to note that in the creation of
its specialized

care~

Christie did not have the knowledge

. or benefit of social work

theory~

but rather developed its

program because of the pressure of. practical and economic
necessity.

It is anticipated that the presentation of

facts in the study will offer to Christie and to the
Sisters some criteria helpful in the further evaluation of
the-comparative usefulness of social welfare and educational techniques in the operation of Christie School.
'.

The following conclusions resulting from the historical survey of Christie School appear to be of major significance in the analysis of this and other social welfare
agencies within the State of Oregon.
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1.

2.

Christie School has shown in its development a capacity for independent functioning
within the traditional setting of the religious organization.
Public will and- community need influence
the development of private programs.

great~y

3.

Communications must be maintained to all
members of the decision-making or sponsoring
body so that the relationship of the changing
social and educational program to the fixed
primary goal remains clear.

4.

Governmental influence has increased in all of
the various institutional fields of education,
religion, the political and the economic.

5.

Voluntary agencies tend to progress from competitive to cooperative agencie~.

6.

The institution of religion tends to remain
rela ti vely constant and changeJ the least of
all institutional functions.

7.

Certain specific individuals tend to have a
- decided impact upon the institution of which
they are a part.

8.

Institutions appear to move toward specialization.

9.

Christie has ,been a part of, and responded to,
a number of social movements since its
inception.
In undertaking the study a number of sociological

models were surveyed.

DifficUlty was found in selecting a

model which would facilitate the collection, systemization
and analysis of data.

This difficUlty seemed to reinforce

the need of -social work to develop its own models and
) theory suitable for this type of project.
that sUbsequent studies,

particularl~

It is hoped

of an evaluative

--------------.q

will contribute to the development of social work .

n~ture,

theory.
One contribution of the study to the development of
theory appears to lie in surveying the literature and examining certain models.

The model used needed much modification

for complete applicability to the study of Christie and in
the light of this it is recommended that future use of it
for this purpose be examined

critically~'

The Hertzler model selected by the project group did
not provide an entirely satisfactory vehicle for the research
project~

The following conclusions resulting from the use

of this model appear significant in terms of the future
application of it to similar studies of social institutions.
1.' Although the model did provide a method ,of
categorizing information it did not provide
any system indicating movement or development of the institution.
2.

On closer examination it was found there was
considerable overlap and duplication in the
types of information which could logically
be placed in each of the categories.

}.

The categories and scope indicated by the
model were too broad for the examination of
a specific nucleated institution. The
model did not prove adequate in view of the
necessity to examine large amounts of historical data.

4.

The model did not provide a satisfactory
vehicle for considering the impact of the internal and external 'factors on both the individual and the institution.
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5·

The. model was useful for evaluating" the
life_cycles of a small institution. However, the phases of the life cycle did not
appea~ to have definite boundaries but
tended to merge or intermingle.

It is also of note that limited

l~brary

material led,

early in this study, to the adoption of the original design
model based on J. 0. Hertzler's book, Social.Institutions,
published"in 1929.

Organization and data collection pro-

ceeded at an accelerated rate in the initial stage following the selection of the model.

The group had progressed,

by the time the 1961 Hertzler text was available, to the
point where alteration of the model in accordance with the
""more recent edition was undesirable.

Examination of the

modified 1961 version indicated that it might be more consonant

w~th

the data of this study.

An instance in point

is a more efficient form of categorization which would help
to eliminate overlap. (1, 2)
In light of the above findings,
hypothesi~ that

t~e

first specific

the research model would prove adequate for

evaluating historical life cycles of small institutions, was
found untenable.
The second specific hypothesis, that the activities
and functions of Christie School could be categorized according to the model used with a minimum of overlap of data and
a maximum of data inclusion, was also found not tenable.
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The third specific hypothesis was abandoned due to
the pressure of time.

The .supposition stated:

Elimination

of one universal element of the organizational structure
will necessarily affect all other universal properties,as
exemplified by the communication process.
The null hypothesis, that there would be no signi~lcant dif~erence

between the data obtained and the model

used, was not found tenable.
One of the remarkable effects of doing this project
was the finding of so many interesting areas of study that
would provide material for more extensive research and
development.

The collection of the amount of data found

seemed in itself to be a contribution toward
and more intense

examinat~on

f~rther

studies

of not only Christie, but other

!

social welfare agencies in Oregon.
The project group perceived a contribution through
this study to basic liberal arts and humanitarian values.
The unfolding of historical events. in the development of
Christie presented a dramatic and fascinating story as well
as data useful in the historical and sociological analysis
of the institution itself.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY

1842 . . Father De Smet traveled to Belgium and recruited
seven .sisters o..f the Order o.f Notre Dame de Namur who
arrived in~844 and set up.a school at St. Francis
Mission. They had 30 paying boarders.

1848.

Father Blanchet recruited seven more sisters of this
..Order who op-ened a school .in Oregon City.

1851.--

Only fourteen children were left in the S1 sters·'
achool. Seven died of typhoid. The others were placed
in homes in Oregon or taken with the siste~s to
California, where the Gold Rush created a greater need
for their services.

1859.

.September 16: Twelve sisters of the Holy Names left
Montreal .for Oregon.
October 21:

The sisters arrived in Portland, Oregon.

November 6: The sisters opened their first school in
Oregon in Portland. Six pupils: 3 Catholic, 2 Jewish,
.1 non-Catholic.
November 16: The Sisters accepted their first
orphaned child into the school.
November 20: The Sisters opened St. Joseph's School
for boys across the street from their school for girls.

1860.

'1861.

April 23: The Sisters opened a school in Oregon City
using the .. deserted facilities originally used by the
Notre Dame de Namurs Sisters in 1848. This school
failed to reopen the following year.
The Sisters opened a school for boys in Portland-liThe City School. II
February 1:
Oregon.

1863·
1864.

The Sisters opened a school St. Paul,

The Sisters opened a school in Salem.
Mrs. O'Brien, the first foster mother used by the
Order, cared for foundling infants at $12.00 a month.
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The Sisters opened a school in The Dalles.
1865'.

The Sisters opened a school at Jacksonville, Oregon'.

1868.

The Sisters opened a school in Idaho City, Oregon.

1869.

A smallpox-epideniic hit Jacksonville -during which the
t.eaching .Mst.ers.in that community became. heroines for
their .w'ork among the sick. They volunteered their
school for an infirmary.

187.D.

February: The first issue of The Catholic Sentinel
puhlished, in Portland.

l87l. _.. -.8t.. Mj cba el.'_s.. Bchool i'or hays opened in Portland by
Archbishop Blanchet to r.elieve the Sist.ers of the Holy
Names ..f-rom the additional burden of caring for and
teaching .boys. The sisters now devoted full time to
their school for girls .
.The Sist.ers re.built their school in Portland and renamed it st. Mary's Academy, wbich still stands on the
corners of Fifth and Mill Streets in downtown Portland.

May 28:
Official .Decreereceived by the Sisters
..authorizing the opening ofa novitiate in Oregon. This
arrived from Papal Headquarters in Rome.
I

l872.

August 22: The .first. mention .found in the Chronicles
of the· foster home placement of a sixteen-year-old girl
in the home of a "poor widow. "

..lB74.

Th.e. -3.ist.ers opened a school for Indian children at
Grand Ronde,. Oregon.

l87B.

Because .. .of' .r.emodeling and cramped quarters the orphan
girls moved .fro.m st. Mary's Academy in Portland to
st. Paul~ where the Vicar General's house had been purchased for them.

lB80.

The school ,in Grand Ronde closed.

1888.

·The orphans sent to st. Mary's Home in Beaverton.

1889.

The legislature authorized that the trustees of any
non-sectarian or benevolent organization could take
children under 14 years of age and place them (under
circuit court order) in apprenticeship situations or
adopt them out.

~.

I
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1898&

1899.

Reverend Alexander Christie made 4th Archbishop of
the Diocese of Portland in Oregon. Uhder his direction
Catholic Services for Children expanded.
The legislature established the Juvenile Court.

1900.

The orphans transferred from Beaverton to
in the sununer of 1900.

1901.

July 31: The school at St. Paul destroyed by fire.
The Sisters offered their academy in Portland; however, other quarters in St. Paul were found and the
children continued to stay there.

St~

Paul

'The legislature established the per capita system of
state aid. The Catholic institutions were the only
ones to accept this form of state aid, thereby accepting supervision of county courts and visitorial
authority by the Board of Asylum Gonunissioners.
1905·
1908.

The Juvenile Court was given"child placing power.
Villa St. Marie, the present Christie School,
built on a 200-acre site south of Oswego, Ore~on.
July 3: The orphan children transferred from
families at st. Paul to their new domiciliary at
Villa St. Marie.
July 4: At opening ceremonies of the institution,
Governor Chamberlain commented that Christie is
actually a state institution in doing work which concerns the entire state.
The first m~ntion in the Chronicles of St. Mary's
of the receipt of state Aid.
Thirty-two girls enrolled from the ages "of four
to fourteen.

1909.

The first mention of the practice of soliciting
food and supplies tn surrounding conununities found
in the Chronicles.
The dairy and farm connected to the'institution
being an important source of food and income.

1910.

;"

The Provincial House of the Order was erected
near Villa St. Marie.
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March 17: The first mention of the Shamrock Sale by
Catholic ladies of Portland. Net sum received
$7,171.00. This practice continued as a major source
of income to the insti tution for many years. ,"
1912.

The first mention of. classes at the orphanage
taught by "normal" students from St. Mary's in
Portland.
The Children's Bureau established by the Fed~ral
Government as part of the Department of Commerce and
Labor. .
.
First income notation:
assessment. "

"income from parish

Sister Mary Elmira signed financial statement from
this year through 1918 during which both the expenses
and income of the institution dropped markedly. No
explanation given for this radical change.
1913.

i

The State Board of Health authorized as the supervising body of all children's institutiona draw~ng
state aid, including both lump sum grants and per
capita allowances.
The first Oregon Child Welfare Commission created
by gUbernatorial appointment to' act as temporary
recommending group fo~ legislative action.
The name of the institution changed to Christie
Home for Orphan Girls in honor of Archbishop Christie.

1914.

The age of children under care extended from 14
years at time of release to sixteen years.
A statement made in the Chronicles that the
children need not WBar uniforms, thus breaking down
the stigma of institutionalization.
The teaching of household duties and some wage
earning accomplishment included in the curriculum.
A few given higher education.

1917.

The State Board of Control created to investigate
each claimant institution for state aid funds. .
Among its duties visitations to such institutions
every three months. Board of Control provided
closer supervision over management of funds than had
the Board of Health.
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Governor Whithycombe appointed a committee to investigate child care institutions which led to the
Slingerland Rep.ort of 1918.
One hundred thirty girls enrolled at Christie.
.'

6 to 16.

Ages

Catholic Children 's Bureau e·stablished by
Archbishop Christie.
-September 9: A meeting held .at the Archbishop's
....residenceto -ascertain the 1:3.alar-iesof overseers and
the admission policies of orphan homes.
The Second Child Welfare Commission formed, also
.. b.y-..gubernatorial appointment. The members were professionally trained rather than lay people as had
heen the First. Commis.sian . They were selected from
the ..faculty of the University o.f Oregon.
This Commission.was the result of a.~egi.s.1ative desire to
removE all dependent. and.. d e] j nquent and defective
children from_private .in.stitutions and place them in a
home for state wards. Members enlisted services of
Russell Sage Foundation.
1918.

··-1919.

1922.
. 1924.

Slingerland ·Report pUblished. Commended Christie
for "intake" policies. Recommended state aid to
private institutions he continued; that a Social
Worker be appointed executive of the new· permanent
advisory body to Children's Institutions.
The third Oregon Child Welfare Commission appointed
by the governor. This new commission created as a
permanent unit of the state Government to inspect,
certify and supervise all institutions and agencies
for children operating in the stateo
Nov~mber:
The Ore~on Anti-Private School Law
passed by the legislature .

January 15: Action brought by the Holy Names
Sisters in Federal District Court to test the constitutionality of the Anti-Private School Law.

1925.

April 6: Archbishop Christie died and Reverend
DD. Howard became the Archbisho.p of the Diocese.

1926.

Supreme Court decision set national precedent.
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1927·

Tuition and board rates charged to parents if they
could af~ord to pay.

~928.

.July 31:
The ,first vi.sit of the Portland Council
of Social Agencies to Christie.

1930; . Septemher 2 8 ~

Twenty-five "normal school " students
p.racticeteaching at Christie.

Octoher 5: Visit .-to Christie of Papal Apostolic
. Delegate, Most Reverend Pietro Fumasoni during his
visit to the United states .
..December l~ .The ..first- mention of' psychological
testing found in the Chronicles this date.
One hundred thirty-five registered for school this
year.

1931.

A Study of Child Caring institutions in the United
....states undertaken on recorrunendations of the Children's
Bureau.
A report of the Citizens Social Work .Survey.
A statement in The History of' Social Work done by
Religious Communities in the Archdiocese of Portland
.in Oregon prepared by a Jesuit member of the faculty
at Portland University,. Fr. Dooley stated:
"Christie
Home is the only instit.ut.ionunder direction of the
Sisters of' the Holy Names whidh is doing 'social welfare work' as those words are now understood. If

1932.

Report of the Oregon White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection.

1933.

Pope Leo's Encyclicals republished outlining the
Church's right to involve itself' in all aspects of
personal and social development.
IfThe
state must not
absorb the individual or the family. If These encyclicals .were originally under the title Rara Novarum
in 1895.
August: 'Rosecliff, a residence on the campus at
OSWBgO J was opened to provide for high school. aged
girls. Eighteen girls were enrolled.
Two hundred eighty
history of Christie.

enrol~ed;

highest enrollment in
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1934. -Re·port- of -Public -Welfare in Oregon by the American
Public Welfare Association .

.1937.·

Chri~tie'S license fo~ comprehensive child care and
welfare services was revoked and a new license· read
"for care of dependent children only. "

July: Under the auspices of the Community Chest,
psychological testing of the children at Christie
undertaken by Dr. Malcom Campbell of New York
University.
Catholic Charities· selected children to be admitted
to Christie as w€ll as other Catholic institutions.
Mention of the involvement of Girl Scouts.
1940.

I

1941.

November 22: The first meeting of the Catholic
Institutional Council to prepare a report for the
legislature.
Catholic Charities responsible for the superintendence of the institutions insofar as they
(Catholic Charities) are regulated by the rules of the
State Public Welfare Commission and wOl:ld be the sole
Catholic under the ·state statutes for child w€lfare
institutions.
January 27: The girls go on retreat patterned after
the retreats of the nuns.
Christie requested to submit to the State Department
of Education an application for a private elementary
school standardization certificate.
The school inspected for the certificate and recommendation that lighting be improved when war restrictions permitted materials.
Conditional Standardization certificate granted.
The legislature provided free text books for private
schools which have met the requirements for standardization.
-

1942.

November 25: All the children went out for Thanksgiving, either to friends or relatives. The first
time that all children were involved in this type of
planning.
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1943.

April 3: Mother Superior asked to include boys in
the Christie Program.
September 4: A new kindergarten department opened
for five-year-old girls and boys.
Se~tember: Rosecliff High School program discontinued because of the wartime need for domestics in
homes to care for children of working mothers.

Graduate School of Social Service started at
Marylhurst College.

1944.

January 1:
Christie.

The first boy boarders accepted at

October: Full accreditation rec'eived from the State
Department of Education.
..

1947·

September 7: Kindergarten program discontinued.
Sister requested discontinuance of the boys' program
but continued it through this school year at the
special request of Catholic Charities ..

1948.

June: The boys' department discontinued and the two
remaining boys returned to st. Mary's of the Valley.
June: A change in the policy of Catholic Charities
no longer required institutions to be unified under
Catholic Charities.
Only fifty-eight pupils returned for the second
year. Social Security funds now used to maintain
children in the homes of relatives.

1949.

The first fUll-time'professional social worker
added to' the staff at Christie under the auspices of
Catholic Charities.
.
Thesis by Sister Miriam Agnita of Catholic University in Washington J D. C' J undertook study of Christie
Home.

1950.

Oregon Child Welfare Survey on all institutions is
prepared by the Child Welfare League of America.
A general decentralization of Catholic Charities
affected and each institution set its own intake
policies.
An advisory board for Christie created.
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American .Pediatric Asso.ciation.at its convention in
Denver-, Colorado issued a .report to the effect that
"any mother is better than no mother. "

1952.

May 9: Christie dissolved its contract w'i th
Cat.holic. Charitie s .
state aid increased to $45.00 per month.
January . l : Christie officially began operation as an
indep-endent agency.

~953.·

1954.

Christie Guild formed by interested women.
~r. Carl V. Morrison donated psychiatric services
.for.Christie bot.h in direct services to children as
w·e.ll as s.taff development.

Fourth floor declared. not safe for children.

1955.

Sister Miriam Magdala, trained at the Marylhurst
School of Social Service, appointed Superior of
Christie.

-.October l7·: Christie advisory board reorganized
with two of its members to serve also on the Catholic
iCharities Board.
i
I

Advisory board minutes discussed the advisability of
incorporating high school age girls into the Christie
program.

1956.

The preliminary report of the Christie Study Committee of the Community Council, Mrs. Verne Dusenbery,
chairman, published. The report undertaken at the
request of Christie which wished to launCh a capital
funds drive for expansion of the physical plant.

1958.

Weekend foster home program in operation.

1959.

Final report of the Dusenbery Committee.

1962.

Sister Anne Paula became Sister Superior of
Christie.
.
College girls from Marylhurst used as assistant
group mothers for Christie program.

1963.

Christie granted the right to license its' own
foster homes under the State Public Welfare
Commission.
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Mother Mark, Mother Provincial J announced the closing
of Christie for lack of funds.
Social wnrk students placed at Christie School.
Study co.nducted by Dr·. Brodie, Universi ty of Oregon JL
Special Education aspect at Christie.

o~

The G9vernor's Interim Committee on Purchase of
Care.

1964.

JUly. Mother Mark announced that $150,000 in
"anonymous" donation is made for the purpose of continuing the Christie program. She stated the program
will continue for three to five years.
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APPENDIX B

To
From

Bertha Roth
Sister Genevieve Mary

Re:

Historical
Development of
Christie

The following comments from Sister M. Paulina are
brief. Sister is unable to recall any more answers to
the questions you submitted.
1. On JUly 3, 1908 I went to Christie and it was in
a-wilderness at that time. A large crowd of people
.arrived that same day. Maybe it was the dedicat-lon
-neremony, orphans WBre brought in via boat that~ame day .
. Sister's first impression was, what can I possibly do
here, I know nothing about little children or' orphans.
Sister M. Elmira and I stood on the porch, WB did not
speak, we were too lonesome to do anything, just slipped
to our bedrooms and had a good cry. Our emotions were
now dispelled, we heard the whis~leon the boat. We knew
that the orphans were now arriving. They came trudging up
the path, they looked so weary and tired. Each one had a
bundle and a few toys in their arms. We brought them inside, washed them carefully, and gave them some food; then
to bed. I was given the middle group and I felt very helpless. I .was wi th them day and night. ,. After six months I
was worn out so I was sent to Spokane, and after four years
returned to Christie.
2.

Primary purpose of Christie was to give these
a home and teach them. They were poor, had few
cl'othes, and most of the parents of these children were
dead.
or~hans

3. My job was to give these children care, complete
,care, bathing, mending, teach them and constantly vigilant
at all times.
4. The w'ork did not change much, we did get more
help, and of course many more orphans arrivedo The
Bishop was always interested in our school, he came to
visit frequently and always brought several guests with
him. Fences were built. Many improvements outside and in'
took place during the passing of years.

5. The most important thing we did for the girls was
to provide a 'home atmosphere, teach them their religion,
and give them a sense of security. ,Tpe girls were grateful and loyal throughout the years. Some corresponded
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with me until their death.
greetings ..

A few others still send me

The girls felt rewarded when they could help with the
work. There was much cleaning to be done, much- garden
W"ork,like hoeing, pUlling weeds, picking up potatoes and
gathering the vegetables.
- We had very -little .fllrni ture in the beginningj
children sat on benches. Very few chairs were in the
bUilding during the olden days.
As the years went on many improvements took place.
Instead ora great percentage of orphans WB now had more
children from broken homes.
In 1917 I was again at Christie and these WBre very
hard years, a war was on. We had a great deal of sickness
among the girls. The flu epidemic was raging. We did not
have sufficient help and the patients had to be isolated,
so we obtained help from the Provincial House Sisters.
Sister M. Florence came to our assistance and remained w~th
the flu patients day and night.
Questions 5 and 7 have

answe~s

included in the above.
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APPENDIX C

CATHOLIC CHARITIES, INC.
PORTLAND 4, OREGON

400 Dekum Building
~apitol 8-6531

Executive Office

January 27 J 1965
Most Reverend Edward D. Howard, D.D.
The Chancery Office
2838 East Burnside
Portland, Oregon 97214
Your Grace:
In answer to the request from students at the School of
Social Work of Portland State College, the records of
Catholic Charities contain the following outline of the
orig~ns of Chris~ieSchool.
In 1859, Archbishop Blanchet secured the assistance of
12 Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary from
Montreal, Canada. Their purpose was "to teach, visit
the sick, compassionate the unfortunate, and perform
such other works of zeal as the Ordinary of the Diocese
would require of them." It was understood that at the
coming of another or other orders of Sisters into the
qregon Province, the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary should direct their energies to the purpose of
the community, Christian education.
Immediately after the arrival of the Sisters of the
Holy Names, a boarding school was established which
cared for orphan girls. A month after the opening of
the girls' boarding school, an adjoining building was
occupied as an orphanage and boarding school for boys.
Orphan work fell to the Sisters beca6se of the large
number of foundlings left in their garden~
Excepting the years from 1889 to 1900, work among the
orphan girls in the Diocese of Oregon has been carried
on by the Sisters of the Holy Names. During the eleven
years' interval, the orphan girls WBre in the care of
the Si~t~rs of st. Mary's at Beaverton. In 1901,
orphan gi~~s WBre taken again under the care of the
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Sisters of the Holy Names at st. Paul, Oregon. When fire
completelydestro_yed the orphanage at St. Paul~ the
orphans were b.o.usedin the academy which remained the girls
orphanage until 1908. In 1908 the present Christie Home, a
four-story brick .building overlooking the Willamette
River~ eight miles from Portland, was dedicated .
.T he legal basis for Christie School is described. in the
.Articles of Incorporation for the Sisters of the Holy Names
as follows:
Christie Home for Girls is an affiliate of the Society
o-.f the Bisters of the Holy Names of Jesllsand Mary, a cor.peration organized in accordance with the laws of the State
~ Oregon on the lOth day of November, 1880, and filed for
record with George W. McBride, Secretary of State, at
Salem, Oregon, on August 4, 1893.
Ghristi.e Home for Girls was established by the Society of
the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary in 1908
under the charter granted by these articles of incorporation.
On March 1, 1941, an agreement was entered into between
Catholic Charities, Inc. of the Archdiocese of Portland in
Oregon and the Society of. the Holy Names, by which Catholic
Charities was given full and complete management and super;..
.intendence of Christie Home for Girls. Catholic Charities
held all licenses, certificates and permits in its own name
in behalf of Christie Home.
On January 1, 1953, a charter was issued to Christie Home
.for Girls by the Most Reverend Archbishop of Portland,
Oregon, which established the policies that:
Catholic Charities, Inc., shall be the directing and
planning agency for the social welfare program for this
Archdiocese.
The administration of each chartered agency shall have
·the responsibility of managing its own organization and
develoDing its own operating palie-ies and procedures
wi thin its Article's of Incorporation and By-Laws and in
conformity w~th the general external progr~m of Catholic
Charities, Inc.
Each chartered institution or agency shall have a board
of trustees or,a body of officers who shall hav~ final
authority for the agency and shall also maintain an active
Advisory Board which shall include lay persons residing
throughout the state.

I
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By~.Iaws of the Society of the, Sisters of the Roly Name s for
.the ope.ration of Christie .school were drawn.up eff!2ctive
January 1,. 1953. They include the following provisions:

Article.II lists the official name of the institution as
Christie School.
Article III establishes that the trustees of Christie
School are the same group who are the trustees of
the Society of' the Sisters of' the Holy Names.
(This group is called the "Provincial Council")
Article V says that two representatives from Christie
School shall be selected by the Most Reverend
Archbishop for membership on the AdVisory Board of
Catholic Charities, Inc.
Article VI establishes operational procedures according
to the charter. No new kind of ~ork is to be
undertaken unless such action shall have been
approved by the Board of Trustees of Catholic
Chari ties, Inc.
1

Christie School is to cooperate with other agencies
to promote efficiency and economy in services and
administration, ,and prevent duplication of efforts.
Christie School is to solicit no funds unless approval is first obtained in writing from the
Archbishop.
Any dispute concerning practice, 'policy, or
philosophy between Christie School and Catholic
Charities, Inc. shall be referred in writing by
both parties to the Archbishop of Portland in
Oregon, whose decision will be final.
I hope this summary covers the main points of official
relationships between Christie School and the Arch
diocese of Portland, Oregon.
Respectfully yours,
/s/ Rev. Morton E. Park
Reverend Morton E. Park,
Director Catholic Charities,
Inc.
MEP: cmp "., ,
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APPENDIX D

THE DECISION TO CLOSE CHRISTIE SCHOOL
The announcement that Christie School, a social
agency caring for grade school age girls with emotional
problems~ is closing presents a grave- problem to all the
people of' Oregon. This situation and what can be done
about it should be c.arefully examined by all those
interested in child welfare.
The problem should be stated first.
remedies can then be examined.

The possible

Oregon--to a greater degree than many states--has had
a scarcity of resources for the care and treatment of
children with emotional problems. On the, basis of studies
which have been made ana national basis~ it is estimated
that out of a school population of approxi.mately 500,000
children as counted in the school census in Oregon., 50,000
of them at sometime during their childhood will have
sufficient emotional disturbance to need professional help.
Of thi.s latter number approximately 2,500 are in need of
specialized group care placement. While private and public
child care institutions in Oregon ranging in age range from
Oregon Correctional Institution to Waverly Baby Home give
care to some of these children, only two agencies can be
classified as giving to some adequate degree the depth of
treatment needed by such children. These are: Parry
Center which can care for 40 boys and-girls from grade
school through high school, and Christ.ie School which cares
for up to 60 girls of grade school age. 'Unt:i.l more research is done to measure the actual results of agency care,
the most readily available yardstick to measure adequacy of
care for children with emotional problems is the ratio of
staff to children and the adequacy of staff's training.
The gravity of the problem is obvious when w~th a
probable need of 2,500 places for intensive treatment of
emotionally disturbed children and 100 places available,
60 of these are now to be lost.
Many social agencies have modified their function or
gone out of existence because their programs w-ere no longer
needed. Seldom if ever in the field of child wBlfare has
there been recorded that an agency while making progress in
giving more effective care to children and in the midst of
modifying its program in the light of community. needs has
been sch~dul~d for extinction. Christie School is such an
agency.
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The highly- developed team approach which 1s necessary to .give .ei'..fective care to children with emotional

-J)rnbl.ems, ..eannot.he created overnight.. ~t takes timej it
is .expensive; it. takes ..aperiod of working together and
trial and er.ror before an e.ffectivB team approach of
dir.ector,. group .parents, teachers,. social workers, psychologists, .-and .-psychiatrists jell . andhegin to produce
·result..s~
While hopefully more p.eople will learn to be
.e..f..fective in this team approach, the numher of people in
the community that have this knowhow is .comparatively
scarce. Furthe~ore agencies and gr.oups.in the communi ty
whohav.e.an int.erest or might dev.elop. .. anint.erest in offering care to children with emotional problems will be discouraged from undertaking such an expensive and time con... sumi ng project as. the creation of fu.rther group faeili ties
for childr.en wit.hemotional disturbances, if one of the two
programs now' operating in Oregon goes under w'ith no careful plan as to how such a ~bSS might be prevented or replaced.
.
The reasons for the decision to discontinue the
Christie School can be surrnnarized as follows:
(1) A series of serious operating budget deficits over the
last four years since Christie School has taken concrete
st.epsto reduce its population from 90 to 60 and increase
staff in order to give more adequate service to children
with emotional problems.
(2) The necessity to undertake an expensive building program ($250,000 to $500,000 in its initial phases) after the
Oregon State Fire Marshall's Office condemned the third and
fourth floors for sleeping purposes.
(3) The serious personnel problem faced by the Sisters of
the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary in trying to supply
teachers to Catholic Schools which they have agreed to
staff and also supply teacher and group mother staff at
Christie School for present and future needs.

The first two points have received so much publicity
that they seem hardly to need further elaboration. However, a few of the salient features should be reviewed.
As early·as 1959 the decision was made by Christie School
to take progressive steps towards offering more intensive
care and service to children with emotional problems. This
was done on the basis of recommendations, encouragement,
and approval of this goal from Child Welfare League of
America, which studied Oregon's child welfare problems in
1950, State Public Welfare Commission, Community Council of
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. _Eor.tJ and ~ .. .and ._C.atholic.. Charitie.a. Inc. - - inc.luding recom-

mendations o.f ...aCatholic Cha.ritiesstud.y. by Bi.s.ter Agni ta
Miriam in the 1950' s. This decision . had the financial
ba ckingnfa....lit.t.le -.Over .$-38.,..QQ.O. which had.be.en placed in
a huilding-fund .reserve towar-ds .meeting future huilding
needs. As this amount was too small .for any projected
builcling.plans..-and-as imme.dia t.ely.available financial re.sources .. for str.engthening the .program .as planned were not
available, it was decided to use this building reserve
money to help underwrite the initial development of the
-agency f s program until more adequate f.inancial support
from the community was forthcoming. This money has- now
-heen .exhaust.ed -exc.ept for $15,000 placed in the Christie
Foundation--one of the several efforts launched by
.Chri.stie School in an effort to place the operating budget on a sound basis.
As early as December 1961; the community including
_Catholic Charities, Community Council, state Public Welfare Commission, and later the general public through
news releases were made aware that Christie was having
serious problems meeting its operating budget, and that
unless some way was found to meet this problem, the program was in danger of being terminated. In 1962 and
1963 potential deficits of about. $25,000 were faced and
so far overcome without withdrawing money from the
Christie Foundation whose capital has increased from
$15,000 to $27,000 during its existence. The deficits
have been met to date through successful efforts to increase Orego.n United Appeal allocati'ons (although the se
continue to be much below flUA approved bUdgets), fees
for care, gifts from foundations and individuals, and
b~ginning in January 1963 a purchase of care agreement
w'ith the State Public Welfare Commission for up to ten
children at a time at full cost of care.
The condemnation of the 3rd and 4th floors of
Christie School by the State Fire Marshall was initially
wBlcomed as the springboard to replace inadequate plant
which for many more years had been maintained and re'paired as best possible. Everyone recognized that this
antiquated plant presented serious limitations and drawbacks to the development of program.
This condemnation and the projected building program
it necessitated, h6wever, created the crisis which lead
Mother Mary Mark and her council to review the ChristIe
program and reluctantly decide that it could not be continued. Marylhurst College is facing a serious deficit.
There are current plans for launching much needed building programs at St. Mary's Academy and Sacred Heart

'--,
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Academy..at Salem. .It was de.c.ided.. that there could not be
any large scale building drive for Christ.ie School which
would interfere w'ith these high school bUilding projects
already launched.
Probably t.he telling factor in the decision to discontinue Chri.stie School's program is the difficulty the
Holy Names Sisters are experiencing in meeting the responsibi.lity to st.aff certain Catholic schools in Oregon. while
lllaintaining theChristie.program. The number of vocations
to the religious li~e entering the Holy Names and other
orders has steadily fallen behind the demand for teachers
in the expanding Catholic School Program in Oregon. The
Cat.holic parishes in this state are having to hire an increased number of lay teachers. Even though some of these
teachers because of retirement from public school teaohing
or other factors, are paid qUite modest salaries, the
financial strain is very great on pastors in their efforts
to maintain adequate church, rectory, school, and convent
facilities and the staff to operate them. While there is
some discussion that Catholic schools cannot hope in the
future to offer education to all Catholic children desiring
it, and many people may debate the desirability of this
type of parochial' schooling , it must be taken as a fact of
life in the forseeable future, in Oregon as in the rest of
the country, there will be a deep commitment towards the
education of as ,many Catholics as pdssible in Catholic
sctl9pls by bishops, clergy, religious orders, and Catholic
parents. The Holy Names Sisters are and always have been
~primarily a teaching order, and they regard this as their
primary responsibility as directed by the charter of their
order and their responsibility to the Archbishop.
Of the 15 sisters at Christie School only 7 or 8
would actually qualify to teach classes or be superiors.
The other sisters at Christie are retired teachers. While
some pastors may erroneously assume that all the sisters
cat Christie could be manning class rooms with 45 or 50
children each, the fact still remains that the 7 or 8
teachers now at Christie could be teaching betWBen 300 to
400 children in Catholic schools in contrast to an average
population of between 40 to 60 children at Christie at any
one time during the last two years.
On the basis of the strenuous efforts of the devoted
advisory board of Christie, it seems evident that the first
two problems of financing a building program and· solving
the current agency operating deficit are possible. The
board had pledges for two o~ the three cottages needed for
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housing the .children. This would still leave the third
.. cot.tag.e.-and--the.._pr.oblem .Df .hollsing the remainder of the
sisters on the condemnedthird.~loor--eveni f the first
two £loors o.f the present hUilding could be used for administration and recreation for a time. A campaign was
also being formed to have a, .. .gr.oup of men and women to
imderwrite Cbrist.ie's current deficit up to $25.,-000 a
year~or the next .few year--.s.
It seems evident that with
this .kind oi'support .from the Chrlstie Advisory Board and
its friends plus the definite probability of an increase
in the numb..erof children under purchase of care, that
the operating deficit problem is not insoluble. With this
kind of a start even further progress can be made on .the
building program and the avoidance of future serious
deficits.
How'ever, this still leaves the grave problem to the
.....Holy .Names Sisters of how to use inadequate numbers of

". sisters to meet the demands of both the Catholic schools
they are responsible for staffing and continuing to
adequately staff Christie School.
The staff and;volunteers who work at Christie School,
the agencies and many of the parents who have referred
children to it, and many people who have observed the progress children have made under the present program are convinced that in this program is something very good, special,
and creative for children. There are also some exciting
signs that through the involvement of teachers, college
students, scout leaders and the social work staffs of other
agencies the strengths and creativity of the Christie program in helping troubled children as it is now' and as it
planned to develop in the future c'Quld play a very important role in helping children who have never come to
Christie.
The value of what was being accomplished for children
both directly and indirectly must somehow be preserved
because such programs with such valuable insights into the
needs of children and the means to effectively meet these
needs are so desperately needed and so rare to find. No
'one at this point can say what the chances would be i~
Oregon as a community was sufficiently concerned over the
scheduled loss of the Christie program whether Archbishop
Howard and Mother Mary Mark could be persuaded to review
the decision to terminate this much needed resource for
children with emotional problems.

~-~Ui.i?#E..;.•44Q.it&&t-
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If it ~s too late to do this, however, every effort
to eValuate.Ghristie's.program while it is still in
-.existence .should .he. made. Besides the ei'fort to preserve
what is of value to.child-renin this program,.lB-ssOllS can
be learned fram thegr1m fact that a £orward looking program
desperately needed by children, widely approved by the community·., has been allowed to die in spi te of ample warning
..for over ·a two-y.ear-period that. it was in serious trouble .
.A lso. the . spirit .and strength o.f th.e-Christie program and
th6se devoted to it should be mobilized to try to fill the
gap that this loss of service causes in our comm~nity.
J. Barron Fitzpatrick

1963
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APPENDIX E

CATHOLIC CHARITIES", INC.
Portland 4} Oregon
A CijARTER

....In order to have an .adequate and responsible program'
o£-polici.es and..procedures relating to social welfare services for ..persons entrusted to the direct care of Archdio.cese 0.£ Portland in Oregon, and.as.a further expression
.0£ the confidence in the devoted services and qualifications
or the Catholic institutions and agencies now performing
these services} I} Edward D. Howard, D.D.} Archbishop of
Portland in Oregon hereby grant a Charter to

CHRISTIE SCHOOL, MARYLHURST} OREGON
.which shall allow the management thereof to continue to
p.erfarm their dedicated services in behalf of persons in
.thej.r c.are,subject to the provisions of the Articles of
Inc.orporation and By-Laws of Catholic Charities} Inc. and
such further directives as may be issued and confirmed by
me.
According to its Articles of Incorporation and By.Laws; Catholic Charities} Inc.}· through the office of its
Priest-Director~ shall be the direpting and planning agency
for the social welfare program for this Archdiocese, and
. shall be consulted in all matters relating to legislative
act~on} general appropriations of state or county funds}
matters referred to the State Public Welfare Commission,
and the schedule of boarding rates for care Df childr~n.
The administration of each Chartered agepcy shall
have the responsibility of managing its own organization
and developing its own operating policies and procedures
within its Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws and in
conformity with the general external program of Catholic
Charities} Inc. Each Chartered agency shall provide a
copy of its Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws and
stated policies and procedures to the Charities Director
for his guidance.
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The Director of Charities~ in ..performance of his duty,
shall visit the C.hart.ered agencies and inst.itutlons peri·odically.and confer with the.management; .he shall have
auth9rit.y to inspect case records and make inquiry regarding standards o~ care, and he shall make such P€ports to
the Board of Catholic Charities, Inc. concerning the institutions and agencies as he deems proper.
Each Chartered agency shall supply the Catholic
Charities Director with a copy of material supplied annually
t.o the State Public Welfare Commission for the term of its
licens.e; all financ.ial reports to the legislature and the
.State Public Welfare Commission and Community Chests;
copies of the annual budget; copies of monthly statistical
and financial reports required by the aforesaid agencies.
It shall be the responsibility of the Chartered
agency to provide qualified persons to attend scheduled
meetings of state welfare conferences, state and local
Chest meetings, and to represent therat the point of view
of their agency.
For the purpose of mutual cooperation, we representatives from each Chartered institution on agency shall
be selected by the Most Reverend Archbishop for membership
on the Advisory Board of Catholic Charities, Inc.; and the
directing head of each Chartered institution or agency and
one other representative appointed by the latter shall be
members of the Institutional Council of Catholic Charities.
The Chartered agency shall1make its own direct appeal
to the United Fund or Conununity Chest for funds to operate
its program; shall not exceed its budget without the
approval of Catholic Charities; shall not undertake an
independent campaign for funds, or adopt or amend its membership plan without the written approval of C~tholic
Charities, Inc.
Unresolved differences in policies or procedures which
. may occur between Chartered agencies shall be referred to
the Catholic Charities Director.
Personnel Regulations which may serve as a gUide for
all Chartered institutions or agencies shall be uniform
for Catholic Services for Children, Catholic Family Services,
and the Catholic Youth Organization, which regulations shall
be subject to approval of the Advisory Board of Catholic
Charities, Inc.

Each Chartered institution or agency shallbave a
Board of Trustees or a body of officers who shall have
final authority for the agenc.y, -and shall also maintain an
.active Advisory . B oard which shall include lay persons residing throughout the state.
THIS CEARTER..shall remain in force until revoked at
the request of either party after one year's notice has
been given.

Edward D. Howard
Archbishop of Portland
in Ore.
President, Board of
Trustees, Catholic
Charities, Inc.
January 1, 1953

•
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APPEIWIX F

I.

Legal Basis

CHRISTIE HOME FOR GIRLS is an affiliate of The
Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary', a corporation organized in. accordance with the
---laws o.f the State of Oregon on the lOth day of November,
.188o~ and. filed for record with George W. McBride,
Secre.tary of State, at Salem, Oregon, on August 4" 1893.

CHRISTIE HOME FOR
Society of the Sisters
Mary inlgo8 under the
of Incorporation" copy

GIRLS was established by the
of the Holy Names of Jesus and
charter granted by these Articles
of which follows:

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
~
WHEREAS, at a meeting of the G,ongregation
of "The
Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary," a Benevolent, Education, Charitable and Religious
Society, held on the Ninth day of November, A.D~ 1880,
at the City of Portland, StatE? of Oregon, the undersigned were duly instructed to incorporate under the laws
o~ the State of Oregon;
THEREFORE

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that we, Sister Mary
Dolores, Superioress, Sister Mary Peter, Assistant" and
Sister Mary Patrick, Secretary, members and officers. of
"The Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary," existing·in the County of Multnomah and State
of Oregon~ w~th branches of said Society in Salem and
. st. PaUl, Marion County; Jacksonville, Jackson CountYj
The Dalles" Wasco County; and Baker City, Baker County",
all in the state of Oregon, do hereby form ourselves
into a Corporation in accordance with and in pursuance of'
the Act' o~ the Le~islative Assembly of the State of
.
Oregon, entitled 'An Act Providing for the Incorporation
of Churches, Religious, Benevolent, Literary" and
Charitable Societies, II apprOVed October 24, A.D. 1864,
and of the acts amendatory thereof.
Article I .
.That the Name of this Corporation and by which it shall be
known shall be liThe Society of the Sisters of the Holy
Names of Jesus and Mary. II
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Article II.
That the obtject and purpose of this corporation shall be

the .relief' o.f needy.and suffering humanity~ the care of
orphans and the education and instruction of' youth, and to
establish and maintain Academies and Schoolsf'or the care
and . education o.f youth, in the Citi-es .and Towns of the
state o~· Oregon, and the Territories of Washington and
Idaho.., and to purchase, receive, possess and dispose of
.such .real .and . personal property as may .be necessary or convenient to carry.-.o'ut the object and purposes of this Corporation, and that each Academy or School already established~ or that may be hereafter established, shall be
authorized and empowered to grant diplomas and degrees to
those who shall have finished the course of study that
shall be prescribed by the Faculties of said academies,
and do all other acts in connection therew~th.,
Article III.
That the estimated value of the property possessed by
said Society at the time of the signing and acknow~edg
ment of these Articles is Eighty-five Thousand Dollars
($85,000) and the income and revenue are derived from
tuition charged for the education and instructi6n of
youth.
Article IV.
That the corporators in these Articles are Sister Mary
Dolores, Superioress, Sister Mary Peter, Assistant, and
Sister Mary Patrick, Secretary, and who shall hold their
respective offices during the pleasure of the Superior
General, and any vacancies in said offices by removal or
death are filled in the following manner to-wit: A meeting of the members of this corporation is called at which
a majority thereof nominate a member to fill the vacancy,
the nomination being SUbject to the confirmation and
appointment of such nominee by thB Superior General, and
in the event of said nomination being disapproved, the
Superior General may fill the vacancy by appointing any
member of the Society thereto.
Article V.
That the principal place of business and location of this
corporation shall be in Portland, Multnomah County, State
of Oregon.
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-IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have executed these articles in
triplicate, and have hereunto set our hands and seals on
this lOth day of November, A.D. 1880.
Executed in the presence of
/s/ M. W. Fechheimer
/s/ Charles F. Hyde

/s/ Sister Mary Dolores,

/s/
/s/

Superioress (Seal)
Sister Mary Peter{
Assistant (S.eal)
Sister Mary Patrick,
Secretary (Seal)

STATE OF OREGON
County of Multnomah
BE IT REMEMBERED that on this lOth day of November,
A.D. 1880, before me the undersigned, a Notary Public in
and ~or the state of Oregon, personally appeared the
within named Sister Mary Dolores, Superioress, Sister
Mary Peter, Assistant, and Sister Mary Patrick, Secretary
o~ the Society above-named, who are known to me to be the
identical persons described in and who executed the same
~reely and for the uses and purposes therein expressed.

I

IN WITNESS WHERBOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
affixed my Notarial 'Seal on the day and year last above
written.
/s/ Charles F. Hyde
Notary Public in and for Oregon
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APPENDIX G

BY-LAWS
OF THE SOCIETY OF THE SISTERS OF THE -HOLY NAMES OF
JESUS AND MARY, AN OREGON CORPORATION, FOR ITS OPERATION
OF CHRISTIE SCHOOL AT MARYLHURST, OREGON
ARTICLE I.
It 1s hereby resolved by the Board of Trustees of the
Societ_y of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary
that,_ e.ffective January 1, 1953, the following articles
will const.itute the By-Lawsi'or the operation of Christie
School in its services to dependent and nondependent girls.
over five years of age.
ARTICLE II.
The official name of this institution is 6HRISTIE
SCHOOL, and its location is at Marylhurst, CLACKAMAS
County, Oregon.
Objects
The objects of Christie School will be to conform with
the provisions of the Charter conferred by the Archbishop
of Portland in Oregon and as provided for in Article II of
the articles of incorporation of the Society of the Sisters
or the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary, which are, to-w'it: to
provide custodial care, education and training for dependent and non-dependent girls within the institution.
ARTICLE III.
Board of Trustees
The board of trustees for the operation of Christie
'School are as provided in Article II of the articles of
incorporation of the Society of the Sisters of the Holy
Names of Jesus and Mary.
The board of trustees shall have full authority and
to control and administer all acts of Christie
S9 h ool ..

powe~
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ARTICLE-IV
There shall be an advisory boam r.ar Christie School
which .. shall consist of twenty or more members who .shall include .memhers o.f the board of trustees and other· members of
the clergy, religious, and laymen and women and who shall
_.b~ selected from throughout the state in the following
manner:·

Beginning in 1953, they shall be elected by the membership for a, period o.f three years. Continuous memhership
shall not.ext.end beyond two consecutive terms. Names of
proposed new members shall be presented at one of the semiannual meetings-for approval by the existing membership,
an.dif approved, shall be invited by letter. In addition
to the-.foregoing,the officers of the Guild shall be deemed
.__members of the advisory board during their term of office in
the Guild.
Powers and Duties
The advisory board shall have such functions as are
provided by these By-Laws and subject to control of the
board' of trustees. It shall' be the chief function of the
.. -advisory board to study the program of Christie School, to
consider and make recommendations for the betterment of
. services, to represent the institution at meetings of the
.unit~d Good Neighbors and Oregon United Appeal, and other
civib organizations; to interpret the program of the institution to communities throughout the state, and to act upon
all matters that may be re"ferred to the board by the
trustees of the administration.
Officers
Officers of the advisory board shall consist of a lay
chairman, vice-chairman, and secretary. The chairman and
vice-chairman shall be elected by the advisory board from
its members. They shall be elected at the semi-annual
meeting held in the fall, and the chairman so elected shall
:hold office for a term of two years or until his successor
i-selected and qualified, and the vice-chairman shall likewise hold office for two years and/or until his successor
is elected and qualified. They perform the duties pertaining to their respective offices. A social wDrker from the
Christie School staff designated by the Sister Director
shall be the secretary of the Christie School Advisory
Board, ipso facto.
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At the t.ime of' the adoption of' t.hese By-Law·B.,,·
Mr. Irving Rand is.chairman;. Mrs~ A. J. Antonich;t- vicecbai rma n ; -and Rever.end Patrick J . Dooley " secretary. The

advisDry board may ~ppolnt such other officers as it shall
deem. .neces.sary., who .may have such aut.hority and shall per~orm such duties as from time to time may be prescribed by
the advisory board·.
Chair~n;
It shall be the duty of the chairman of the advisory.board to .pres.ide at all meetings of the board" to
.appoint all committees unless otherwise provided by the
By+Laws. He may .call special meetings whenever he deems it
necessary or upon written request of five members of the
board. He shall perform such other duties as may be
assigned to him by the board.

Vice-Chairman:

The Vice-Chairman shall possess the powers

... anq perform the duties of the chairman in the latter r s

absence.
Secretary: It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep
the records of the proceedings of the advisory board, and
to serve all notices required either by law or by the ByLaws of this organization. Cop~es of all correspondence
shall be filed with the secretary.
ARTICLE V.
For the purpose of mutual cooperation" two repre-·
sentatives from each Chartered institution or agency shall
be selected by the Most Reverend Archbishop for membership
on the advisory Board of Catholic Charities, Incorporated.
The secretary of the Christie School Advisory Board shall
submit a complete list of Christie School Advisory Board
membership to the Most Reverend Archbishop on January 1st
of each year.
ARTICLE VI.
Operational Procedures
Christie School shall operate according to the following ·provisions:
A. To operate within the policies and procedures of
Catholic Charities" Inc., as provided by the Charter.
B. To undertake no new kind of wDrk unless· such
action shall have been approved by the board of trustees
of Catholic Charities, Inc.

I
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c.

To cooperate w~th other agBncies to promote efand economy inservlces and administration, and
prevent a .. duplication of efforts.
f~ciency

1

D. To keep .an accurate account of all finances .and
st.atistics required by law, or. by regulations of Catholic
.char~ties; and to be subject to audit and inspection by a
....qualified representative of the board of trustees of
Catholic Charities, Inc .
.E .Tq sol.icit no funds unless approval is first
obtained in writing from the Archbishop.
F. Any dispute concerning practice, policy, or
.phllosoph.y between Christie School and Catholic Charities,
Inc., shall be referred in writing by both parties to the
Archbishop of Portland in Oregon, whose decision will be
final.

ARTICLE VII.
Budget Committee
A budget committee shall be appointed by the chairman of the advisory board and shall consist of five
members; one member to be appointed each year; and one
.senior member to be dropped each year, so that each member
serves five years. Vacancies may be appointed as they
occur.
This Committee shall study and recommend to the
advisory board all matters pertaining to the allotment,
increase and reduction of the budget~ and shall pass
upon any adjustments in salaries, schedule· of services,
and general operating expense items.
The budget committee shall study and recommend to
the advisory board the amount of funds necessary to
operate the agency's office and shall appear before the
;United Good Neighbors and Oregon United Appeal committees
or opganizations in behalf of said funds needed to carry
out the approved program.
ARTICLE VIII.
Meetings
The regular semi-annual meetings of the Advisory
Board of Christie School shall be held the last Tuesday
of April and October of each year at Christie School,
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.

for the purpose of electing the officers as herein provided,
o~ hearing the annual reports, and for the transaction of
.such business as may be brought before the meeting.
.. - Special meetings may be called at the discretion of
the Chairman.
ARTICLE IX.
Amendments

·..;Amendments to these By~Laws' may be made by a majority
vote of the board of trustees of Christie School provided
the amendment has been previously discussed by the advisory
...; board at a regularly called meeting, and the Archbishop of
Portland in Oregon has been given notice in writing.
ARTICLE X.
Executive Committee
There shall be an executive committee which shall con-.
suIt with the Sister Director at monthly meetings or at
such other times as shall be designat·ed by the Sister
Dir"ector, and its members shall be the following:
Chairman of the advisory board, vice-chairman of the
advisory board, past chairman of the advisory board, chairman of the finance committee, chairman of the budget committee, chairman of the personnel committee, chairman of
the public relations committee, chairman of the program
committee, legal counsel of the Christie School foundation,
Christie School delegate to the Catholic Charities Advisory
Board, chairman of the Christie GUild, secretary of the
board of trustees for the operation of Christie School as
provided in Article II of the' Articles of Incorporation of
the Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus a~d
Mary, and members of the professional staff of Christie
School designated by the Sister Director. The Director of
Charities for the Archdiocese of Portland in Oregon may be
invited to meetings of the executive committee, and it
being further prOVided that any member of the advisory
board or ani other guest may attend said meetings by invitation 6"f the Sister Director.
ARTICLE XI.
Nominating Committee
There shall be a nominating committee for the purpose
of nominating the officers of the advisory board and said
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nominating committee shall be elected. There shall be
thr.ee memb.ers of said nominating commi ttee. Their
election shall take place at the meeting irmnediately preceding the election of officers.
ARTICLE XII.
That the foundation for Christie School shall be
deemed an agent for the corporation of the Society of
the .Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary~ an
Oregon corporation~for the purpose of accepting contributions for Bald foundation for the benefit of Christie
Bchool and doing all other things necessary as an agent
thereof in the conduct of the Christie School foundation.

December 3l.,1952
'lst Revision: March 15~ 1956
2nd Revision: October 24~ 1961

,.'---
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APPENDIX H

CHRISTIE SCHOOL
PERSONNEL PRACTICES
Good p.ersonnel practices are the result of a continuing
frank understanding and a mutual relationship between
em~loyer and employee.'
In these. practices we distinguish betw-een professional
sta£..f and non~.professional staff. The former includes the
social workers, psychologist, and nursej the latter, the
kitchen help, dining room maid, groupmother's aide, and
the men employed on the maintenance staff.

I.

Employment
Application Process - Employment is based wholly on the
qualificat-ions and the competence for the particular
position--the person best qualified to do the job is
considered .
. a. Professional staff fill out an application form
stating preparation, education, and experience, and
personal references.
b. Non-professional staff fill out an application
form stating experience·, references, arid state of
health.
c.Bothare required to have a recent TB X-ray
since they are to be near the children. This is to be
renewed annually.
d. Professional staff is intervieWBd by the
Director and she makes the final decision concerning
the employment of the applicant. Non . . professional
staff isinterview~d by the Plants Manager and she
makes the final decision.

In the application interview there is emphasis on the facts
regarding the general training and experience of the
applicant, and on evaluation of his personal capacity in
relation to the reqUi~ements of the position. The agency
is responsible for making available to the prospective
employee a planned orientation period. During this time
facts: about the agency and the condi tions of the employment, salary range, duties, and responsibilities will be
~xplained.
-

Probation Period -- An informal evaluation of an employee's'
work is a continuous process by the employer and the employee. Following a period of six months' probation from the
date of employment, the applicant's work will be evaluated
formally. Thereafter, once a year, evaluation of each
worker's performance shall be made. These evaluations are
the basis for continuing employment, salary increases,
promotions, and dismissal.
'
II.

Work Schedule

The work schedule for the professional staff shall consist
of a five-day week. When it is necessary for a social
worker to be here on Saturday with the psychiatrist, he
w~ll take time off on another day of the week.
The work
day is from 8:30 to 5 o'clock or 9:00 to 5:30 w~th an hour
for lunch.
The work schedule for the non-professional staff will be
five and a half days or six days and every other Sunday
off. Each w~ll work according to the particular job
schedule, an eight-hour day, lunch included.
Absence from work should be cleared w~th the ,Director or
the Plants Manager before the beginning of the working
day. When the social workers are in the field, places of
visitation should be noted on their cards in the receptionist's-office. Whenever a person is away from the
agency, time of leaving and approximate time of return
should be noted on the same card. Absence for other than
sick and vacation leave are subject to payroll deduction.
III.

Holydays and Holidays

Professional staff are entitled to the following holidays
with pay:
New Year's Day, January I
Memorial Day, May 30
Independence Day, July 4

Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas, December 25

Catholics also have the following days off:
Ascension Thursday
Assumption of Mary, August 15
All Saints Day, November 1
Immaculate Conception, December 8

Note: NonCatholics may· substitute ·other days
for these if they
wish.
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Non--professional staff have the six main holidays off in
turn to provide a skeleton crew for the kitchen on those
days .

.-- Whenever possible the Agency will give an extra day or
days over the Christmas and New Year Holldays providing
sufficient ,staff at such time can be maintained for
.~gency work.
Similar adjustments may be made for other
holidays.
Rest periods not longer than 15 minutes both morning and
afternoon will be provided for all wDrkersd
Overtime -- It ·is· recognized that professional staff
cannot limit their job to working hours. Equal compensatory time will be given instead of overtime pay to the
professional staff. The non-professional staff will be
paid by the hour for overtime amounting to more than an
hour in succession.
IV.

Ahserr'ceand Leave

Sick Leave
Sick leave is fo~'the benefit of the worker only, and
shall" not be used to cover illness in the family. It is
not to be used to cover absence without leave, vacations,
or applied to vacations. Unexpired sick leave shall not
be cons~dered a vacation right nor is the worker entitled
to compensation. A staff memberi s allowed twelvew'orking
days with pay each calendar year. Unused portions of sick
leave may accrue too a' maximum of sixty wDrking days
If an
employee has exceeded his sick leave, an appropriate salary
reduction is made.
Q

Vacati,ons
Vacations are accumulated by the social work staff on the
basis of 18 working days a year or Ii days a month for the
first two years Of experience. After 3 years of experience
the maximum shall be 24 working days vac.ati.on.
Non-professional staff must be in service for a year before
being entitled to a vacation with pay. For the first 5
years of service one week w~th pay is allowed
After 5
years two weeks are allowed.' After 10 years 3 weeks with
pa'y may be allowed. In the event a civil holiday named
herein falls on a working day d,urlng an employee I s vacation
period, such employee shall receive one additional day's
paid vacati9n..
0

.~.
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. -Choiceof vacation will depend upon the seniorlty in the
.. ag.ency and the necessary consideratj.ons. that must be given
tD4gency wDrk coverage. Vacation leave is to be completed
by December 31 following the anniversary date of employment.
Requests-for annual vacation ·leave are submitted to the
director or plants manager, giving tw·o possible . choices .
nQctation must be up to date and monthly report summaries
and transfer of cases completed before the worker may take
his annual leave.
Leave of absence
Unpaid leave of absence, without loss of job privileges or
..s.eniority, up to a maximum of one year, may be granted for
.educational leave, military service, or other grave reason
to the professional staff.
Paid leave of absence shall be granted to all staff for
deaths in the immediate family, for jury duty, or court
appearances over which the agency has no control, less any
amounts received by the employee for such serviceo
Leave for Conference Attendance
Time off with pay will be allow€d for conference attendance
for professional staff member w~thln the practical possibilities of release from the job. The agency is interested
in the professional development of its staff and w€lcomes
·the opportunities for study and attendance at these Institutes and Conferences. Attendance is SUbject to approval
of the agency Director and b~dgetary limitations.
V.

Termination of Service

In time of resignation or dismissal, both agency and employee shall give notice as far as possible in advance. When a
member of the professional staff plans to leave the agency,
he will give the director 30 days' noticeo Non-professional
staff members terminating service shall give two weeks'
notice.. No staff member shall have his employment terminated by the agency, without due cause. Unsatisfactory job
performance, failure to follow basic policies of the agency,
and violation of principles of professional conduct shall be
consider~d due cause for dismissal.
In the" event of termination of employment, except for due cause, the professional
employee shall receive 30 days' written notice or pay in
lieu thereof, and the non-professional worker two weeks'
written notice or pay in lieu thereof. Staff members are
entitled to the reasons for termin~tion of employment in
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writing. - In cases where the worker wi-shes to have recons~derat10h of job termination, he w~ll be entitled to a
hearing before the Personnel COl11.rnitteeo
;VI.

Remunerations

Salary Payment - Salaries are paid by the month, on the
last day~ but may be paid semi-monthly on the 15th day
also.
Salary increases - In fairness to the w'orker a salary scal$
cannot be adhered to rigidly. The general ec6nomic situation, cost of' living, the value of the worker to the
agency, and experience must all be taken into consideration
if the scale is to be equitable. An attempt 1s being made
to bring professional workers' salaries up to NASW standards by yearly increments of 5% to 8% depending on merit
and on bUdgetcon~iderat1ons.
Automobile Allowance - An employee operat'ing 'his own car
for agency business w~ll be paid monthl~ at the rate of 91
a mile. To be eligible to receive car a.llowance an employee
must carry approved liability and property damage and medical payments insurance.
'
Telephone Calls - Telephone calls on bus-iness may be
charged to the agency number. Beyond a 50-mile radius,
telephone calls should be cleared with the director .
.VII.

Insurance

Ac'cident Insurance - Each employee is cov~red by the State
Industrial Accident Insurance. The agency pays the 21 per
day employees' contribution, as we prepay our insurance by
t.he year.
Social Security - All employees are covered by Social
Security which is deducted from their payrollo
Health and Hospital Insurance - Health; and medical insurance'group coverage is available to all employees through
payroll deductions w~th 'Catholic Charities in Portland~
Retirement pay -- Participation in the National Health and
Welf'are Retirement Association pay is available to the
social workers through Catholic Charities. In this plan
the employee pays 4 2/9 % of his salary month+'y and the
agency pays 1.7% of that amount, all of which'accrues to
the benefit of the employee. Upon termination of employment a former employee may withdraw the amount o.f accumulated contrlbut~.9ns he has made to the retirement plan or
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he'may leave the amount in the fund together with the amount
contributed 'by his employer towards a retirement benefit
according to the provisions of the rktirement plan.

VIII.

Marriage
:.-

Christie School does, not necessarily proscribe against the
employment of a married woman. However, as it relates to a
young married woman w'ith children it discourages employing
women w'ith families that need attention. Experience has
shown that there is loss of 'time because of illness to the
children, and a need for the mother in the home.

IXo

Staff Development

In the interest 'of rendering the best possible service to
clients, to the community J and ·to the children w'e serve,
the agency welcomes suggestlons for improvement in existing policy or procedure at all times. To pro~ide opportunities for growth, planned staff meetings are held
regularly. As a further aid to growth and development a
worker" is encouraged to participate in and provide leadership fop staff, inter-agency, and community meetings. The
employee is also encouraged to participate in professional
associations. All staff memSers are asked to consult the
agencY-director before accepting memberships on committees
'having 'activities that infringe upon agency time.

X.

Personnel Committee

A board-staff committee will be appointed yearly by the
executive to:
~Definespecifications for

positions ih the agency.
Formulate policies and procedures to cover all
personnel practices.
Set salary ranges for the various positions adequate
to secure and retainquallfied staff.
.
Draw thes.e up in the form of recommendations to be
.
presented to the Administration and Board of
Directors.
Act as a' standing committee to evaluate pers.onnel
disagreements. The findings of this committee
wiI1 be given careful consideration-by the
Administration.
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APPENDIX J
ADMISSIONS GUIDE
. INTAKE PROCEDURES FOR THE SOCIAL WOR;I\ER _ ;.
.. "r: The initial contact may be by letter, phone call or
an actual..visit t~ the'agency.
Letters w:!.ll be referred to the social worker. If they are
from an agency a set of our intake forms plus our intake poli-·
cies and procedures for the use of other agencies should be
sent· to the agency wi th a cover letter listing :the specif1c additionalinformation that we will need concerni'ng the specific
child,.
If'the letter is from a parent, social worker would send a copy
of our procedures for parents and others applying for admission
of' a child, along wi th whatever for~ms might be necessary, with a
bover letter suggesting thai the parents get-in touch directly
w~th Christie or w~th a local agency and listing any other
specific suggestions that we would have for this particular
situation.
In regard to phone calls or drop-ins, the person on duty at the
reception desk should get the parents' name and ciddress and
phone number, as well as the child's name, age, and grade. The
call or callers are referred to the social worker.
i

All referrals should be statistically entered

a

THE INITIAL.EVALUATION OF THE SITUATION IS DONE BY THE SOCIAL
WORKER, THE DIRECTOR, AND ONE OTHER PERSON TO DETERMINE WHETHER
THE FAMILY SHOULD BE REFERRED TO SOME OTHER AGENCY OR WHETHER
THE CHILD MIGHT POSSIBLY BE CONSIDERED AT CHRIS~IEo
II. If the referral passes step one the following things
should be done:

A. Information to be obtained: Ordinarily we should
be anxious to let the parent or referral source tell their
own story in his own way; we want information about the
problem--what it ~s--in what areas is the difficulty
noticeable, that is, at home, at school, with the child
hersel~, or with her peers.
Find out why the parents
thought of Christ~e and what efforts have theymade·to
correct the situat~on themselves and what other' agencies
have been involved, such as schools, soeial agencie.s,
court, physician, or others.
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-B. Every effort should be made to answer fUlly
any questions the parents or the referral source may
have.
, C.
Before ending thIs evaluation, the social
worker and the parents should decide upon{the next
step. This next step will always involve,setting a
time for an appointment for the family to'come for
its 'first interview.
I

, It might also involve any of the follow~ng: 1) Asking the parents to read and/or complete certain ,forms,
for example, f1Procedures for 'Parents and Others
Applying for Adm1ssion of a Child," "Agreement for
Child's Care," f1Medical Report," "Enrollment Health
History," "Agreements for Visiting," "Clothing List,"
'''Release of Information" forms, and any other
approprIate form.
In some instances these forms will have to be sent by
mail and a cover letter should be sent along, repeating any instructions given to the parents' confirming
the time and date of the appointment J and indicating
which of the forms should be completed and w~ich
should be held for some later date.

TIl. THE ,SOCIAL WORKER THEN CLEARS THE INFORMATION
·SECURED·WITH THE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE (that is, Sister
Superior, the other Social Workers, the Groupmother). The
teacher should have an opportunity to read the material and
submit her jsdgment to this Committee.
'
The Admissions Committee would need 'information about the
following:
.
General information about the family
, 2 Information about the child's problem
.
3) Information about the parents' problem and
their reaction to the child's problem.
.
4) Summary of the child's social situation
5) How the child is adjusting, particularly in
school.
,
6) Any IQ and/or any other results of psycholog.ical tests .

II

. IVo

Intake Interviews

Information secured by the social worker will vary from situation to situation and w~ll depend upon the judgment of the
worker. Ordinarily parents w'ill be willing to discuss fUlly
and frankly their situation but may need some reassurance
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~~.-_~~1!le ·t~·-.bec~me· com£'ortdb~e ri th the worker~ - In' 80me casesi t may be neces.s.ary ~ even- thoUgh it .is s.ci time con":'
sli~ng~ £'017 the -social "w'orker -to conduct -the parents on a
tour of the school before pursuing interviews with them.
- A-. It w'ould be ideal if in the intake interviews
all.members o~ the family, that is, the mother, the
father, and the child, could be seen separately and at
least once all together. This, of course, involves
more than one interview.
B. The focus in the interviews is on the mutual
exploration of the child's problem and a beginning and
tentative guess as to the reasons causi.ng the problems.
- (Focus is not on whether or not the child ~s to be admitted to Christie.)
In 'order to get the focus as indicated above, it is
necessary that we get information concerning the
history of the Child, th~ mother, arid the father.
($ee the attached outline entitled "Intake Report. II)
Also, to get the full information we may need to contact and ordinarily will ·hav.e to contact other social
agencies, physician, the schools, and possibly the
.c.ourt.
C.' If it is agreed that tAe child should not
come to Christie, the social worker should work closely
with thefaniily until they are firmly established with
anoth~r agency that can help them.
After IfB lI above has been co~pleted and we
have an understanding of the child's problem and the
pa~entsl reaction, the family and the social wDrker
should then discuss the specifics that are entailed in
a -child's coming to Christie.
-D.

·~~·:~:,-_.·.JJ,,.,,,~his would entail giving the parents an
overview-of the program at Christie, including
the place of religion, the school program, the
summer program, the team approach of the staff,
consultation with the psychiatrist.
2) The parents will have to have fnf'ormation
about visiting and phoning regulations; clQthes
the child will need while here, possible use of
visiting homes for their child, arrangements for
medical and dental care while their child is
here.
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.. 3) The parents w'ill have to be" given· infor".ahout . the cost of care and our expectation" that
ac-cording to their .means they ..would "be "expected
to "pay thi~ cost; they should re6eive ~n eiplanation of any contracts or forms that we wish
them' to'"sig~ iri this ~egard; in the event state
"Aid is going-tb be requested, they should participate 'in giving information concerning this
and understand the requirements WB face in order
to obtain state Aid; and Ifnecess~ry, the
sp~cific income and outgo for the family budget
would be discussed with and obtained from the
parents.'
,
4) The parents would also be ihformed about
the usual length of stay of the chil'd at Christie
and much more importantly the parents would have
to agree to full involv~ment and participation in
the program at Christie, usually through interviews with the social worker. It should be made
clear what we will .expect from the parents while
the child is here. The social wDrker should be
satisfied that the parents will be involved
(that is, willing to partake in regular interviews);
and where the worker considers it necessary a
child can be accepted only under certain conditions
" (these might be a court order or a very definite
agreement that the case will be reviewed in a certain number of months to determine the participation of the parents at that time in order to
.determine whether the child shall remain at
Christie) .
. '
.
5) A date should be tentatively set for a pr~
placement. visit; a solid date will not be given to
the parents until after consult~tion with the
Admissions Committee or in the absence of the Committee in consultation with Sister Superior and
the.groupmother involved.
The parents should have an understanding of the
purpose and timing of the preplacement visit. They
should be~helped to think about what this preplacement visit will mean to the child and what explanation they are going to say to the child about
the preplacement visit.
.
It should be made clear to the parents that the
child cannot be admitted for pre-placement unless
the physical examination is completed before
arrival.
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When the date 18 set and confirmed 'as to the
and day of the pre-placement visit} Sister
Sliper.iorshould"be informed. She will put a
notice 6n th~ b~ll~tin board so that all involved
will
know the necessary information
. .

hour

0

~

.

The social worker will arrange w"i th the psychologist so that the latter w~ll have an opportunity
to meet w~th the child and give her tests if
this is necessary during the pre-placement visit.
"V.

The

Pre~placement

Visit

A. The social wDrker checks the results of the
TB and the blood test"as well as the rest of the
physical to see that all is in ordero
"B.
The receptionist notifies the groupmother
upon the arrival of the parents an~ child and also requests that two girls from the group be 'sent for to
show thegi~l around the school. The receptionist
then directs the parents to the social worker who will
see the family and introduce the child to the two
other Christie girls.

C. The parents have an additional chance to talk
with the w'orker while the child 1s being shown around
the school. This might be a good time for the social
worker to check "on all forms: the face sheetj the
state aid form} and any other, forms to see that they
are completed .
. Parents also have a time during this period to ask any
additional questions or give any additional information.
D. The parents have a chance to see their
daughter after the visit to say Good-bye. All agree on
"a time when the parents will return to pick the child
up.
E. If possible} the parents should have the
opportunity to meet the Sister Groupmother.
VI.

Acceptance:

A. During or at the end of the pre-placement
visit the Social Worker confers w~th the psychologist
as to her feelings about the child--her ability to fit
in a group settirig} her need of Christie} her
intellectual capacity.
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. ··---·B.· At Admissions Cormnittee meeting the case is
.Discussed and a decision is made as to whether the
child should he .accepted or not~ Sometimes it is
decided that. a trial living period is needed before a
decision can be made.

c. Once the child is accepted Sister Superior
communicates this to all concerned by a notice on the
bulletin board telling the date of acceptance.
(Sometimes this goes back to the day the child first
~rrived if State Aid is involvedo)
D. The child goes home or back to the Agency
from which she was referred for at least a day before
she returns to Christie to stay. (This return is very
important and is only omitted on rare occasions.)
VII.

Placement.

A. Visiting· arrangements are made individually
with the parents but usually there is a period of about
a month before visiting with parents is allowed~ except
to phone. Exceptions are made however according to need.
B~
The Social Worker dictates an initial paragraph for the Progress Sheet giving a brief paragraph
i.describing the child's problem. He writes up or
[dictates the intake history and checks again that all
forms ~ave been completed and\are in the file.
I

C. The child should be seen by the staff
physician during her first month:
VIII.

Staffing

A. When a child has been at Christie for approximately 4 weeks~ her situation is to be reviewed at a
formal staffing. Those persons present at the staffing are the social wDrkers~ the groupmother~ the
teacher, the psychologist, and the director. If any
other agency is involved, members of their staff are
invited.
In preparation.Tor the Staffing the Social Worker prepares the follow-l.ng Staff Sununary: (This is to be
ready for typing the Friday before staffing)
.
A. ,Case Summary - outstanding dynamic facts
Diagnostic statement regardi~g·child

B.
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C.
D.
-pared by
E.
-pared by
·F.

G.

Diagnostic statement regarding family
Diagnosis of living situation (pre.
groupmother)
-Diagnosis of school achievement (preteacher)
Treatment plan and goals
Prognosis

Social worker asks one other social wDrker to read
complete dictation.
At end of Staffing social worker sums up decisions
as·to future planning
These are later added to
the Progress Sheet and to Dr. stevens' report. If
it is decided that child needs to see psychiatrist
or psychologist or to have other special treatment
Social Worker sees that the arrangements are madeo
0

Decision is also made at end of Staffing how· soon
the case is to be re-reviewBd~ Usually it w~ll be
six months later.
IX.

Review of Staffing

Same plan as for staffing except that Social Worker prepares
the following:

A.
B.

C.
x~

Specific problem areas
Assessment of movement or lack of movement
By Social Worker
By Grbupmother
By Teacher
Treatment plan and focus: _change or continuation

SocialWorker 1 s duties during child's stay

A. Social Worker should se~ each child assigned
to him at least briefly once a month.

B.. He will consult with child!s groupmother
weekly and with teacher every three weekso
Co

to help

H~

will have periodic co,nferences with parents
focus on their role' in solving problemso

th~m

. Do' He will coordinate all planning for the child

--with,

parents~

other agencies, etc.
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. E~ He Will keep up on dictation of case records,
letters, reports to courts and other agencies .
.. F. ""He' will check with visiting homes which
child has been in on week-endso
. XT.. When child is ready to leave Christie (as
determined by Staffing)

A. Social Worker prepares the way for this stepJ
working either with parents or another agency and with
child.
B.
When, in staffing, it 1s decided that the
child needs to be kept under Christiefs protection in a
foster home. Social Worker a.pplies for a waiver of
:~icense from State Public Welfare.

C. Socl.al Worker then find s a foster home and
asks an authorized foster home placement agency to
certify the home.

XII.

After child leaves

'Ao
If child is still under Christiefs care J
Social Worker visits the home regUlarly, and keeps up
on dictation.
B.
Social worker consuits with Sister Superior
when'he thinks child can be released from Christie's
care.

c. If child is court-committed to Christie,
Worker notifies court of this decision~
D.

""'-m

Dictation on case is closed.
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.·APPENDIX K

TWENTY MARKS OF A GOOD INSTITUTION··
from Child-Caring InstitutIons by Martin GUla,
consllltant on group care~ division of social
services, U. S. Department of Health, Education~
and Welfare
1.

The institution is moving from isolation toward cooperation~ co-ordination, and even merger with community agencies serving the same general group of children.

2.

The institution's executive, board members, and staff
are active on community councils~ planning groups, and
interagency conferenceso

. 3.

Not only is the institution going out into the community but the community is coming into the institution.

4.

Sponsors of the institution remember it was created in
response to im.mediate community needs and -must remain
responsive to new needs as these arise.

5. 'The institution is willing to experiment with service
ito the group in the community most in need of this
~type of. care.

6.

The institution continually expands its use of related
community child-caring resources.

7. .The institution is expanding from a

serv~ce to the
individual child~ toward concurrent caseWDrk service
to parents, training: of personnel~ evaluation of treatment methods, and cooperating in basic researcho

8.

'Children accepted for residential care are increasingly
those children requiring temporary separation from
families or foster families, who need individual and
group treatment programs on a co-ordinated baseo

9-

The treatment needs of children increasingly influence
administrative planning such as selection of staff~
grouping of children, and developing of services. in the
1nstitutiono

lO.

Adrhinistrat1ve~·

psychiatric, pediatric,' casework,

nu~s

ingj medical, group living, group therapy, 'psychologiCal, and educational staffs are gUided by ~n ~nder
st~ndihg bf th~ mental health processes in~olved in
the treatment of 6hildren and their families.

11.

A "masterplan" fqr the study and treatment of the
child,and concurrent service to the family is
established before or soon after his admission and
is frequ.ently reviewed and reshaped dUPing 11.18
residence.

12.

This diagnostic and treatment plan evolves fr6m the
joint thinking of all staff members who are treating
the child and working with the parents.

13-

Each staff member becomes a part of a total effort in
behalf of the child
..
The groupi.ng and interaction of children 'is used constructively and not left to chance.
0

14.

15.

Group liv1ng is well-rounded, flexible, and appropriate for the age and needs of ,youngsters in residence.

16.

Staff are comfortable about the experimental nature of
their human relationships, and their responsibility
for re-examining, evaluating, and readjusting treatment methods in the light of objective findingse

17.· The various professional people in the institution are
learning how to· use their knoWledge and skill in the
residential settingo

18.

The physic.al pla"ht is shaped by the program, not the
~

.

con~rary.

19 ·

I

Smaller units or in some instances larger institutions
are being located in urban or suburban areas.
And finally, institutions are moving away from the cold,
antiseptic feeling and are creating a warm, hopeful,
person~l and good-humored atmosphere which has unique
treatment values of its own.

..•..
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SYNOPTICAL TABLES
POPULATION
Year
1908
. 1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
:1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

No.' of
Sisters
on Staff

Directeress

s.
. s.

Mary Peter
A1phonsus Mary
S. Mary. Laurentia

"
s.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

s.
s.
"
s.
If

Mary Elvira

Mary Pauline

S. Mary Paula
If

"
s.
fY

"
"
"
"
s.
s.
If

,II

6
7
7
9

9
11
12
14
1t§

Mary Wi1frida
Jean Marie
Mary Fina
Mary Anno1a
c.
I

........

7
7
9

6

II

s.
"
"
s.

7
7
5
6

7

Mary Erentrude

Day
Students

6

6
7
6
Mary Christina
Mary Eclburge

Boarding
Students

19
18
16
16
16
15 .
15
13
13

155
148
147
197 ..
160
187
191
187
238
166
157
189
183
194
196
126
194
167
247
256
230
280
222
197
165
166
148
151
171
193

5.
4'
4
4
6
2
3

5
2
3
2
4
6
3
11
2

3
2
2
1

Boys
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Synaptical-Tables
. (continued)

POPULATION
Year

Directeress

1943 S.
1944 "
1945 "
1946 s.
.1947 s~
1948- "
1949 S.
1950 s.
1951 rr
1952 . "
1953 ·rr"
1954
1955 "
1956 s.
.1957, "
1958 "
1959 "
1960 "
1961 "
1962 s.
1963 "
1964 "

Mary Annola
Mary Jean
Mary Annola
Lorita Maria
Mary Erentrude

Miriam Magdala

No. of
Sisters
on Staff

14
14
13
16
14
14
14
20
15
15
15
15
16
19

Board ing
Students

199
181
153
160
140
138
121
140
88
98
102
101
105
100
48

Annf=.. Paula

68
51
49
48
14

Day
Students

Boys

--8
22

21
25
16
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RECEIPTS AND DISaURSr:MENTS BUDGET FORM

CHRISTIE SCHOOL

AGENCY

Tbls Budget for 19~bas been approved by our Board of Directors
......Id••t

.

RECAPITULATION
.

'

(99.00)

.
~

84,415.00'

64,600.00

23,888.00

33,917.00

9,693.05

34,400.00

55,240.00

l.

LaltY.ar

7,160.00

02 Accounts Receivable

\
20

..

.;.

,

23 Reserves

-

15,113.00 2.3.. 970.0C

05 Trust funds

Christie Foundation

,7,,160.00

..........

24 Unearned income

06 Other assets

474.oC

'

J

25 Trust accounts

6,797.001

5,355. 00
:

.
'"

Building Res erve

(3,00O~ 00)

(99.00)

22 Unpaid loans and interest

--

,

04 .Investmen.tl

,

Un~aid s~lary,

21 Unfaid ac~ount8

5,355~00

.... _.,

"

"

La" V.ar

jln911~1;~'2Dec ~~962

LIABILITIES

.(99.00 (3,000.00 )

01 Cash on hand and in bank

07

(5,560.42)

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

,

,,--

115,815.00 119,840.00
115,815.00 119,840.00

.4

Ja1~1·;;~Dec ~~k

.

20,564.80
26,125.22

(99.00) (3,000.00)

ASSETS

.

(3,000.00)

13,871.75

'99,862~00

.---

0

(3,000.00)

77,598.00

BALANCE (OR DEFICIT)
END OF PERIOD

0

y.ar 1t

75,869.00

99,763.00 111,.416.00
114,416.00

-

'

~

la.lma.11i:.

Approved .~
for Vear 19

,

.-_ ..

TOTAL INCOME

03 Inventory

Veor 19~s

'.,"

!

F.

~ren.

Yeor19

6.00

'

•••cu'lv.

Actua~

I

'

CASH BAL. (OR DEFICIT)
. BEGINNING OF PERIOD
B. OPERATING RECEIPTS
.
(FROM PAGE 2)
C. ALLOC. FROM OREGON
UNITED APPEAL
D.

~.a.ur.r

A"lIo~
Vear 19

,

A.

E. EXPENDITURE ,

.&dw~~~ ··~~.(2vau/~·'

i5,113.00

23,,970. 00

26 Other liabilities
I

08 Total Current Reserve.

,I

10 Land
~;

•

,

12 Equipment
13

..

Total Current Liabilities

50,000.00 50,ooa.oc

30 Mortgages

. ..

11.76,687.00 179,687.0C

31 Building Fund
32 Endowment Fund
Restricted
33 Endowment Fund
Unrestricted

o

88,206.00 89,979.OC

~

'

14
I·,

.

.,

.

_...

;

11'"
16 Total All Auets' !
I

-

"'\

- .(') ..
'

22,174.00

26,325. 00

6,,797.00

474. 00

\

l,

11 Bui1din~

15

~'

28,971.00 26, 799.0C

- ..

..

"

"

<'

,

'34

Fixed Property Fund 314,893.OC 319,666. 00
\

.-

0'

-.

J,'

35 Surplus or deficit

~43,864.CO

346,465.OC

T..,icl Llab1li?lol and Surplus

I

,

"

343,864.00 346,465. 00

~
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~t

.,~

AGENCY_'

;~
i

-:C~HRI~S~T!c...:!:I~E:_lS=..:::C~H~QO~L~

-----

~=========~;:===:;::=====;:=~==::::::::i===~=============~

:..,.

I;tlCEIPT

Actval~!

S

A~ for
YtJOr 19.6.2..

Year 19.Jl.1..

5il!CEIPTS

FROtit

TAX

FUNDS

AND

,.

I

~,..at

YClart,'tA'bt;1

'

Approvod bdgot

for Yoar

[,"mo'. for
Year 19..64-

"...63-

CONTRIBUTIONS

~.

t.

.t"
;:

~

fAX FUNDS OTHER THAN STATE AID
STATE AID, INSTITUTIONAL CARE
STATE AID, BOA/WING HOME CARE-

..1,~ PURCHASE OF CARE

L CoNT. "JND

* FED •...

&: CORP., MULT. CO :
CON'f.:.IND·. &: CORP, OTHER' . -:;:. HEMB. DUES, OTHER THAN 24 &: 7,1
.~,. CONT., AUX., CHURCHES, ETC. ;
h.DES;·GIFTS:(FOR CURRENT.USE) j

L:

ii'. DONATIONS .IN KINDGov1t.SUfBo
'fJ.

l,.

SPEC.' BEQUESTS, CURR.ENT USE
SPECIAl. TEAS, SALES, ETC.

ll. CATHOLIC CHARITIES,INCo

l,.399~OO"·· 286.69' ''''.' i,800.06

1;456.00

';

32,,359.00

30,3.2J.OP.,..6,,344.16...
:.

.

...:

,"

')",

.
.",

'"

("';.,;.

1,200.00
26,000.00

;7,000.00

15,000.00

471 68
.. 168.50
.... 290.00

"'1,564.00'
3,372.00
.. ·1,,181.00' . 1,,499.00
:. . ; ' j

..28,009.00

2,000.00 ,..... ·2,000.00
1,000.00

0((,. ?

".~

_,

FEES,' FOSTER 'CARE~' NS1t;:-'~·-:.··-;·,·

to.

t.

FEES, FOSTER CARE, SA! i
\;'
MEM. DUES, USEOF FAC •.·._ .....

~. fEES FOR SERVICE

- • fEES,: G,L"ASSES &- eM!.RS:
REFUNDS, ·OTHER.ORG•. :
,t.REFUNDS, OTnER
;}r. INCOME FROM' ROOMS

l

_'

.>

~"':'

; ~:..

.'

3,250.00. ('2,669.00 ':.<,.::.::':';,'.<
1,~13.• 00:
1,484.00406.96

. ~..

<' ;"

;.-;:.... :,

;'.~.

"C'.

C/:·

t'.

1,000.00
?i)

""

:'

. j/. ~ ,i

~ ••

,

1,500.00

::- 1,500.00

41,300.00

46,100.00

C."". !~ :.~

4,000.00;

llll~.' :;;;': '''': :;< /45,023.00 40, 746 .00 7,967099
feEl PTS: FR OM AGENCf( SER~ I CEr,," .' . ~;;~'...h', ;~;:~
"i

t

.!.

-.-'

'~",.'. :~.'

.' ''''2,128 ;50'
5,881.0p~,:6,086.oo
Y,.·1,681.11
206.00
38.00

''':6,345~OO''-:'7 ,373~OO"

"8,000.00" '·:10,OOO.OO·c" .',.
6,000.00
3,000.00

2~'::~' ~.nfi,V '\.'.:

:
:

.195.00.'
'i.'.
" .. '

':.~ • '" I

• INCOME ..fROM 'M?A~S:<}
, RENTALS

.'j

14,122.00

12,421.00
!CEIPTS

FROM

INVESTMENTS

• Pease Short-term Trust
" NEr CASH TRANSFERR.ED FROM
TRUST OR SPECIAL FUNDS ~
:. INTEREST +-B-fi'IBENB8
'. REAL ESTA TE Rent,.;"Qli v~r
. " BOR'R~IfED FROM TRUST OR .

"'~'. ;:,>:.,;::'.; ::,;:: r'l:J: .:,,::\::

AND .. LOANS. .

4,825.00

..' ; . ' ,,'

", 1,287.50

13 000.00 \".;

I

4,000.•90· :" :.<t~~ooo~~:oo

est

. .

.:.:::.;

<{,/!

••

r:;:

.

•

.

~

~:"'"

r

..

~~ ~ .:'

600.00

.

/. ,..

,1

\"

...

'129.05
•

.: ".1

~.:.

,

', •. r";

I

400.00.

I

500.00

:::. ;~. 400.00. .':.:.
. 500.00

<:.-. !

:,.;,

." ......

~

... ' ~"

:

:

~, ...

t.• Other Sources . , 2 4 , 2 1 5 . 0 0

p~:_l_··

18_,_4...;25_._0_0~2_2~,.;.72_0_.0_O

._.·_·_·_·

r
1:~;~~2:~f~;~E~7~~~~L, ""'., :,",'~i:~:'·': · ',,; ~,::
ER

'1. TAL

RECE I PTS

~',C

5,'962'~6'o'" :': "9;:611.00
1,018.00. , . 211.00:-.
. 545.00'
. 517.00

'1

SPECIAL FUNDS
.
'.. BORROWED, OTHeR SOURCES'
,', REPA YMENT OF LOANS..

14,000.00

·3,881.21

i·....

.~.;

.4_.,.,_.9_00_o_0~?; .. ~

2'-,0_1_6e_5_.5_,.._,_2..;,9.,_11.,;,5...oOO_·_ _

.

0PE RAT I NG REe EI PT S

. 75.,869 ~oo

77,598.00

13,811.75

84.215.00

64.600.00
\

-_

REC~IPTS

,."

.'

..., •••.I,., • .J ••. ' .• · h

,.

,

'"

I

.......

.... --...-..

I

TUT10NiL EXPENOITURES

~OUSEHOLD & JAN. SUP.
LAUNDRY & L. SUPPLIES·
WflC • . & THERAPY SUP.
~TH. SUP. & EQUIPMENT ..
GARDEN & FARM EXP Dovlt

ENTERTAINMENT ,ETC.

4,,845.91
340.50
512.23
224.48
161.51

22,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1,800.00·
1,500.00

~99.00

1,484.00
154.00

406.96
25.94

1,500.00
200.00

27;066.00

29,223.00

6,517.53

_1,381".00

1,649.00

3.78.74

1,500.0C

l,5CN.CO

710,00

800.00

200.00

1~200.OC

1,500.00: . ,

2,449.00

578.74

2,700.OC

485.00

821.00

.r

L

CAL SUPPLIES AND

23,314.00
978.00
·1.. 805~00
672.00
816.00

21,861.00
'842.00
1,645.005,

rOOD
:LOTHING

l.,213~OO

EXPENDITURES.

WED. &. DEN. FEES & SUP.
NURSING SUPPLIES
PROFESSIONAL- FEES
CLINIC & TESTING SUP.

.~.

t,.

·2;091.00
IURSED- FOR

30,500.00

30,500.

DIRECT' ·CARE _ OR

ASSISTANCE
•• '; \ .

· FOOD
· CLOTHING
, RENT
· urILITI~S
• CASH·· GRANTS
· TRANSP. OF CL lENTS
· BOARD PD. FOR CHILDRf.N
· WEALS AND LODGING .
'. OTHER

~. ",~.~

.... :

'.,

l~"

' ..

~>~.:

:"

I'

.,

. f"

{;:.

.

~:".

~', '~""'I
'

34~oo

l03~OO

I

"'.,

. . :.....

t.

803.00

2,154.00 ". 2,44J.OO

847.75

:.'

, REPYMT. .TO TRUST OR
SPECIAL FUNDS
" liEPYMT. OTHER LOANS
:. LOANS MADE TO OTHER _
DEPARTJlEliTS OR FUNDS

.

.~. :""~.

3,OOO.OC

.:-

2611.S0
,
• • oJ

:,.. "

264.50·
)

·f •

,'.

.... : .... .. ..r:.. ~

"

........,

.. :'';.'."

44.75

2,340.00

.2,120•.00

'll

I

• -

.:-~

-

,t 4

'.

.~! ~~

)

DIS OU ~Sr:M;:;NiS-1 Conilnuod J

..

:

3,500.00

~'

.

Actual f.?!,
Yoar 19-.Q..J..

DISBURS~MENTS

OTHER

_

autt

Cllrrvnt

Approvod
forYoar 19

_ _ Mo thl
Yoar 19

Y~ar 19.6.Z....

(.Hmato for
Velar 19-.6.4.

DISBURSEMENTS

201. MEM. DUES TRANSMITTED
202. DAY CAMPS (G~OfS)
203. SUMMER CAMPS ';(GROSS)
294. CAF£T•• CONCESSIONS, ETC.
205. MAT. & SUP. FdR RESALE·
206~ EXPENSE OF .EN!. WITH
ADMISSION CHA~GES
207 •. REFUNDS
208. DISP. OF DES. GIFTS

125.00
,3,131.0

'TOTAL
TOTAL

.3

Actual for

244-E

.............

....:C~HR~=I.::::..ST~I~Et-::::..S~CH~OO~L~_......,--

AGtNCY

O~ERATING DISBURSE~ENTS
TO PAGE 1)

85.00

3,065.00

85.00

99,862.00 114,416.00\

(CARRIE~

NON-OPERATING DISBURSEMENTS

396.00
2,669.00

26,125.221 115,815.

119,840.00

(MEMOONLyi' DO NOT CARRY FORWARD)

MEM. DUES TRANSMITTED
SUMMER CAMPS (GROSS)
OTHER

Number of persol!S p:lriictpating in var;cus pro9rams or served during the yearbYGgolovels or other grouping:
' .
Members Pariicipatifi9 In ~rogram' or Receiving Services:,
Age Group-ActivityProgram Service

Lad Voar

2 Vea,.. a'll0

Days. Institutional Care

196.1.-

",-6.2.

20,~4

1~,052.

,
t

Days Care, Foster Homes ,.'
Days, Service Only .

943

1,107

?,%17

7,969

I,flmat.

Elflmate

1963-

19-64.

20,000

20,000

1,200

1,500

,000-

8,500

J..~

..-8

"

.
T .'

'.'

:.0. '.

~

I

"

.. ;

.~

.: ;

(,
J

PaQe 5

'tF'-R$

~

..."

,DISBU RSEMENY5-I_COllClude.d1

"

;/

•

~w,~=~s:=~~~=~~~~-~
EMPLOYED

•

~RCH

3r

'•

'

0 •

I.ployeel.

•

.

~ltlo.

•

Siater M. Anne Paula
1957
J. Barron Fitzpatrick
1959
Mrs. Elsie'L. Roblin
1960
Edi'Tard P. Smi th. Jr.
1962
Dr .. Elizabeth Winters
1959
Mrs. Alioe Van Ness
1962
Siater Mary Elaine
lP' 7
Sister M. Monica Ann
1960
Sister Richard Mary'
1961
Sister Ma~Stephana
1962
Sister M.Jeanine Therese
1960
Sister Mary Rosina
1963
Si6ter'¥iri~ Kathleen
1956
Sister Mary Clarildn.
1962
SisterWilfrida Mary
1959
Sister M. Franoes Irene
'1956
Sister Mary Donata
,,'
1960
Sister M. Ann Teresa -'-'
1955
Sister M. Frances Agnes
.1962
Sister Marian Gertrude
1962
Mrs. Peggy'Riohardson
1961
3 Assistant Groupmothers ) 1962
6 Student DiahvTashera
._) 1963
Pauline Wyly
1957
Mollie Jane Clayborne
'1962
Alice Kime .
1962
Virginia Wood)
1962
Bertha S. Thoms
1963
Lillian M. Hoagland
1963
Franoes J. Schultz
1961
Ray F. Garner
1963
William Kr~i1aus
1951
Jor.sef FenYvesi
1969

(.

f- res~

4'

Rev. 'John Do Hoelon

1965

Swimming Instruotor
Board Se'oretary

1963

...

fWl'

I

R~ ~ .
I SJcIl r--I I.el.djtd·

I

I

Voc.

I

PaId bAgene:

I

I

\

"I"'"'

AJlowa8c.

I

''r_r\Yoaat.
LasfYeor
I

\

Yearly Rate

ThIs Year

\

Y::e~Yy':~.

I

I

"

Director
Full
Soo.Wkr.
Full
Soc.Wkr.
Part
Soc .'Wlcr.
Full
Psyohgst.
Part
Nurse
F\lll
Se or~tary -:~~-~Full
Treasurer
Full
Teacher
Full
Tea.cher
Full
Teacher
Full
Art Tchr.
Full
Grpmother .Full
Grpmother
Full
Grpmother
Full
Receptnst
Full
Seamstres
Full! )
Seamstl"es
Full
Seamatrea
Full
Dietician
Full
Asst.Grpm
Full
Helpers

BR
-581.00
367.00
418.60 -

BR

BR
BR
- BR

BR
BR

BR

Bn

BR
BR
BR
-BR

BR

Part

Full
Full
Full
Part
Din.Rm~M
Full
Ktchn Hlp
Full'
~dry. maid
Part
lMaintenan e Full
Engineer
Part

BR
BR
B'

1500.00
8100.00

1500.00
8235.00
2550~00
5400.00
6500.00
6500.00
2400.00
2400.00
1137.50
4200.00
1020.00
1020.00
1020.00 1020.00
900.00
900.00
900'.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
675.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
.720.00
74b.00
.720 00
720.0'0
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
1625.00
1625.00

4200.00
1020.00 ~
1020.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
720.00
1625.00

2100.00

2100.00

2100.00

1800.00
1620.00
1620.00
1440.00

1800.00
1620.00
1620.00
1620.00
1800.00
1920.00
150.00
1860.00
1920.00

1740.00
1620.00
1800.00
1920.00
150.00
1850.00
1920.00

800.00
960.00
200.00
900.00

800.00
960.00
-200.00
4200.00

0

BR
BR

Cook
Cook
Dishwashe
Replacer

;'-.

,

-{
(

B

BR
BR

Laundry-

man
Chaplain

720.00
360.00
720.00

BR

Part
Full
Part
Part

BR

150.00
1920.00
800 •.00

960.00
187.00

1500.00
8505.00
7000.00
6825.00
2400~00

1800.00
1'74-0.00

I\)
~.~

-r=
-r=

~

I

I:J;j
:

I

/

'j

\.' ,I

.. ":)

~C.J
....

.;

(--")'.
<........__ ....

-
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BUDGET

REQ.UEST ,FORM
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Explanation of Items in Financial Statement

I.

Explanation of those items on Financial Tables showing any increase or decrease.
1963 Budget

-

64

;J,Ii

INCOME
~

Other Sources $24,,215.00
,"
We do not know how we are going to meet this deficit" caused by the difference between our approved budget and our actual allocation, plus $3,000
deficit from 1962.
1964 Budget

.1 -

INCOME

County Aid ';')
(\
i

-2
22

---

State Aid" 'Institutional Care
iz

Average number

21

27,360.00

40 x 57 x 12

Fees, Foster Care SA

!

credited on State Aid Claim

Budget figure for State-Aid
~

$ 1,,200.00

Average number
20 x $5 x 12
Present number on county Aid - 20

1,500.00
$25,860.00

$26,,000.00

Purchase of Care - Federal fund:S through SPWC
, 9 :x: 145 x 12
Fees, Foster Care NSA
Average number

. $15,000.00

10 x 90 (av. rat~) x 12

Budget figure

10,800.00·.

$10,000.00
EXPENSES "

101-102-104-105

Salaries, Social Security" Retirement
Regular raise in salaries for social workers
1 full-time instead of part-time social. worker
!ncre~se in social security rates

l!2

Mileage Allowance to Car Owners, etc.
" Private cars of 3 social workers @ $60 per month each; average of 660
miles per month @ 9¢ per mile" and 2 students 2 days a week.

~

Dues - National Council of Catholic Charities

~

Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds
Only needed repairs until our building needs ar'e settled.'

lli

Laundry and laundry supplies

'$350.00

Laundry helpers to relieve children of duties during school time.

-

173

Professional fees
Needed psychiatric help for disturbed children

187 Board paid for Children - Under direct supervision of Christie School
Average number

7 x 50 x 12.·

- a- .

$3,500.00

lJ

!!
aUA 1964 Budget: Request Form
Explanation of Items in Financial Statement
page S

v.

Year of latest annual audit filed with aUA.
Year of January 11 1961 to December 31 1 1961.

A.
B.

VI.

244-H

When a later audit will .be·. provided.
A later audit will be pr'ovided in the fall of 1963.

Cash or Accrual Basis
The books of Christie School are kept substantially on a cash basis
the only exception being the recording. of accounts receivable from' the
State of Oregon and the Convent of the Holy Names.
l

II. Statement on Intake Policy
Christie School is a social agency offering group care for girls of
elementary school age whose emotional problems are <such that they cannot
remain in their own homes or go to foster homes l and who would benefit
from group care.
.
III. Statement on reimbursement or fee policy for servic~s.
Financial support for the child. It is of vital irnp'ortance to the
child that her parents be asked to participate financially as their
income permits l for this usually insures greater participation in

all areas of planning •
.

/'

As a guide we suggest the following: As a maximum - $4.85 per day
.. (our actual cost of care for 1961),; as a minimwn ':" the costs to the
parents if the child remained in the home: An objective measure for
determining a minimum amount for costs at home is the standard for
ADC for focd l clothing, and personal incidentals.
It/. - Statement on policy regarding charging of fees for services to other agencies

"""'\

/

(pUblic or private) to communities.
.
Christie School and the State Public Welfare Commission have worked
out a purchase of care agreement Whereby girls between the ages of
. 5 and 16 and who are the continuing responsibility of the State Public
Welfare Commission and are found after careful screening to have their
needs best met by the Christie School program are referred to Christie
School with the State Public Welfare Commission paying full ~ost of
care. This agreement was effective January, 1963 and ends June 3D,
1963 and is financed by federal child welfare funds. It is subject
to. renewal.

,/

t;)

aUA

196~

BUDGET REQUEST FORM

244-1

Explanation of Items in Financial Statement

Explanation of those items on Financial Tables showing any increase or decrease.
1963 Budget
INCOME
4

Other Sources $24,215.00
We do not know haw we are going to meet this deficit, caused by the difference between our approved bUdget and our actual allocation,plus $3,000
deficit from 1962.
1964 Budget
INCOME

];

County Aid

Average number
20 x $S x 12
Present number on county Aid - 20
2

State Aid, Institutional Care
Average number

40 x 57 x 12 .

27,360.00

22 Fees, Foster Care SA
i credited on State Aid Claim

--

Budget figure for State Aid

1
21

1,,500.00
$25,860.00

$26,000.00

Purchase of Care - Federal funds through SPWC
9 x 145 x 12
Fees~ Foster

Care NSA
Average number

$15~000.OO

10 x 90 (ave rate) x 12

10,800.00.

$10,000.00

Budget figure

EXPENSES
,01-102-104-105

Salaries, Social Security, Retirement
Regular raise in salaries for social workers
1 full-time instead of part-time social worker
Increase in social security rates

,17

Mileage Allowance to Car Owners ~ etc.

-- .

Private cars of 3 social workers @ $60 per month each; average of 660
miles per month @ 9¢ per mile, and 2 students 2 days a week.

.46

Dues - National Council of Catholic Charities

~

Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds

$350.00

I

Only needed repairs until our building needs are settled.

&1

Laundry and laundry supplies
Laundry helpers
to relieve children of duties during school time •
.
J

~

Professional fees
Needed psychiatric help for disturbed children

~

Board paid for Children - Under direct supervision of Christie School
Average number 7 x 50 x 12
$3,500.00
- 8 -

em

APPENDIX M

CATHOLIC CHARITIES, .INC.
JOINT ADVISORY-BOARD MEETING
st. Rose- Ihdustrial School
November 14, 1952
Follow~ng

luncheon the meeting was called to

orde~-by

, Mr. A. V. Fonder, chairman of the Catholic Charities Board,
~t-.l~05P.M.
A written roll call was taken, and the names
- ,-are-.att-ached to these. Minutes. Mimeographed copies of the'
.Minutes of.the May 9, 1952 meeting were distributed to all
present. Copies of The 'Catholic Charities Reporter' Fall
1952 issue,wBre also distributed.
1

Chairman Fonder extended a welcome to all present and
in their behalf expressed thanks to Mother Visitation and
St. Rose Industrial School for being gracious hosts today.
Remarks of Reverend Director of Catho1icCharities Father Schmitz added his thanks to all. He introduced
Father Joseph McMahon, who has completed his social work
studies at the Catholic University, and who is soon to
serve as director of Catholic Services for Children.
Referririg to the Catholic Charities Reporter, Father
Schmitz hoped that news frcim each of the institutions
would be featured in the coming editions.
Reorganization. He stated that in lieu of the agreement first offered the institutions and agencies, the
latter preferred a Charter issued by the Most· Reverend
Archbishop. Father Schmitz called upon M. Charles W.
Wentworth, chairman of the Finance Conunittee, to read the
Charter Formula. After read:tng it in full, Mr. Wentworth
commented that in his opinion the Charter is a better instrument than the agreement basis and hoped that all the
agencies wDuld become stronger and extend their sphere of
service and influence under this new self-dependent status.
He hoped also that the Charter itself would be properly
embellished w~th the Archbishop's crest for framing.
Father Schmitz reported further that the Charter'had
been formally approved at the Charities Board meeting of
October 20, when all institutions and agencies were
represented.
'

. -He added that on October 31" the"'directbrs of the
.af'fect.ed agencies' had surveyed.8. - 3'~page -study' of the areas
of serVlce" lntake and mutual cooperatlon.
- "

.

-." Eubllc announcement· of "the' change has' been teptative-

-ly ·set .f'or· December 1st or as "soon .as -.clearance with the

State" Public Welfare Commission is as.sured. After thi"s ."
date each institution will apply to.the state PllblicrWel-"
fare Conunission for its license. Preparatory to" this, ·the
..article·s of incorporation and by-laws of each agency must
be' presented to the State Public Welfare Commission, 'and
compliance with the eight points of excellence set forthby the state legislature.
Transfer of files will be made
to the institutions between December 15th and 31st.
Reports of Agencies. - Each agency representative
introduced the members of his respective Advisory Board
and gave a report of the Board meeting held previous to
this joint meeting.
~
(a) Children's Bureau: Mrs. E. J. English reported
182 children under care as of October 31, 1952, which is an
increase of 32 children in six months. The neW' boarding
home rates, an increase from $40"to $45 per month, went
into effect October 1st. A successful tea for foster
mothers was held on October 30th.
Father Schmitz explained the Charter whichw~ll be
issued by the Archbishop to Catholic Services for Children .
.F ather McMahon spoke briefly on the coordination of children's services.
.
Mr. Francis J. Kern, finance chairman for the Bureau,
reported on the bUdget that had been presented to the
United Fund.
A problem was raised regarding services to Catholic
children in the state institutions. Mrs. Peck reported
'that Catholic children at the state blind school have no
way of getting to Mass on Sundays. Mrs. McLellan of Salem
Catholic Charities stated that the Junior Catholic
Daughters in Salem had been taking the children from the
blind school to Mass during the past four yea·rs. The matter
would be investigated further.
(b) St. Rose Industrial School: Mr. F. J. Dunning
reported that St. Rose Advisory Board had also discussed
the Charter this morning. Most of their meeting was devoted to tl1e ·.legislative interim corrunittee of which

w

Mr .•-.. George -Sta:.deJ.Jnan is chairman.. -They dlscussed ways and
means. o.E coinbatt.1.ng the proposed consolidation- onihstitu-'
tious· -for delinquent girls- and/.or central state ':'wide intake
i'orsaid . instituti·ons.· The interim-committee is· definitely

trying to have committed to Hillcrest some of the girls now
going to the private agencies .
.- . One of' the arguments to be used on our side is the·
.$2.60 __per diem cost at st. Rose compared to the $6.85 per
diem cost at Hillcrest. A committee was appointed this
morning to work with Catholic Charities with respect to
any development in the Legislature.
Mr. Elmer Price served on the United Fund Budget subcommittee as St. Rose delegate and did commendable service.
(c) Christie Home for Girls: Mr. Fonder read a report
by Sister Erentrude as follows: The fire escape
on the north end of the bUilding has been completed. The
playground has been surfaced with black top, and other
physical improvements made. The registration is at
capacity, including 14 private boarders. Two-thirds of
the total enrollment are Catholic girls. The Home has
entered a volleyball team in the,C. Y. 0.· tournament, and a
Gi~l Scout troop has been activated.
A television set has
been donated recently; all the bed and dresser sets have
been.re-finished free of charge, and the Young Ladies
Institute does a great deal of sew~ng for the girls. There
is still a $6,000 debt on the steam boiler plant; the
kitchen needs painting and remodeling, and also additional
refrigeration.
prepa~ed

Under the reorganization plan intake will be done by
the Christie Home caseworker stationed at the School.
Study is being given to changing the name of the institution to "Christie School."
(d) Our Lady of Provid~nce Nursery: Dr. Meienberg
reported enrollment at capadity; the Charter is acceptable;
'the social caseworker will reside within the Nursery but
intake will be done by Catholic Services for Children.
Mr. Arthur Schoenfeldt served as Providence Nursery repre.sentative on the United Fund Budget Committee..
Physical improvements included a new windbreak on the
roof and additional plumbin~ facilities. Several new
Bbard members were present for the meeting this morning.
Th~ Guild has done remarkable service to children in the
nursery.
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(e) 'st~ Mary's Home for Boys:' Father Good~irih introduced' 'his assistant ~'Fatfier 'Alan ,Kennedy. 'Enrollment
ilUrribers 100 boys.
$3~' 300 has ,been spent ,recently on physical improvements~' A guest at this rri.o'rhing"·s "meeting was
Mr. Madjek, vice-president of ,the- Salem Community Fund.
.
- ' (.i') , c. ·Y. O. Mr. Phillip 'Murphy, program d~rec tor; reported that .his executive Board meets monthly throughout
the year. The program serves about 7,500 children'annuallye Focus is being placed this year on the teen age group,
with emphasis on cultural activitie~.

(g) Society of st. Vincent de Paul: Blessed Martin
Day Nursery: Mr. Royer reported that in October the
Society elected Mr. Charles J. Dell president of the Partical~r Council to succeed Frank J. Stark, retired.
Its
salvage Bureau's annual report as of September 30 showed
_g~oss business of $84,000.00, of which nearly $50,000 was
paid in wages to handicapped men and women. The Society
will again sponsor the Christmas wDrk of providing for all
needy Catholic families in the county.
He introduced Mesdames Agnes Carney and C. A. Fick of
the Blessed Martin Nursery Board. The latter group met
this morning and heard the report for the tWBlve months
ended September 30th, show~ng the 141 children had been
served of whom 50 were Catholic and 51 were colored children. , The nursery has operated at capacity during the
entire year.
(h) Catholic Youth Camp: Mrs. Merton Miller reported that the Catholic Youth Camp, operated for the first
time during the two-week period June 30-July 13; Sister
Virginia, S.S.S. Director, and a staff of·20 persons, some
paid, some voluntary, prOVided the camping for 168 boys and
.girls . Father Schmitz served ,as chaplain and the camp was
honored by a visi t from the Most Reverend Archbishop, .who
has ~ince given approva1to the plan. of establishing a per; manent Catholic youth camp. The Catholic Social Council
$ponsored the project this first year.
-

"
(i) Lane County Catholic Charlt'ies: Father Edmund
J.
Murnane,··director, reported that Catholic Cparities of Lane
County is just, now completing its flrst year of activity,
and reglst~rs a caseload of 80'. He feels that another year
will be reqUired before a true evaluation of its services
can be made.

(j) Salem Catholic Charities: Mr. Henry Kropp re-ported' that the ·agency'.1.·s - stil~ .actlve and maintains good
re-lations wi th- other community. agencies. He introduced
M~~~-D. ~. McL~llan, secretary and staff worker of the
Salem. Chari tie s.
New- business - Father Schmitz expressed thanks to all
the men and women affiliated with Catholic Gharit:ies and
.the in~:rtitutions who are working to put over the United

Fund campaign successfully.
,

,-

Ac-cording to the- rotat:1.ng _plan,was' extended to hold the next :Semi~anhual
Advisory Board- meeting-at- Our Lady of Providence
Nursery.
.
Place-of meet-lug:

-an '...invitation

-

~

~

'- Remarks -o..:r- Archbishop' -- The Most -.Reverend Archbishop
--tipr..essed h.is deep---appreciation -to al~- those present to-aay', -ahd for the interest -and sacrii'ice.s in behalf of the - dependent- and" delinquent children cared for in our institutions. - He reminded them tha tGo.d will reward their' .
ef'f6rtsahundredfold. He pointed out the importance of
this work.':" - "The wel.f.are of'- our children will be the
~r~~test contribution to' the peace of' the wurld-.
The
ideas-inculcated into the-minds of youth will determine
.we coriduct -b.fmen~ Hence the attempt of d:i.ctators to
.c~di1Lrol -the youth of·, their land ~ I t He said he was deeply'
-,.-.grateful to all who 'are striving to promote the welfare of
the youth of this Archdiocese. He ~sked God to bless them
"as only He 'can do. It
C.hairman.Fonder-expressed the appreciation of the
gro.up to the Most Revetend Archbishop, and pledged their
cdnt:tnued serv:i.ce. He aliso thanked Mother Vi si tation and
all at St. Rose Industri~l School for being hosts of the
day.
Clo~ing prayers were led by the Most R~verend Archbishop, and the meeting adjourned at 3:00 PoMo

I
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CHRISTIE SCHOOL
"Ch~istie-School has reri~ntlydesignated its
i'uhcti.on ,.a's ,a -so.cial ,group work agency of the Sisters of
the Holy Name of Jesus and Mary.

, Christ..i..e School is located approximately nine .,
_.irli.l..e'sSQuth of Portland and about -one mile south of Oswego,
,-at 'Marylhurst~· Oregon. .Christie actually took its "first· '
orphan' girl in 1859 at which time it was~a boarding school,
operated by the Sisters of the Holy Name "of Jesus and Mary.
Their work w'ith foundlings continued to groW' so that-in,.
IB70 it was housed in a" separate building arlpdesignated asSt. 'Joseph's Orphanage. In 1886, when it became necess.a.ry to'expandSt. Mary's Academy, the orphans were sent to
the Holy Name School in St. Paul., Oregon. This remained
their home until 1908, when Christie Home for Orphan girls
was established in the present building at Marylhurst.
Christie School receives its girls from allover
the State of Op~gon. According to the figures received,
20% of 'the children at Christie are fro~ Protestant
. .families. The present;. maximum capacity of Christie is 100
girls and the plan is to expand to accormnodate 125 girls.
Christi e is license'd to care for girls from five to
eighteen years of age.
1

ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL:
Sister Miriam Magdala, Superintendent; Slster
Miriam Theresa, Supervisor; The Reverend John D. Neelon,
Chaplain; Mrs. R. E. Hilyard, Social Worker.
,Until recently, Sister Mary Erentrude was
Superintendent. She was replaced in JUly by Sister Miriam
Magdala.

*****************
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PROGRESS REPORT OF THE CHRISTIE SCHOOL STUDY COMMITTEE
\

This ·stlidY·.,or.iginat.-ed 'be.caUse of the reque'st by'

Cliristie Sch6.Ql to' the 'United "Fund Capital Fuhds C'orrimi t·tee
.for .perplissionto· 'con'duct" a' drive to raise approximately
$300rObO.00 for facility expansion.

IMPROVEMENTS REQUESTED:
1.

New· classrooms, in order to'remove the younger
children fro~ the 'fourth 'floor which is 'very"
urisuitable .f'or.living quarter.s a.s the bathroom
.facilities are located on the first and third
floors only.

2.

A covered play area.

3.'

A cottage which would house fifty

4.

The addition of a combination gym-auditorium.

5.

Christie plans to expand from the present capacity of 100 girls to 125 girls.

"
'girls~

QUESTIONS WHICH THE COMMITTEE CONSIDERED DURING THIS STUDY:
1.

The Child Welfare League of America has statedthat it feels that children living in aninstitution should have the opportunity to attend
public schools, therefore the consideration of a
classroom addition must be thought through carefUlly.

2.

Does the community need the institutional facility that Christie provides? The fact that
recently there have been no new facilities for
'children in Portland should be taken into consideration.

3.

Does this expansion increase the enrollment, and
if so should the committee consider the segregation which is inherent w~thin this kind of
facility; namely, that brothers and sisters are
separated and in the best interest of the family
group, is this the best solution?
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4.

The need for expan'sion of the Christie' Home
should be considered "stat.istically in view of
the' ra:ct that there are other institutions "wi thin
Multnomah Coilnty aM" other parts b1' "the State-'
w.hlch' are operating' under capacity at thi,13 time,
namely; the Children's' Farm Home which has a
c~p~~ity of 160' children, and at the' present
time has an enrollment of 138 children. " Also
Children's Home in Portland,. which has a
capacity 01' 60,. and ,.bas·.at the .pres.ent "time only
35' cbildren. (this situation. has changed since
the -que.st.ion was raised
they' now -have a
capacity of 50'children and are operating at
approximately 43).

·,5.

The delicate problem of religion needs close
consideration with regard to the intake of chil.dren. The fact is that wbether the institution
be Catholic or Protestant, the focus must "be on'
the ,n.eedsof t.he children. An essential question
is whether the child should receive parochial or
public school education.

6.

!
I

According to the best estimates and k~owledge
of authorities in the Child Welfare Field, an
institution housing over 75 children is too
large to give adequate care and proper focus on
program.

7~

The" question of where do the girls go after-completion of elementary education must be considered.

8.

HoW' wide an age span is advisable to try to work
with. Again, 'Child Welfare authorities feel
that the older age group needs a different kind
of program than the younger age group.

9.

The question of the need for more caseworkers in
,regard to expansion. What is the maximum caseload per worker is another question which must
be considered.

10,.

The national trend to keep children together is
something'that the cormnittee must keep in mind.
For example, the Homemaker Service, which is becoming more.and more prominent throughout the
nation, the Day Care 1'acilities, etc. In other
words, the need to prevent the family from being
separated.
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PEOPLE WITH WHOM THE COMMITTEE CONSULTED DURING THE STUDY
PROCESS:
1.

Mr. A1 Green from the Juvenile Court.

2.

G. -V. -Morrison -of- the Child -Guidari"c'e Clinic,
was not able to bepresenta:t a"committee
meeting but was contacted by telephone.
Dr~

·who

3.. ,

Sister Miriam -Theresa; Sister Mary Erentrudej
Mrs. R. E. Hilyard of Christie School.

4..

Mr. Barron Fitzpatrick of Catholic Services for
Children.

COMMITTEE CONCLUSIONS:
The school is filling a social need in its
present. plant.
1.

LIMITATIONS ON THE PHYSICAL PLANT:
. (a)
(b)

Fourth floor dormitory is hazardous.
Present schoolrooms outside the main building
are temporary and need replacing.
(c') -Shower and dressing room facilities are needed'
for the swimming pool area.
(d-) Children are overcrowded on,the third floor
. dormitory.

WHAT DO MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PLANT- REQUIRE IN SOCIAL
PLANNING?

(a)

Analysis desired of relative responsibility
Christie School feels for education and social
adjustment functions of the school.

(b)

In light of the decision on (a) above, what is
the need for additional sisters and casew'orkers.

(c)

What is ideal capacity for a school if combined
-responsibilities are- carried a~ described above.

(d)

Can improvements or additions in facilities be
planned so as to provide for flexibility for
future years if other specialized needs deve_lop.
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The foregoirig 60nclusioris'are-caps~liiati6nsof
a-great- deal of discussion and thought on the part of the
committee.

************
The follov\ring' is a brief suriunary in order to
elaborate a little
on some of. the above points:
.
. - -- - _. - One of' the major -points which -kept - coming 'up
during 'cofumi ttee- meeting- was the- need -for·' a -strong· re- .

re.rral ·.and- in-take.-:.program~ -Ther.e -is .n6 question ·that this
--pdllit· haS many argilments . pro' ahd . con -but the 'feeling is t:nat-fu order to .hetterutiliZe various facilities in' the
cdntinunity,-it-isriecessary"that -these two functions be
strengthened and adhered to by all institutions.
'Sedondly, the point of keepi~g children' with-'
parents was also expressed qUite strongly. " The .feeling
is that often times we allow parents to break up a family
under emotional stress when they really do not desire to
do so. This statement, however, assumes that we have ade-.quate casework services to offer to these families. This
brings up the point of where is it "most important to place
more caseworkers; in institutions, in foster home program,
or where?
The question regarding congregate care came up
consistently with the committee also. The present thinking and trends in the institutional field are toward
smaller types of units, such as small cottages; housing
at the maximum ten girls; or boys. Another advantage of
a smaller living unit is that it adds to the flexibility
o~ the institution if it appears in the future that a
change in focus of program is needed.
One other point that was stressed at the meetings was the school program at Christie. Since twenty
percent of the children at Christie are Protestant, the
question arose that if public schools were used for these
children, how would this affect the need for expansion at
Christie? Should Christie accept Catholic children. from
the surrounding community to attend a parochial 'school on
a daily basis?
The Committee felt that they were in .amost
difficult position to make other than general recommendations concerning Christie School since so many areas
need clarification.
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. It- was -recoimnended ~ -how'ever, -that 'Christie -School'
obt~i~ ~xp~rt ~dvice'bh gr6~p ~~r~' facilitie§-fo~- child~en.

This advice should come from people well'acquain'ted with
-group care facilities in the . . social welfare field.
-

.

Mr. Francis Jacobberger' stated that Christie was - in the process of arranging a self-study. This study'~~ll
be carried out next summer by Sister Agnita Miriam' from
the 'National Catholic School of Social Service, Catholic
University, Washington, D. C.
The study w~ll cover all of the services under the
area covered by the Diocese, which actually means Statewide, because some services operate on a State-w~de basis.
The committee set up to help w~th this study is composed of
lay board members of Catholic Charities and one professional
representative from each of the services. Mr. Charles,
Assistant Director of Catholic Charities is Chairman of the
Committee.
Because of this self-study, the committee felt that
it would be better to wait and see what direct,ion comes out
of this study as far as Christie School is cqncerned before
further pursuing the study.
Respectfully submitted,
CHRISTIE SCHOOL STUDY COMMITTEE
Mrs. Verne Dusenbery, Chairman
Mrs. Walter Graham
Dr. Robert M. Heilman
Mr. Francis P. Jacobberger,
Mrs. William L. Brewster
Mr. Andrew Juras
Mr. Jack Frost - Staff
MY
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